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sources, is nevertheless not ashamed to admit its inter
dependence with its neighbours and its partners
across the world and its dependence upon them. We
are a people without illusions; we Australians neither
falsely exaggerate our strengths nor fearfully exag
gerate our weaknesses. It is precisely because we
make a rational assessment of our strengths and
weaknesses that we recognize that we depend upon
a better international order to preserve those things
we most value about our national independence. In
seeking a better international order, we give primacy
to the United Nations.
5. It is therefore with growing concern that we
witness what can.only be called a drift away from inter
national order and' international co-operation at pres
ent occurring in world 'affairs. Australia's concern
springs not just from the real difficulties created'by

, recent events but,even more, from the feeling that
there has been' a weakening of win, a loss of momen
tum, in international determination to meet and over
come those difficulties.
6. Great hopes were born two years' ago. The Aus
tralian Government whole-hearted~yendorsed the
movement towards detente between the' United
States and the Soviet Union. We whole-heartedly
supported China's return to her true place in the
family of nations-in the Organization and in the
world. We. whole-heartedlyendorsed the Agreement
on Ending the War and Restoring Peace in Viet Nam,
silned in Paris on 27 January 1973. We therefore
ratified the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons [resolution 237J(XXll), annex), moved our
China Embassy from Taipei to Peking, and ended our
own military involvement in Indo-China.
7. Above all, we have been determined to do all
we can to ensure that our region and the'world should
not for a second time lose the. opportunity for a new
settlement, a new step towards peace and progress, in
the way that the chance was thrown away after the
war in Korea and after the Geneva meetings in 1954.
Yet we have to acknowledge that the hopes springing
from the remarkable events of 1971 and 1972 are
beginning to sour. There is increasinlly a sense of
drift, a sense of events out of control. The task 'of this
Assembly should. be to help to stop that .drift.. Our
natural preoccupation with our national problems
,-and for most of us they are very great indeed-must
not lead to a loss of international concern and in
volvement.
8. We cannot turn inwards. Even the mostimrne
diate problems of domestic worry-such as inflation,
which so many of us share, the strongest, the most
hilhly developed' alonl with the weakest and the least
developed-arein essence international problems for
which there. can be no ultimate,no complete national
solution without an international solution. No .nation ,
no group of nation~, no bloc, no alliance, can .live
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1. The PRESiDENT (interpretation from French):
This afternoon the General Assembly will hear a state
ment by the Prime Minister of Australia, and it is now
my great pleasure to welcome His Excellency
Mr. Whitlam.
2. Mr. WHITLAM (Prime Minister of Australia):
Mr. President, in this year in which Australia has
established diplomatic relations with Alleria, it gives
me particular pleasure, as head of the Australian Gov- .
ernment, to congratulate you upon your election as
President of this twenty-ninth session of the General
Assembly. The Algerian experience has'encompassed
many of the greatest problems facins the world and
the Organization today. Sir, your nation's expe
rience-and your own-ensure distinction and silnif
icance to your occupancy of this high post.
3. As head of the first Australian social democratic
Government since Australia helped to found the
United Nations and to frame its Charter more than
a quarter of a century ago, I reaffirm our loyalty to
both. Such pledles are easily enoulh given; yet no
nation makes them more sincerely"more earnestly
today, than Australia.
4. No country more than Australia needs the fulfil
ment of the international objectives .of the United
Nations to reach the fulfilment of her own national
objectives. There are few countries' in which the
paradox is demonstrated with such force that true
national independence depends upon international
interdependence. There are few nations to which the
mirage of national self-sufficiency can be made so
tempting; yet there are few nations. for whk:h that
mirage can be so easily dispelled. Australia,. fortu
nate in possession of lreat resources, confident in
the ability of its own ,people to de\lelop those re-
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we have expressed our concern.in action before the
International Court of Justice.
13: All of us face a nightmare world in which as many
as 15 or 20 nations may possess nuclear weapons by
the early 1980s. There is time to prevent it. We have
perhaps about a year, two years at the most, in which
to prevent it. Now is the time; it may be our last chance.
For our part, the Australian Government pledges that
it will neither develop nor acquire nuclear weapons .

14. Our first aim must be to strengthen the non
proliferation Treaty and to. work for its acceptance
everywhere. Real and rapid Ji~gress can best be made
through that Treaty. We should build on what we
have. We have not time to start all over again. Six
years after it was concluded and more than four years
after it'came into force, some States have still to ratify
the Treaty or to make clear their renunciation of nu
clear weapons development. Certainly we understand
the difficulties the Treaty presents to some nations.
We understand their reservations. We acknowledge
the discriminatory aspects of the Treaty as it now
stands. We would hope that the forthcoming confer
ence to review the Treaty will remove some of these
difficulties, but the conference will be more successful
and meaningful if more nations ratify the Treaty and
work within its framework to improve it and to apply
it.
15. Secondly, we should make a comprehensive
treaty to ban nuclear-weapons testing an urgent
priority. The treaties which have been concluded and
the resolutions which have been adopted are impor
tant achievements,·' but they' have not gone far
enough towards stopping the nuclear arms race. They
are only steps towards universal and comprehensive
agreement on nuclear-weapons testing. We must
complete the journey.
16. Thirdly, we need effective international ar
rangements to govern and to control nuclear exper
iments for peaceful purposes. We all recognize the
promise which scientific collaboration on the peaceful
uses of nuclear energy holds for economic develop
ment in the interests of all mankind. But the world
cannot afford the risks which .lie in the. prospects of
mcreasing numbers of countries possessing nuclear
devices-even if they profess to have them for peace
ful purposes only. We cannot shrug off nuclear explo
sions which.present us .with,such a threat, particularly
explosions conducted outside existing safeguards
and without international inspection. Australia seeks
support for an international arrangement by wh!ch
all States could gain access to nuclear explosive
services for peaceful purposes under agreed and
secure international controls. We urge all nuclear
States to co-operate in establishing such a service,
preferably .under the auspices of IAEA. I join with
the Foreign Minister of' Canada in this call
[2242nd meeting]. .

17. Another' approach to the goal ,of disarmament
worth serious exploration is the concept of peace
zones. Such zones are of course no substitute for

. comprehensive disarmament and no substitute for an
effective non-proliferation Treaty. Australia, however,
takes a particular interest in the ,~greements and pro
.posals embodying this concept, because most of them
directly affect our continent and our region. The
Antarctic Treaty, t the Declaration of the Indian Ocean
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alone, can live entirely to itself in this new world.
We are all internationalists now-by necessity. ·:Aus.. '
tralia is internationalist by. necessity and by choice;
Each of us has .our bilateral arrangements and our
regional arrangements. Many, like Australia, through
treaty or trade or tradition, have honourable align
ments and valuable associations.

9. It is, however, through this Organization, its
. Assembly and its councils and through the specialized

agencies that the enduring international settlements
must ultimately be sought and the drift away from
international co-operation must be arrested. So there
must be no loss of nerve, no loss ofwill here. Ifwe here

. lose our nerve, if we here allow that drift to continue
unchecked, we face the break-down of the nuclear
non..proliferation Treaty, the break-down of world
economic order, the break-down of all our high hopes
and high words about closing the gap between the
developed and the developing nations and the break
down of any claims of the United Nations to be an
effective peace-keeper and peace-maker. We should
all stand guilty of betrayal of our peoples if we did
not act now to stop the drift in these matters.

10. The special obligations' which the might of the
super-Powers imposes upon them should not be made
an excuse for indifference or indecision on the part
of the rest of us. We continue to urge upon the super
Powers the need for them both to maintain the ut
most mutual restraint in their relations between them
selves and towards us. They can, of course', easily
destroy each other; they can also destroy all of us.
We are entitled to ask them to move forward to a stage
of complete detente where their tremendous power
can be used jointly for the betterment of the whole
civilization. We are entitled to insist upon restraint
in their deployment of forces overseas, in areas such
as the Indian Ocean. Australia is strongly opposed
to the Indian Ocean becoming a ground for competi
tion, much less confrontation, between the' great
Powers.

11. Mutual restraint is also essential to prevent the
excesses and the dangers of the nuclear arms race.
Let me recall that those of us who are so far parties
to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation.of Nuclear
Weapons have given the nuclear Powerscertain rights;
they in turn have accepted certain responsibilities
and given guarantees, as part of a two-way, process.
We undertook not to develop nuclear weapons in
return for guarantees 'of protection and assistance in
the development' of nuclear knowledge for peace.
Above all, the sponsoring Powers undertook to pro
mote and maintain a world order based upon com
prehensive disarmament. Unless theseobligations are
sincerely fulfIlled, the incentive' abroad and the pres
sure at home for more and more nations to get DU
clear weapons' will increase. A co-operative effort by
all leader.s must find effective mea.ns of halting the
arms race and preventing the proliferation of nu
clear weapons. There is nothing. more urgent facing
any of us today.

12. Australia therefore sees with deepest anxiety
the continuing and new testing of nuclear devices,
the prospect.of an ever-increasing number o~ nations
possessing nuclear weapons. and an even. greater
number possessing the capability of exploding nu
clear -; devices. Where it has been open to Australia,
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as a zone' of peace [resolution 2832 (XXVI)], the in peace-keeping unacceptebleor unwelcome. We
ASEAN Declaration," the Treaty for the Prohibition wish Australia to be always among the first nations of
of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (freaty.of which the United Nations would ask peace-keeping
Tlatelolco)' and the proposal by Iran for a nuclear- forces. We shall be among the first to respond. We
weapon-free zone in the Middle East [A/9693]all move undertake to keep the Secretary-General regularly
in the right direction. They command Australia's broad informed of the nature and size of the contributions
support since they assert the dangers inherent in an we are able to provide over-a given period.
uncontrolled, unregulated use of our planet for the 22. Ausb'aiia further believes that the importance of
deployment of nuclear weapons; they seek to limit the preventive diplomacy must come-to be more widely
development, emplacement and use. of nuclear weap- recognized and accepted, and that the ample provi-
ons in the areas and environments they cover; they all sions offered by this Organization for peace-keeping
express growing anxiety about the spread of nuclear and "good offices should be .reirivigorated,· ,explored
weaoons; they all seek paths towards reducing tensions more thoroughly and exploited more thoroughly. It is
amo"ng' the. nuclear Powers. For the Australian Gov- time, therefore, to look again at the hitherto untapped
ernment, these ii.ltiatives not only represent.ends.in provisions of the United Nations Charter and to make
themselves but, we believe, they serve to .stimulate all that we can of its capacity to provide useful con-
progress on other important measures intended to tributions to such activities as fact-finding, concilia-
bring to fulfilment the hopes of mankind to live in tion, mediation and negotiation,
security, free from the threat of nuclear war.

23. We here should particularly devote increased
18. Let me say that Australia's anxiety about the attention to the role of the International Court of
nuclear arms race does not blind us to the risks to Justice. Not enough nations use the Court. Members
international peace and security from localized con- of the international community cannot be compelled
flicts using conventional weapons. We, the members of to take their cases before the Court, but we should
the international community, stand condemned for our strive to build confidence in the Court's worth, its
failure so far to find the sense of responsibility and wisdom and its workability as one way of rationalizing
the means of authority to stop regional disputes being and harmonizing international relations..If the rule of
settled by force. It is equally bad that some members international law and justice is to prevail, then an
of the international community have made possible international tribunal is indispensable. The Court's
-for profit-massive recourse to arms and to the jurisdiction should be widened. Jurisdiction should
means of waging.wars about to start or wars already become compulsory and universal. New multilateral
begun. A world order that permits, or that by default treaty arrangements, like that which will emerge
sanctions, the large-scale transfer of weapons from from the Third United Nations Conference on the
one country to another where the risk 'of conflict is Law of the Sea, 'should enforce compulsory settle-
high, is gravely at fault and ver, foolish. This short- ment of disputes, .with the International Court as the
circuits the process of peaceful negotiation and gives final court of appeal, By such steps the rule of law
first place to the settlement of disputes by war, by can be established ana stregthened i;~ a better world
bloodshed and, as always happens-and must always order.
happen. in modem wars-by the bloodshed of the . 24. In this difficult, complicated, crowded. worldinnocent. .

we are all creating for ourselves, the causes of con-
19. Clearly', we still have far to go before the inter- flict multiply. Nuclear brinkmanship, ideology, bor-'
national community will agree collectively to forsake der disputes, race hatred, religious bigotry,na-
the short-term gains on arms sales abroad in return tional ambitions, foreign exploitation~l provide
for the longer-term but less tangible benefits that such actual or potential sources of tension, conflict, blood-
a self-denying ordinance would confer on the weap- shed and war. Yet there remains for the future one of
ons producers. Nevertheless, we now ask that the the oldest of all causes of war-the threat of war for
major weapons-producing countries should set an the possession of resources. Huge population in-
example by imposing the' strictest restrictions on the creases, the revolution of rising expectations, the
export ofarms abroad to areas"where there is a clear enormous and often wasteful demands our technolog-
risk of conflict. ical civilization makes upon the world's resources
20. Recent events have shown that the preservation -all have increased the pressures on our world civili-
of peace is more than a matter of arms control; it is zation to the very limit ofthe tolerable. .
also a matter of keeping the. peace when violence 25. For countries which lack resources, the situa-
threatens or occurs, It is not enough for Members tion has become critical. The developing countries
of the United Nations to pay lip-service to the United have been grossly disadvantaged.Last year's oil crisis
Nations peace-keeping role. Individual Members have brought that sharply home to all of us, developed
the duty to provide the material, and financial re- anddevelopiag alike. '
sources to allow the United Nations to deal with 26. It is proper that in this world forum I should state
threats to security, breaches of the peace and acts of the Australian Government's attitude to the use and
aggression. I . development of Australia's own very considerable
2L. Australia stands ready to participate in peace- resources. There is no place in our thinking for eco-
keeping. operations in whatever way would be m~st nomic nationalism in its crudest sense,. We do, of
useful. Australia is,of course, allied by treaty With course, wish to ensure steady markets .at fair prices
the United States, and we make no apologies for that. for what we produce. We recognize the great sCQpe
There is, however, no area of actual or potential con- for increased co-operation between producers of raw
flict anywhere in the world where loYalties, ideology materials and for groups of exporting COuntries to
or interests should make an Australian involvement associate to build a better framework for orderly and
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rational development of production and' trade. As a
relatively developed and thriving nation whose pro
duction of many resources is also shared by devel
opingand poorer nations, Australia recognizes its
duty to co-operate with such nations in obtaining
a fair and reasonable return for our products, and we
are co-operating: Equally, however, we in Australia
accept our responsibility to reassure countries which
depend upon our resources that they shall have steady,
secure access to those resources at fair prices. We
must protect our interests, and we shall, but Australia
is not in the business ofresources blackmail. That is
the way to international disaster, for producers and
users alike.
27. Let us accept the plain fact that war for resources
or food or markets carried on by any nation or group
of nations would in modem times represent the su
preme folly. There is no war, nuclear or conventional,
by which the victor, so called-assuming there is
one-could conceivably win back by war the resources
used and destroyed in waging it. If we choose not to
listen to the voice of humanity against war, we might
at least listen to the voice of common sense and,
indeed, ordinary, rational self-interest.
28. As a major food producer, Australia is. partic
ularly interested in the proposals on food which Pres-

.' ident Ford [2234th meeting] and Secretary of State
Kissinger [2238th meeting] made at this session.
Australia undertakes to work constructively and co
operatively towards the implementation of those
proposals. Suggestions such as the establishment of
an international system' of grain reserves are thor
oughly commendable, and they deserve our most
serious attention.
29. Of all the changes that have occurred in the
international community since the Second World War,
none has more profoundly altered the face of the world
than the accession to.ind.ependence .by those peoples
and States formerly under colonial rule.' The process
is not yet complete, but we look to a time in the near
future when no territory will be controlled against
its choice by a metropolitain Power with which it has
no geographical, social, racial or cultural affinity.
In that regard,we particularly welcome decisions by
Portugal about. its colonies.
30. Australia has acted with determination and
vigour to apply the. relevant Articles of the Charter.
Papua New Guinea became self-governing on 1 De
cember 1973. It will become fully independent as soon
as the House of Assembly of Papua New Guinea
decides. We expect that decision soon:' Let me em
phasize that the decision we await is that of the House
of Assembly. The Australian Government made its
own decision long ago: we utterly' reject a colonial
role for Australia. Meanwhile, the Australian'Govern
ment deals with the Government ofPapua New Guinea
in all significant respects as that of a nation already
independent.
31; There is to me, I must say,' a most satisfying
symmetry in the march of events by which Portugal,
the oldest, and Australia, the newest of the colonial
Powers, are acting atthe same time towards the liqui
dation of colonialism. Across the distance of more
than four centuries the new world in Australia clasps
hands with the old in ending a false, demeaning,
unworthy p()wer over others.: .

32. The dramatic and welcome progress made
towards the dissolution of the oldest and last of the
colonial empires now enables the United Nations to
direct even more concentrated attention upon its twm
evil, that of racism;' particularly in its post-colonial
manifestations in. southern Africa. ~Ne must be un
remitting ,in the efforts sanctioned ·by the Assembly
to break the illegal regime in Rhodesia-Zimbabwe
to end SQuth Africa's unlawful control over Namibia
and to end apartheid. We should all make determined
efforts to see that the momentum which launched
the Decade for Action to Combat Racism and Racial
Discrimination is not lost. ';;~yGovernment,,; con
scious that Australia's own record is-seriously flawed,
is -determined to remove all forms of racial discrimi
nation within our own shores-notably now as noto
riously in the past, against our own aboriginals.
33. While racism remains as cruel as any example
of man's inhumanity to man, we should not, how
ever, overlook the existence of other forms of discrim
ination which rob men and women of their right to
live in dignity and peace of mind. Throughout the
world, political. prisoners languish in gaols or are
otherwise deprived of their civil liberties. There are
thoroughly unacceptable constraints on the right of
political asylum. Religious and ethnic minoritic a.are
persecuted, workers are denied the protection-of con
ventions of ILO and women are denied equal oppor
tunities. Even in the General Assembly women are
scarcely equally represented. The Australian Foreign
Minister, Senator Willesee, will during the discus
sion be submitting Australia's views and proposals
on these matters.
34. There has never been a time in human history
when the truth of the oneness, the indivisibility, of
humanity has been so manifest. It is no longer only
a philosophical or religious proposition, but an asser
tion of sheer reason and commanding common sense.
All the momentous recent developments have pro
found implications for the future conduct of inter
national relations, since they. have one commontheme:
the interdependence of us all.. That interdependence
is now almost total.

35. An attempt by any State to bring about political
or .economic change in another through unconstitu
tional, clandestine, corrupt methods, by assassination
or terrorism, undermines the .rule of international
law, encourages adventurism and anarchy, endangers
world peace, and turns quite quickly against even the
most powerful nations that would seek to advance
their cause by such methods. '

36. The wilful erection of trade barriers by One State
or group of States without regard to the hardship
caused to others can create economic dislocation
around the world' by curtailing. or closing export
markets to which their industries have become geared
and on which their foreign exchange e~rnings depend.

37. A refusal to recognize the inalienable rights-of
all peoples to freedom and independence, produces
tension and conflict. not only between the oppressed
and the oppressors, but .between them and .: other na
tions which become associated or involved inthese
just and leg~1imate 'struggles.. .;

3.8. Now more than ever we look to the United Na
tions; It has the experience, the stature and the capac-
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ity to help us identify the sources of tension between
nations, to prescribe collective measures ·to mitigate
and eventually .to remove; the causes of contlict,.and
to anticipate. and prevent situations developing that
have the potential for disturbing world peace.

39. It is claimed that the world is now short of leader
ship. It is truer to say that the nature, complexity and
universality of the problems rusbingin.upon us render
irrelevant and obsolete that concept of-world leader~·

ship whereby a handful, of powerful men in charge of
the most powerful nations can chart the course for
the rest of us to follow. So the challenge for the United
Nations to provide a genuine and continuing source
of leadership, of hope and purpose for the world is
more urgent, the opportunity more real, than at any
time in the history of the Organization. In the response
we make here to that challenge, we shall be judged
-as nations, as representatives orour nations, and
as men and women-not by our power or size orwealth
but by the honesty of our efforts to promote and to
practise the principles of the Charter of the United
Nations.
40. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from French):
On behalf of the General, Assembly, I should like to
thank the Prime Minister of Australia, Mr. Whitlam,
for the important statement he has just made. '

General debate (continued)·

41. Mr. RAMPHAL (Guyana): It is in no mere
subservience to tradition that my first words in the
general debate of the twenty-ninth session should be
of gratitude to the President of the twenty-eighth ses
sion, our good friend Mr. Benites of Ecuador, and of
congratulations and .salutations. to you, Sir, on as
suming the presidency ofthe Assembly.

42. 'To Mr. Benites, of our own 'region of Latiri
America, we are twice indebted for the. wisdom, the
calm and the mature experience that guided us through
the special session as skilfully and as safely as they,
had guaranteed our passage through the twenty-eighth
session.

43. And our congratulations 'to you, Mr~ President,
are enhanced by the special 'pride and satisfaction
reserved for rejoicing in a kinsman's triumph; for have
we not worked' with you as comrades over many
years in the councils of the non-aligned rnovement and
in the several consultations which have brought
us together in the causes of the Third World? It is
reassuring that, in sealing your presidency with unani
mous acclaim, the Assembly should have demonstrated
the capacity and the resolve to be itself infused with
that spirit of dynamism which today-so pervades the
environment of the international community, and of
which you yourself,Sir; are so much a symbol.

44. And as we welcome your, election" so we rejoice
in, the admission to, 'membership ,of the three new
'States~Barigladesli~" Grenada and Guinea-Bissau->
for each of 'which the people of Guyana reserves a
special sentiment: for "Bangladesh, with which we
watched through the travail of birth and with which
we work in the fellowship of the, Commonwealth;
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for Grenada, with which we have shared 300,years
of the unique West Indian experience-an experience
of European wars of possession, of slavery, of inden
ture and theplantation system, of a -protracted colo
nialism and the struggle for social, economic and polit«
icaljustice, of the steady growthof identity and of the
structures of regional unity-and' with which, out of
that varied past, we share nowntheexpectation of a
long future of working togetherin the fratemityof our
Caribbean community as we seek. to' build just, pro
gressive and free societies;. and for Guinea-Bissau,
with whose: yearnings .for liberation we identified,
though acontinent away, and, in whose success in the
struggle we exulted as a beglnning of the crumbling
of the remnant ramparts of colonialism and oppres
sion in Africa. Each in its different way, Bangladesh,
Grenada and .Guinea- Bissau, represents, a further
victory, for the hallowed crusade of self-determina
tion, a crusade whose foremost international cham-
pion has been the Organization itself. '

45. The admission of Bangladesh draws attention in
a particularly poignant way to the obligations of the
world' community for operations of relief and rescue
in relation to' natural calamities, particularly in devel
oping States with little or no reserves for ,dealing
with them. 'The disaster that struck our sister Latin
American State of Honduras on' the very.eve of this
Assembly only serves to, reinforce these obligations.
It is clear that there is still much more that we must
do to equip .the United Nations to discharge these
burdens on behalf of" the international community.
The resources currently at the disposal of the Secre
tary-General are far too limitedforetIective immediate
response" and' far too much must inevitably be left
to the charity of friends and the mobilization of inter
national anguish. This 'twenty-ninth session of the
Assembly should take prompt action to enable the
Organization better .to .discharge an obvious and a
non-controversialresponsibitity-eand it must, mean
while, lend its urgent voice totheapPe.a.ls of the Secre
tary-General and of the States concerned for theprovi
sion of the immediate assistance, so desperately
needed. ' ., -,

, ~

~ if

46. Together, the admission ofthe three new States
brings us closer to the goal of a United Nations that
is representative, of all of mankind. But we must not
forget in our rejoicing those impediments, to univer
sality that persist. In -particular, the admissions .of
Grenada and of Guinea-Bissauremind us of the vic
tories for decolonization yettobewon in theCarib-
bean and in Africa. '

47. In our owitregion; our brothers, in', Belize~
member State. of 'our Caribbean cOl1lmunity.:-.are
currently , being' de~ied independence .notthrough
the unwillingness of the' coloniil1P9wer to withdraw

. or indeed through their own lack of,enthusiasm,"for
self-determination brit, as this Assembly has already
itself borne witness,becauseof theothreateot total
absorptioo.'which they face once' the' metropolitan
Power is withdrawn.;-.the threat ora virtual smothering
at birth. ,The time has surely come for the acceptance
ofthose realities and rights ofsuch settled communities
and States that history itself has consecrated and for
the abandonmen! of proprietaty 'contentions that ha.v.,
their ,dubious origins in anotherageandere reoted
in another colonialism. It' is ,intolerable, and it is in..
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deed alien to the noble traditions of Latin America, mittee [2248th meeting]-and, consistent with required
that, at this late hour; a people should find the exer- procedure, to formally withdraw from South Africa
cise of their right to self-determination thwarted by those rights of membership which its gross, persistent
expansionist ambition. This Organization must en- and insufferable violations of the Charter forfeited
sure that its mandate for decolonization is nowhere long ago.
so frustrated. 52. And the case of Namibia represents a special
48. In Africa, it is most heartening that the Govern- challenge; for it is an international Territory in re-
ment of Portugal now takes its stand with courage spect of which the Organization has assumed partic-
and without equivocation on the side ofself-determina., ular responsibilities. The positive actions just taken
tionand human 9ignity; and that, even asthetwenty- by the United Nations Council for Namibia-whose
ninth'session was 'commencing, significant practical current President it is Guyana's honour to provide-
advances. towards independence' were' being~ made in in exercising its ·legislative po)Ver' to secure the re-
Mozambique. Amongthose who spoke out in condem- sources of Namibia in trust for till people of that Terri-
nation of past policies, let us likewise be uninhibited tory4 and in establishing in zambia the Institute for'
in applauding present trends' and assuring Portugal Namibias are welcome assertions of the responsibility
of our support for all constructive programmes in of the international community in advancing the
furtherance of them. And to that assurance we must struggle for freedom. The time is ripe for-us, through
imply more than passive appreciation. The free States the instrumentality. of the Security Council, to take
of Mozambique and Angola, like the State of Guinea- the further steps that may be necessary for ensuring
Bissau, whose first anniversary of independence we that the illegal occupation of Namibia by South Africa
celebrated last week, will require massive assistance b. speedily and irrevocably terminated.
from the international community if the triumph of 53. Nor can we forget, in passing, those divided
self-determination is not to be overcast by the calamity States whose condition of division continues to con-
of economic disaster. It is not too early to commit tribute to their remaining outside the Organization.
international resources on the scale that will be essen- Let us, consistent with our commitment to univer-
tial to the inevitable task of reconstruction. This sality, help to create conditions through which the
twenty-ninth session should not pass without the nee- peoples of ail those lands may settle the internal
essary decisions being taken to that end. issues of fragmentation without the interference, or
49. The consummation of the struggle for Hbera- even the interlocution, of external forces in whatever
tion in .Mozambique and Angola is, of ,course, both garb they may be attired or from however far or near
a vindication of the struggle itself and a renewal of they may come.
confidence in the eventual victories that must be won 54. And as we try to create conditions that will
by those other movements for liberation for whom assist in resolving those issues that keep the divided
victory may not be immediately at hand. But that States outside the Organization, let us be alerted by
confidence will only be justified if it does not degen- the lessons of Cyprus to the threat to national inde-
erateinto complacency. Self-determination in Mozam- pendence and sovereignty of States already within the
bique and in Angola does not represent the end of Organization. The people of Cyprus have suffered
the strugg)efor freedom in southern Africa.' Namibia, a tragedy of immense proportions. None of UrJ, but
Rhodesia, and South Africa itself will remain a charge partiCUlarly those of us who come from plural socie-
upon the conscience and a claim upon the courage ties, can fail to be profoundly moved by the setback
of free men everywhere. to national unity that has followed in the wake of the
50. The momentum generated at the international misguided adventurism that marked the beginning
level in recent years by the movement for freedom of these events.
In southern Africa has played an important, indeed S5. There will be time hereafter to judge those events
a vital, role in the present prospects for victory. Aloss and those who contributed to their conception and
of that momentum might even now impair those pros- their execution. What is needed now, above all else,
pects; but, no less serious, a loss of. momentum at is to help our brothers in Cyprus to bind up the wounds
this stage of partial victory would be an indefensible of their shattered society; to help them in their efforts
squandering of the. tactical and.psychological advan- to .preserve the integrity of the State and to place at
tages that have been gained for the campaigns of liber- t,beir disposal our collective good offices and the
ation elsewhere. Mozambique and Angola will be protection, and indeed the superintendence" of the
free. Let their places be reserved at the thirtieth ses- United Nations' itself in guaranteeing that integrity
sion, What we need now is to redouble the effort, to and the capacity of Cyprus to continue to play a con-
re..energize the struggle, to press home the advantages structive role in the affairs of the world community.
-mindful always that the forces of racism and oppres- To that process of recuperation many States may be
si"n will grow more desperate as they retreat behind able to make· a modest contribution, and the oppor-
their last defences. ,. tunity that now exists to broaden the base of the inter-
51. Let us mark the promise which this session national effort-particularly to broaden it beyond
brings of major gains for freedom in southern Africa the confines of super and major Powers-c-should not
with a renewal of commitment not merely to a con- be lost. ' .
tinuing but indeed to an escalating struggle in' which 56.. WhiJe that effort is being assembled, and what-
the collective will of this Organization and· of·all its ever, may be the eventual political and constitutional
legitimate 'Members are brought to. ~ar uponthe solutions,·wecilmiot afford to ignore the humanitarian
final Victories. And what better way to do.so than for problem which cries out urgentl.y for solution and
this Organization to act decisively-.as the, Assembly which, if unrelieved, will make the task offinding solu-
has just done on the report of the Credentials Com- tions immensely more intractable. The dislocation of
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a large. pro,?ortion.of the p~pulationofaCypru~ de- a tirtte, notso,longago,when, to the developed world
mands t~e Immediate attention of the mte!Datlonal ~feast. and w~st, th~se were, the peripheral issues
commumty, The fact .that. the .numbers theJ!l~elves of the fnternational ;dlalogue, 'relegated almost to the
ar~ s~all c0!Dpare~ with ot~er hu~an calamitIes .of category of "any. other business" on the international
this kind w!th, which t~e international community agenda. It can no longer be so. For these issues are
has b~en obliged to de~lm t~e past should serve o~ly now as, critical to the prosperity of the developed
to quicken the pace wIth.which programmes of relief 'World as they have always been to the survival of the
are agreed upon and put into execution. developing. .
57. !her~ i~ still a chance to save, Cyprus from 63. It ·would have been encouraging had we reached
~ete~I~~atmgmto yet another embat.tledzone ~trified 'this unanimity ·of concern from aposition of principle
ID division by the patron~ge of maJor Powers. There responsive to the mandates ofthe Charter; but in truth
~re clearly men C?fgood.wdl on all sldes.ready,to work we have 'not. Despite 'the. inevitable failure of a sue-
tirelessly to avoid so dismal a prognosis. In the days cession of international palliatives to redress the
~nd weeks ahead let the Assembly,let the Organiza- economic imbalance between-the rich and the poor
non, let all Member States, help them to find those countries of the world; despite the mounting frustra-
ways out of the present darkness. tion, the cynicism and, indeed, the resentment of the
58.. We join the Secretary-General in paying homage world's under-privileged; despite even the gradual
to the members of the United Nations Peace-keeping emergence of ag~obal consciousness, a planetary
Force who gave their lives in Cyprus. But the lessons awaren.ess of an interdependent world community
we must draw from that tragedy, the acknowledge- -despite all these, ~he developed countries, for the
ment we must make for their sacrifice, is that there greater part, but With s~me Important exceptions,
is need for the international community to rethink refused to come ~o terms With th~ need for f'!ndamental
its approaches to peace-keeping, to the scale of peace- change•. ,It ,required the cat~l.Ytlc compulsions of the
keeping ?pe~ations and to the difficult questions ~nergy I~sue to force ~ecogmtlOnof the need fora n~w
of authorization, of control, of command and of sup- mternatl~nal economic order. Even so, It was With
ply tha! nee~ to be settled, and· settled along lines a sometimes .reluctant developed .world th,at we
,.ompatlble with current needs of international peace r~ached a haltlDg con~ensus at the SIXt~ special ses-
and contemporary concepts of international action. sion on the~claratlon o~ the Establishment of'a

.. .. New International Economic Order' [resolution 3201
59.. ,:!,he mtel'1"atl~nal commumty, bkeall com- (S-VI») and of the Programme of Action to implement
mumties at the national level, .must sometimes learn it [resolution 3202 (S-VI»).
hard lessons out of the expenence 'of great tribula- . ','
don. Perhaps out of the Cyprus experience the inter- 64., WBth,the S~\;lal,sesslOn on raw materials and
national community will learn some lessons about development behind us and the special session on de-
peace-keeping. Perhaps we shall be led at last to a yelopmentand inte~a.tional economic co-operation
perception of, the .organizatio~'s· true role in pre- 10 1975 ~~ad of US,7It IS ess~ntial that' thes~pressing
ve.ntlve peace-keeping-e-a functional role, consistent economic, Issues o~cupy a.maJor part ofour time at the
With national sovereignty, of maintaining international . twe.nty-nmth session..This general debate can serve
order and preserving the integrity of States more an Important purp~se if, through frank exchanges, we
effectively ~han we ever can do through token forces can' adv~ncethe~lalo,ueof change and close t~e' gap
assembled 10 the aftermath of conflict. that obvlo~sly stili exists between the expectationof

. ' ,thepoor and the intent of the rich. .
60. The Important developments in peace-keeping . " . . '
in the wake. of the recent crisis in the Middle East and 65. To close thatgap we must 'reachagreement on
the present unhappy experience in Cyprus should the pUr:POs.es of our .endeavours, on" our basic aims
ce!tainly provide justification for a major effort during and obJectives. In the De.claration on t~e Establish-
this session to advance the issue of international ment of a New International Economic Order we
peace-.keeping as one of the major mandates uf the have agreed on. the rhetoric. of c.hange. In the Pro-
Organization under the Charter. Strengthened by con- gramme of Ac.tlon wehaye~den!lfied tC?g~~her some
temporary insights of the global unity of mankind ofthe mechanisms by which It.might be initiated. But
and the concomitant interdependence of men, we have we agreed upon th~ philosophy of change? Have
should not permit past impediments to consensus we reached from our different starting-points an ac-
on this issue to obscure our prospects of future ac- cord on!he ideology of international economic re-
cord and we should not, therefore, be deterred from construction? ,.
pursuing it anew. '.. 66.. If the .search .for consensus atthe sixth special
61. But while at this twenty-ninth session wedelib- sesslon,~as mean~l}omore to the developed world,
erate the political issues of peace-keeping and disarm- ~r to rkl~Jorparts or Iti than minor modifications 'of the
~ment, o.f decolonization.and apartheid, of the crisis mternatlo~al economic system to, appease the clam-
ID the Middle East and the situation in' Indo-China 'it an.t .deman~ for change" or" worse" still, a, process of
is' the economic Issues 'confronting the world co~- mlmmaI~dJustlfient of positions ,', 'within the existing
munityand impressing themselves upon the <laily lives ,system to meet the, p,articular needs of what might
of people everywhere that will demand our mostur- appear to be a transient emergency-and there is,
gent attention and our most penetrating examination .let .it be admitted, evidence, enough that .to 'several
and debate. " . . developed, States that search for consensus, meant

. ' , " .'. ," ,,' only the. ~ne orihe other.-;if this is really so, then
62. That we. sho1:1,l? have reached t~e .s~ge wbere we are still far from that agreement On a common
all Mem~er Sta~es~ ackno.wledge the pnontychara~terpur,POse whic~ is 'the pre-conditioD of co-operative
of these Issues IS itself a notable advance. There was action. And for so long as that discord persists at the

·of· .
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68. I cannot and do not purport to speak for all the
Third World; but I suspect that the view from Guyana's
corner of the developing world' is much like the view
from many another Third World window. And I sus
pect that our vision of the world as we seek to move
from it is much like the vision of the remaining two
thirds of the world's people who yearn for change.
Perhaps for this reason it is easy forme to adopt the
description given of our contemporary scene 'by one
of the distinguished economists of the Third World,
Mr. Mahbub ul Haq of Pakistanvspeaking recently in
commemoration of a great internationalist of t~e de
veloped world who understood our view and shared
our vision:

"He would have been greatly saddened"-said
Mr. Haq-"by a world which was so divided eco
nomically as to have about 20 per cent of the popula
tion enjoying about 80 per cent of the world income.
We have today about two thirds of humanity living
-ifit can be called livingat all-on less than 30 U.S.
cents a day. We have today a situation where there
are about 1,000 million illiterate people around the
world, although the world has the means and the
technology to. spread education. We have about
60 per cent to 70 per cent of the children in the Third
World suffering from malnutrition; although the
world has the resources to give adequate nutrition
to all of its population. We have maldistribution
of the world's resources on a scale where the de
veloped countries are consuming about 2S times
more' of the resources per capita than the devel
oping countries. We are in 'a situation where in the
Third World milliQns of people work incredibly hard
for very miserable rewards. It is easy to be sophis
ticated about it and to explain it all in terms of stages

67. If, however, we are to persevere in pursuit
of mutuality; if we are to proceed by consensus, as
we are almost threateningly urged to do-as indeed
'both principle and expediency enioin the developing
States to do-then let it at least be clear to all engaged
in the dialogue that that mutuality, that consensus,
must -relate primordially to the philosophy of change,
must be founded in a joint response to the seminal
questions. What kind of world is it which we must
strive to change? What kind of better world is it to
which we seek to move? If we are not agreed upon
those essentials of change, consensus on the mecha
nisms of change is a meaningless concept and the
search for it is bound to end in futility, in frustration
and, inevitably, in confrontation. But if we can reach
agreement upon these essentials, real and genuine
agreement supported by the conviction that it is in the
ultimate interest of all States to advance that trans
formation, then the Declaration adopted at the sixth
special session will possess the quality of an organic
instrument of our new world community and the Pro
gramme ofAction wm be a living charter ofprogressive
reform.

----._,..
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level of objectives neither the rhetoric of the Decla- of development; but it is not likely to carry much
ration nor the mechanisms of the Programme of Ac- conviction in our countries where people toil in a
tion will contribute sisnificantly' 10 the resolutionof broiling sun from morning till dusk for mere sub-
those basic economic issues which will persist in de- sistence and for premature death without ever dis-
manding our attention. Without tile energizing spark covering the reason why."
of mutual commitment, the former will be a lifeless It is one ofthe more heartening and indeed more hope
parchment and the latter a withered blueprint, both ful realities of our time that those words were spoken
destined for the international archive of lost causes. in the propitious environment of Sweden in a key-

note address at a seminar on development and inde
pendence held in commemoration of the work of Dag
lIammarskjold.
69. That picture of our modern world is, I believe,
fairly representative of the v~ from the third world
generally. It may look slightly better for a handful
of developing countries; it will look slightly worse
for several. But its essentials are unchallengeable
and the need for its rectification must be self-evident.
It is on that issue of rectification that we must seek
consensus, consensus that we will employ our intel
lective talents and our technological skills, consensus
that we will indulge our humanism no less than our
instinct for survival to change the world while there
is still time to do it by volition.
70. How many of us, developed or developing
Member States of this Organization, have not deter
mined to reject a national society founded on such
gross inequities? How many States have not in fact
been established on the basis of rebellion against
such iniustices? And for how many of us are not these
distortions an outrage to the tenets of our national
philosophies of social and economic justice? Why,
then, do we permit these feudal structures to persist
in the community of States, and how long do we
really believe they can survive without rendering
indefensible a strategy of change through dialogue?
71. Whether we are going to end these inequalities
and injustices and distortions, whether we are going
to build on this planet an egalitarian world community
in which the world's income is more fairly shared, in
which the world's resources are more evenly con
sumed, in which the quality of human life derives
from belonging not to the world's minority elite but
to the human race itself-these are the issues on which
we need to reach accord. I have no wish to over
simplify the matter. It is easy to pay lip-service to
these objectives, and it is fashionable to do so. It is
much more difficult to elevate them to an ethos of
international life and to translate that ethos into the
practical reality of living. And yet, is there an alter
native, if we are indeed to proceed by consensus?
72. If we are, therefore, so to proceed in earnest,
the developed, world must be ready to accept change
that is truly fundamental. The world's economic
system Ii~s at the base of the world's economic in
equalities, il\iustices and distortions and that system
itself must change in radical ways, some of which
the Programme of Action has already identified.
I wish merely, in terms of the philosophy and the
ideology of change, to allude to but one aspect of this
process. Aristotle long ago perceived a fundamental
truth which is as valid today in terms of relations be
tween States as it was 2,000 'years ago in terms of
relations between people within States. "As between
unequals", he asserted, "equity itself demands non
reciprocity". You cannot, he was showing us, change
the basic condition of relative inequality except by
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unequal inputs. If the weak are to be made strong, tion of the new wealth of the sea and of the scarce
if the poor are to be lifted out of their poverty, if the non-renewable resources of the land, the elimination
under-privileged are to enjoy an equal share, they of poverty, malnutrition and illiteracy, respect for the
must, as against the strong, and the rich, and the inherent dignity of man-all these must be taken
privileged, be specially advantaged; and the equalizing together on the agenda of human survival. And in
mechanisms required for redressing these imbalances that debate, the antediluvian politics of competition
must inevitably alter in radical ways the very system and of power must yield to the politics of world order.
which produced and sustained them. When it does-but only when it does-consensus
73. What all this means is that if we are to reach on t~a~ philosophr of ch~nge, whic~ may be th~ pre-
consensuson the philosophyof change, the developed condition of man s survival on t~IS planet, will no
worldhasfirstof all to care enough about what happens longer be beyond our grasp.
in the third world and to its people; has, in the second 78. It was precisely because we had not reached
place., to acknowledge that its own long-term in- consensus on these fundamentals of change that our
terests require profound modification of the status development decades and what has up to now been
quo; andhas to care enough and be enlightened enough the InternationalDevelopmentStrategyfor the Second
to accept the sacrifices and the dislocations of change; United Nations Development Decade [resolution
and to accept them, not carpingly as temporary in- 2626 (XXV)] have failed to produce significant change,
conveniences to unbridled national prosperity, but have failed to effect even the token transfer of re-
nobly and with pride as a new way of life fashioned sources from' the developed to the developing world
so that all men may share in the prosperity of our which was their modest ambition. If we do now agree
human effort. to embark upon effective international economic re-
74. We believe, of course, that a mature self-inter- const!'U.ction, one. of the pri~ary obiectives ~f the
est ought to dictate the need for consensus on these equalizing mechanisms we devI~e mus~ be a slgmficant
terms; that our perceptions of an interdependent transfer !Ifr~sources from the nch nations to th~ P.OO~;
world make it inevitable that these changes must be fo~ herein lies the very heart of change, ~nd It IS· ID
wrought; that the demographic reality of the twenty- this area more than ~n most that we Will test the
first century in which today's developed world may strength.of the commitment of the developed world
be but a mere 10 per cent of the population of our to meaningful reform.
planet makes it essential that they should be wrought 79. In this regard, two factors need to be acknow-
long before these disparities become even more ledged. The first is that if we are to secure a significant
absurd than they are at present. transfer of resources from the developed to the de-
75. But consensus on such a philosophy of change velopi,ng .cou~tries, if we ar~ to r~distribute -the
will notemergeout of old attitudes andoldapproaches. ~~rld s wealt~ along t;Dore equitable lines, the equal-
It is not the consensus of the market-place or that I~IDg rn.echan~~ms which we adopt may have to be
which speaks out of the barrel of a gun. It cannot be highly mnovanve. In the area of trade, for example,
a consensus extracted by competition or dictated mer~ acces~ to markets may well not be enough.
by power. Our search for consensus must be guided, ~t Will certainly not be.enough ~here t~e assumption
instead, by a new ordering of values, of values which IS .that such' access Will ma~enally assist thedevel-
derive from the imperatives of the human condition oplDg Stat~ through expansion of exports produced
in this last quarter of the twentieth century. . on the baSIS of cheap labour, for concepts of cheap

. . . labour Which. serve to perpetuate the. inequalities of
76. Ever smce the emergence o~ human hfe on earth the present system can themselves provide no founda-
many a~ons ~go, there have been innumerable h.azards lion on which to commence the process of reconstruc-
t~ m~n s eXI~tence. They haye come from time to tion. In any transfer of resources designedto eliminate
tl,!De ID varymg f!lrms, n.ot mfrequently from man the most stark inequalities of the contemporary scene,
himself throu.g~ IDternecID~. war. Som~ of t~ose therefore, the developed world may well have to face
hazards remain; but the ~nsls o,f our time ~enves for at least some period of time not ju,- an end but,
from th~ very. succes~ of. ma~kl.nd, from his very indeed, a reversal of the patterns of trade on which
succ~ss ID survival and ID his bUll~mg of a global com- the industrialized societies grew strong: the pattern 'of
mun~ty that n~w truly possesses the earth, a com- buying cheap and selling dear.
mumty that daily grows more interdependent as our .
human needs press ever closer to the limits of our 80.. It is a measure of the persisting absence of con
small planet. Over-consumption in one place today sensus between us on these fundamentals that much
frequently means scarcity in another; and it also of the criticism that continues to be.directed to the
exacts its own deprivation in the environment of the members of the.Organization of Petroleum-Exporting
indulgent. Countries [OPEC] proceeds on the assumption, that

. . . this .system of tow negotiated prices for. primary
77. .Our human c,?ndl.tlon has changed. fundamen- products and high invoiced prices for manufactured
tally, but the o~gamz~tlon of h~man s~clety ~as n~t goods is somehow preordained and consecrated and
resp!lnded to t~llS b~slc change ID. ma~ s relatlons~lp that any departure from it, let alone its reversal,
!o hiS, world. We still have a. commumty of mankl~d borders on heresy and intolerable impertinence.
ID which many are weak while others are strong; ID
whichmany are poor whileothers grow moreenriched; 81. More particularly, however, experience ..has
in which many are sick even while science conquers shown how easily real improvement in the export
disease. The perception of the finiteness of our planet receipts of the developing countries can be frustrated
must produce an awareness that aJl these major prob- by.rapid inflation in the developed world. If theprob
lems are interrelated; Food security, problems of lem of achieving meaningful redistribution of the
population, pollutionof the environment, the distribu- world's income is going to be tackled with a new

..t.
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resolve, then the implementation of schemes of in
dexation can no longer be postponed. In order to
achieve concrete progress with such schemes, we may
have to be content. at least initially, with something
less than a perfect technical solution. If it be so-al
though the most recent UNCTAD studies appear
to confirm the technical feasibility of the system-let
us nevertheless proceed. We cannot continue to
further postpone .decision because of an infinity of
unresolved subtleties. The patience, not to say the
capacity for economic declension, of the developing
countries must not be assumed to be endlessly exten
sile.
82. The second factor is the more obvious one of
the emergence of new strengths within the developing
world, strengths that derive in large measure from the
unity and resolve of the third world and from practical
co-operation within producer associations established
by developing States in defence of their right to just
terms of trade. OPEC is but one of these associa
tions. Others have already been established, not just
on the basis of the experience ofOPEC, but in response
to the awareness that has been emerging over a
number of years that developing producer States,
separately weak, can multiply their negotiating
strength several times over in dealings with the de
veloped world and its multinational corporations if
they act in concert and sustain their unity. The emer
gence of the new strength which these associations
bring to the developing world ought to be a factor
of the most profound significance in motivating the
developed world both to reach consensus on change
and to reach accord on the mechanisms for bringing
it about.

83. The choice between consensus and confronta
tion is not a choice which will be determined by the
developing world. It is a choice that will be dictated
by the developed. In any such choice the developing
countries must inevitably prefer the former; but if con
sensus 'is unattainable and if confrontation is imposed,
then there at least exist some levers ofstrength through
which in the last resort a net transfer of resources
might be secured.

84. But let me make it clear that when I speak in
this context of a net transfer of resources, it is of
a transfer from the developed to the developing States
as a whole, a shift of income towards all parts of the
developing world. Transfers whose effects are so gross
as to create new disparities or new areas of elitism;
transfers that are so indiscriminately imposed that
they fall equally upon the poor as upon the rich, but
with far graver consequences for the former; or trans
fers whose base of recipience is so narrow as to en
courage and facilitate a recycling of resources back
to the developed countries-such transfers do not
fulfil" their true potential as equalizing mechanisms
and they are questionable symbols of commitment
to an egalitarian world community.

85. But other equalizing mechanisms may be at
hand. Certainly, in our effort to redress existing
economic imbalances, the new resources of the sea
and the sea-bed and the vast potential of outer space
can play a unique role. Conceptualized already as a
heritage of mankind, what ideal opportunities they
provide for creating mechanisms for bringing about a
more equitable over-all distribution of the world's

resources. If we are, indeed, to reach by consensus
the goal of global justice, it should be in the interest
of the developed States to maximize the returns from
these new resources to the peoples of the developing'
world. But this, also, involves a commitment to fun
damental change on the part of the developed world
and a willingness to accept constraints on excessive
aggregations of wealth in the interest of achieving
this end.
86. There are, of course, important contributions
that the. developing countries themselves must make
to the fulfilment of the goal of an equitable interna
tional economic order. IVis axiomatic that just eco
nomic relations between Slates will not fulfil the ambi
tion of an egalitarian world community unless they
are made to serve the cause of economic justice
within States. The installation and preservation ofjust
societies within the developing world must be as
much the consequence of as it clearly is the para
mount reason for the securing of a regime of eco
nomic equality between all States. For this reason,
if for no other, we must accept that the status of hu
man rights everywhere in the developed and in the
developing worlds, of civil and political rights, of
economic, social and cultural rights, are, and must
continue to be, the legitimate concern of the inter
national community, and that their most gross and
patent violation must demand the attention of the
Organization. The imperatives of economic justice
and of respect for the dignity of man once marshalled
in the cause of human survival cannot be halted at
national frontiers.

87. And, of course, the developing countries may
well be able to do much to help themselves through
more effective economic co-operation in such impor
tant areas as trade, transport, industrial development,
transfer of technology, and monetary and financial
arrangements. The non-aligned movement, pursuing
concepts of economic self-reliance, has already
adopted an action programme for economic co-opera
tion between the non-aligned countries and other
developing countries" along these lines, and the
Assembly has given its blessing to assistance for these
efforts from the United Nations [resolution 324/
(XXIX)]. More direct trade between developing coun
tries, through shipping routes that run not merely north
to south between developed and developing States,
but east to west in the southern zone of the' world, may
yet significantly enlarge the prospects for develop
ment of at least. some developing countries. Certainly,
such arrangements can contribute greatly to lowering
the level of dependency of third' world countries
and effect qualitative changes in peevailing inter
national economic relationships.

88. Most of these developments-c-all, indeed, save
the last-depend essentially upon the ability of the
developed and the developing worlds to reach con
sensus through dialogue. This urgent necessity makes
it essential that we utilize the United Nations system
to maximum advantage in pursuing that dialogue and
in maintaining, for so long as it is maintainable, the
options for consensus.

-89. It follows that the Organization must be made
the focal point for the dialogue of development and
for the establishment of the new international eco
nomic order, and that present efforts to transfer that
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93. In all these groupings, and more, there must be
pressed into service the search for global consensus
on which rests our best hope, perhaps our only hope,
not merely for establishing the new international
economic order we have already proclaimed, but
of evolving that consensus on an egalitarian world
community without which our other expectations
would be utterly illusory.

94. If this session is to help to turn us away from
the dangers of confrontation, I suggest with/all humil
ity that it is on the intensive search for consensus
of this kind and of this quality that we must all agree
to embark, developed and developing States alike,
both here in the United Nations and in those other
organs of. international consultation that provide
opportunities for the understanding and reconciliation
which persistent dialogue inevitably brings.

90. How deeply indebted we are, all of us, to the
Prime Minister of Australia for reminding us, in the
eloquent and forthright language of progressive inter
nationalism, of the primacy of this role of the United
Nations in the search for solutions to our current
problems.

91. But our need for dialogue does draw attention
to the unique service which can be rendered, and
rendered now, by other institutions, by institutions
old and new, which bring together segments of the
developed and developing worlds in an environment
ofgenuinely free consultation. Mankind stands greatly
in need of consensus-building mechanisms of every
sort and at every level between the developed and
the developing countries. Indeed, never before has
there been as great a need to use these institutions
and mechanisms for reaching consensus in the inter
est of the international community as a whole.

92. But if we are to use them to this end, we must be
mindful of their potential for contributing to that
global consensus toward which we work. These con
sensus-building mechanisms include existing institu
tions, like the British Commonwealth, that bring
together on a basis of ever-enlarging intimacy and
understanding States old and new, industrialized
and developing, States of north and south, of east and
west, States pluralistic and multiracial-«a microcosm,
indeed, of the world community--embryonic institu
tions, like that emerging from the new dialogue now
begun in the Americas, deriving not from old tradi
tions of hegemony but from new insights and possi
bilities of co-operation between all the States-and
I repeat, all the States-of the hemisphere; incipient
associations, such as that which now seems possible
between the European Economic Community and a'
group of some 40 or more States of Africa, the Carib
bean and the Pacific-a relationship which, eschewing
a passing neo-colonialism, now seeks to explore the
potential for economic co-operation between the
world's most powerful economic grouping and States
that individually are among the weakest, but together
are not without strength, and to do so on terms con
sistent with the wider international objectives of the
new economic order.
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dialogue to, and to install the machinery for decision- 95. Mr. ALLADAYE (Dahomey) (interpretation
making in, multilateral associations controlled by from French}: Mr. President, after listening to all the
the developed world must be resisted. tributes addressed to your country, as well as to your

own person, it would be tempting to refuse to follow
the tradition for fear that, if I did, I might find myself
uttering commonplaces and cliches, This temptation
is all the more pressing since Dahomey considers
that your election to preside over this twenty-ninth
session .of the General Assembly is as if we ourselves
had been elected, not only because your election is
the election of Africa as a whole, but also because of
the ties of deep friendship which bind our two peo
ples together:

96. In so doing it would be difficult for me, how
ever, to fail to discharge the pleasant duty of saying
to this' brilliant audience how highly appreciative
the Revolutionary Military Government of Dahomey
is for the wise choice Which resulted in your distin
guished person being elected to preside'over the As
sembly and which, beyond question, will be an omen
for the successful conduct of the work of this twenty
ninth regular session of the General Assembly.
97. Indeed, your lengthy experience in the work
ings of the United Nations, which you have more than
once sparked with your dynamic participation, the
authority and mastery which you have gained through
out your lengthy and brilliant career in the service of"
the Algerian diplomatic corps, your many and valu
able contributions to the cause of the non-aligned
countries and that of the Organization of African
Unity [OAU], are just so many major trump cards
which will not fail to bring their full influence to bear
in the discharge of our tasks, above all at a time when
the United Nations has entered upon a new historic
phase of its existence.
98. And since at the present time we are living
through a new-era of decolonization, how could I fail
to touch on the lengthy and difficult process of de
colonization in Algeria, which was the result of a glor
ious revolution of which you are a member of the
youngest snd most dynamic cadre. The Algerian
revolution did not only overthrow an entire system
of domination and exploitation in northern Africa.
It did more than that: thanks to that"revolution it
became possible to ensure self-determination and
independence for most of our French-speaking coun
tries. Since that time you have been engaged, side by
side with your great leader President Houari Boume
diene, with rare success in promoting in Algeria a
foreign policy worthy of liberated Africa, divested of
all forms of subordination between the parties.

99. Thus, in adding my voice to those very eloquent
tones of representatives who have preceded me at the
rostrum, I should like above all to welcome in.'you
the worthy son of militant Africa, that Africa which,
expunging the record of the severity with which
determined colonization tried to smother legitimate
aspirations, was able to show, once its objectives had
been attained, that it knows how to forget and to
pardon. This is our guarantee that throughout the
entire session we will be guided hy a man of high
quality, dedicated to just causes and legitimate aspira
tions of the peoples whic!). we represent here.

100. Last year. from this same rostrum, I welcomed
our incoming President, Mr. Leopoldo Benites, a
descendant of (bat-, Latin America which has been
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nourished on the patriotic traditions of Bolivar. The
way in which ,the business of the twenty-eighth ses
sion was conducted under his high authority, his
courtesy and' his knowledge of the practices of the
United, Nations 'are evidence that I was not mistaken
in my appraisal. During the sixth special session, over
which he also-presided, Mr. Benites gave us lessons
in courage and deyotion which proved-if proof were
necessary-how.much he cherishes international
peace a.nd security;
101., Dahomey, has followed with special interest'
the activities'of our Secretary-General in 'the course
of this year. The dynamism, the patience and the
perseverance that' he has displayed in confronting
the difficult and very delicate problems that have
been entrusted to him deserve our praise and make
him an exemplary international civil servant, wholly
devoted to international peace and security. To be
convinced of this' one need only follow his accomplish
ments and actions throughout the year. There is
everything to show that nothing can daunt this ardent
defender of the cause of the Organization when it is
a matter of bringing. about the triumph of the pur
poses and principles contained in the ,Charter.

102. My country rejoices in the fact that we had the
pleasure of receiving Mr. Waldheim last March in the
course of his.brieftrip to western Africa, a trip which
enabled him to' observe for himself, on the spot, the
damage caused by the- natural disaster of drought.
I personally ,on ,the occasion of his sojourn in Da
homey, had an opportunity ,to witness the interest
that he shows in African problems and his desire
-which is markedly increasing-to act in such a
way as to ensure that resolutions of the Organization
on decolonization, racism, apartheid and racial dis
crimination are' implemented in their entirety. For
all of this, he deserves the congratulations and en
couragement of the international community.

103. .Mr. President, in your introductory statement
[2233rd ,meeting] you very ably sketched the inter
national problems' confron'ting the Organization in the
past and today, so there is no need for me to dwell on
this. However, you will readily appreciate that the
delegation which I am leading at this twenty-ninth
session attaches special importance to certain items
of capital importance to Africa in particular and for
the countries of the Third World in general. These
questions deal with the situation of the countries
engaged in a struggle for their liberation from domina
tion and foreign exploitation, problems of racism and
apartheid, conflicts throughout the world and, of
course, problems concerning development in the
context of the new, world economic order.

104. For several months now Afnca has been the
scene of one of the most striking events in its history:
the beginning of the liquidation of the last bastions
of colonialism. You are in a good position to realize
this, Mr. President, because after secret negotiations
carried out in London, the Partido Africano da Inde
pendencia da Guine' e Cabo Verde (PAIGC) reached
an" agreement with its adversary that your country
should be witness 'of the act' whereby Portugal;' fi
nally awakened from its chimerical dreams, trans
ferred powers it had usurped for more than 10 years,
and more' particularly since last year, to Guinea-
Bissau. '

105.:, It will be recalled that on 24 September last,
when the twenty-eighth session of the' General As
sembly had" barely begun its work, news reached us
of the proclamation of the independence of the State
of Guinea-Bissau, That historic act of an African peo
ple was welcomed by us with joy, because our sister
State had finally won by struggle, with weapons in
hand, and regained its dignity and international sov
ereignty. The valiant fighters of that sister State, by
liberating at the price of unheard-of sacrifices almost
all of its territory, by proclaiming the independence,
of Guinea-Bissau, thus took up the challenge which
had been flung at figbtift. Africa and the peace-loving
and justice-loving people'"'s of the whole world"by the
Fascist and anachronistic regime of Caetano and com
pany. In doing so they had proved to the-world that
the course of history is irreversible and that just causes
always triumph in the end, regardless of the obstacles
placed in their path.
106. The stri~ing and brilliant victory of progressive
forces in Portugal a little later and the toppling of the
Caetano clique in shame confirm our appraisal of this
historic truth. But, one year ago, despite our legiti
mate and genuine joy, despite the striking manifesta
tions ofsolidarity of peoples throughout the world who
love peace and justice, our peoples in Africa were
perplexed and pained at the hesitations and the shilly
shallying of certain important Members of the Organ
ization which still hesitated to look the truth in the
face. Thank Heavens, we are able to recognize now
that the wheel of history has turned more quickly
than all the sordid calculations and highly selfish
interests, of those who had become accustomed to
remaining insensitive to the sufferings and tribula
tions of oppressed peoples. That country which
yesterday was refused de jure recognition is today
sitting among us as a fully fledged member of the inter
national community. Thus, it is with deep emotion
that, on behalf of the Revolutionary Military Govern
ment and the people of Dahomey, I hail the repre
sentatives of this sister State which has suffered so
much to gain its freedom. -
107.. Since I have been given the opportunity, I should
also like to welcome the sister republics of Grenada.
and Bangladesh, which have just joined the great
familyof the United Nations. Their arrival in our
midst is clear evidence that, despite all obstacles,
the Organization is proceeding irresistibly towards
universality; To each of these sister countries, I should
like to assure the friendship and co-operation of
Dahomey.

108. Turning again to the African countries which
are in the process of regaining their freedom, my
delegation agrees that the task of our Assembly has
been facilitated by the victory of the progressive
forces in Portugal jtselr, The statement made by
GeneralSpinola on 27 July last, making public for the
first time the firm determination of his Government
to gra.nt independence to its, former Portuguese col
oniesvand the statements of Mr. Mario Soarea.Min
ister for Foreign Affairs of the new Portugal, from
this samerostrum [22J9th meeting),constitute com
mitments which my Government takes at their face
value.

109. Yes, the Revolutionary Military Government
of Dahomey notes with sympathy the courageous
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choice taken by the newregime in Portugal' henceforth
to take the place which is rightfully theirs in the Organ
ization :and we· encourage that-Government to con
tinuealong those lines. But my delegation is' in duty
bounrt '..-J .say that it will not go further for the time
being, and Africa should still not lay down its weap
ons at this' stage of .the ,struggle, for, i(,generally
speaking, the progressive.world applauded the initia
tive of the new Portuguese authorities, one' cannot
help feeling some uncertainty as to the future of.the
colonies that are now, promised their freedom.

110.. ',What is atstake is certainly complicated,'and
the imperialist andcapitalist interests that are threat
ened are considerable. If in Portugal itself the pro
gressiveforces seem to have the upper hand for the
moment, it is none' the less' true that the' forces of evil
in that country are still considerable and very active.
Those who regret a .past that is over and' done with
will not fail to cherish "the illusion of new Portuguese
Rhodesias. Certain great Powers will not 'wish 'to
stand idly by while new nations emerge in strategic
locations and endowed with a wealth of strategic re
sources. There is not the slightest shadow of a doubt
that the racist minorities in South Africa and Rhodesia
will not fail to take a negative view of the appearance
of new black States on their doorsteps, and the active
support they' give the whites in Mozambique ~ml
Angola, who wish to sabotage the. 'new policy of
liberation embarked upon by Portugal, is in this con
nexion highly. significant.

111. That is why we in Dahomey think it is still too
early to determine when the process of decoloniza
tion now being undertaken by the new Portuguese
leaders will actually be completed. We cannot de
mobilize our troops yet; it· is too early for us to. cry
victory while the threats hanging over our brothers
are still so grave and their future still almost wholly
uncertain. My country is grateful to' the Portuguese
authorities for their determination to 'liberate the
colonized Territories, but we can do no more until
Portugal has settled the political imbroglio and' ended
the'suffering for which it is responsible in those coun- .
tries. That is why we feel that now, more than ever
before; the Organization should' follow the develop
ment of the situation in southern Africa and hold itself
in readiness to give material support to those coun
tries, if their Independence proves to be threatened.

112. I wish now to speak ofthe two cancers aftlicting
Africa, with which that whole contment. and the
United Nations itself, must cope. I refer to Rhodesia
and South Africa: ... . ,

113. The first continues to, defy: the Organization
-with, of course, the complicity..of the administering .
Power, which, despite its PontiusPilate-like jeac
tio.ns,. nevertheless bears theen,tire,. tesp,onsibility
for the situation,created in that country, where-a.white
minority delibetatelychose toreroelagain~t,the British
Crown, stif1ing'tl1~' will .~f· an .9\'erwhelming black
majority..The Organization is. today entitled to ask
of the United Kingdom how longit means to go on
perp~tuatiltgsuch a situation desp~te the.conclusions
of the Pea.tce~Commis,sion'sreport.'}sit not time for
the rebel' ~ minority rcgime to' be brought to' reason'
and for the administering POWer 'to cease taking refuge
behind fallacious pretexts? ' I
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114. The case of South Africa also deserves rather
close aU:ntion. Since its creation, our Organization
h::..." continuously been concerned with. the situation
in South' /,~7::ica, where apartheid has been made into
a political. philosophy of government. Everyone
knows' the lot of black people there, who are not
even recognized as human beings.' t'hisintolerable
and inadmissible situation, created bya Member of
the Organization, has been the su(;ject ofmanyresoiu
tions which the Pretoria regime has constantly re
fused to implement. Thus South 'Africa .has placed
itself, beyond the pale of the Organization, which
now has no choice but to assume its responsibilities.
What is more, since 1970, our Assembly has con
tinuously rejected the credentials of representatives
of the apartheid Government because that Govern
ment is not. an expression of the' aspirations of the
entire Sout~ African population,whiteand black.
Nevertheless, legal quibbles have always led to the
argument that the decisions of our Assembly are
serious. warnings addressed to the apartheid regime
that it should change its policies and act in accordance
with the provisions of the Charter.

115. That complacent interpretation, far from giving
the minority Government of South Africa pause, has
merely; strengthened it in its inhuman policies based
upon denial of the human dignity of black,people.
In the circumstances, it is impossible for our As~

sembly to remain indifferent to the defiance that a
Member of the Organization constantly flings in our
face. If we can still take refuge behind legal quibbles
-and for certain of us such a refuge is at any rate
highly convenient-nevertheless. intellectual honesty
should make us ask ourselves what this ••Member" ,
which systematically refuses to apply either its Charter
or its resolutions, Is doing among us. Honesty and
common sense-yes, honesty and. common sense
alone-should long ago have made us expel this,
to say the least, peculiar Member. If is bightime the
Organization at last applied Article 6 of the Charter
to' excise this gangrenous growth from its body.

116. My delegation feels the time has come for our
Assembly to take energetic measures against that
Government. It is all the more important to do so be
cause that Government, in defying the decisions of
the Assembly that took from it theTmsteeship of
Namibia '. and the '. Advisory Opinion of the Interna
tional Court. of Justice declaring illegal the presence
of South Africa in Namibia,8 sees fit to carry into that.
TerritorY-which is henceforth under the authority
of tne United Nations Council for Namibia-its pol
icies of apartheid and bantustanization..

117. Following the repeated efforts of the Secretary
General; under the instructions. of the SecurityCoun
cil, to .settle the problemarnicably with the apartheid
regime,and taking into account theobvious bad .faith
displayed by the. South African Government, my del..
egation thinks that our Assemblyshouldon~e.again
take up the problem of Namibia as a whole with a view
to "finding the urgent and immediate solution that is
necessary. J need hardly emphasiZe thatsuch asitua
tion, should it long continue,' mightbecome a grave
threatto international.peace and security, if the. As..
sembly does not give it all due attention in good time.

11.8. Everyone hereknows that the •General As-'
sembly was able to complete the work of its'twe~ty..
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eighth session. on 16 September last only because of
the conflict that shook the Organization as a result of
the. resumption .of hostilities last October in the Mid
dle East. Thanks to the .wisdom of the parties con
cerned, and above all because the super-Powers
understood the danger to the world of the perpetua
tion of such a si'tua.~ion, a disengagement agreement
was concluded, first' between Egypt and Israel and
then between Syria and Israel, thus for the time being
averting any resumption of hostilities. Although it
is not yet. possible to say that all danger of war has
been eliminated, the maneeuvring of the' great Powers'
in the region has clearly shown their standing concern
to prove to the world that the controls are still in their
hands.

119. It is indeed painful to note that, despite the
many resolutions of the Organization, relative peace
has prevailed in the Middle East only when the super
Powers have decided it should, thus demonstrating
that, when they see fit to cease their rivalry, areas of
conflict in the world can disappear once and for all.
In these circumstances, and in view of these facts,
which speak for themselves, how could we fail to
hold them responsible for all the wars that periodically
flare up here and there?

120. In the Middle East, the guns are now temporarily
silent, but there is no guarantee that the fighting will
not start again. It is' therefore urgently necessary,
first of all, that Israel withdraw from all occupied
Arab territories and, .secondly, that, rather than .
freezing the situation, those principally responsible
and those actually involved should find a formula
that will make possible an early resumption of the
Geneva Peace Conference on the Middle East with
a view to restoring ajust and lasting peace in the re
gion. It is the interests of the peoples of that area that
are at stake. It is the interests of the international
community too that are at stake, to the extent that
that' Conference will help safeguard peace and secu- .
rity in the Middle East.

121. But if a just and lasting peace is to be restored
to that part of the world, my delegation feels that it
must not be at the expense of the aspirations of the
Palestinian people; for that people, deprived' of its
land and reduced to a nomadic existence, and' whose '
national identity has 'been completely flouted, also
has the' right to a homeland. That is why my country
has supported the inclusion in the Assembly's agenda
of the item entitled "Question ofPalestine" [item 108].
Indeed, the time has come for us to stop. deceiving
ourselves; we must insist on speaking the language
of truth. The parties concerned must come before us
and tell us their thoughts so that the delegations here
may determine their attitudes advisedly. It is at that
price, and at that price alone, that the Geneva Peace
Conference can be moved off dead-centre and that
the Organization can make a positive contribution
that wilt help spare the Middle East a further flare-up
of violence. .

122. What I was saying a moment ago about the
attitude of the super-Powers is further illustrated in
the conflict that flared up between Iraq and Iran. One
had only to listen to the statements of the represen
tatives of the parties to the dispute before the' Secu
rity Council and to recall the inability of that organ to
t ...e any decision to realize that a situation had arisen

for which the two countrieswere not really responsible.
And 'yet there were casualties on both sides. Thanks
to the efforts of, the' mediator sent by the Secretary
General, a solution was found-which, for the moment,
appears to role out any possibility of· a resumption
of hostilities, provided, of course, that '~nQse truly
responsible so wish and that the peoples of those
countries understand that it is not in their interest
to continue. killing each other~

123.' In Cyprus, the situation created by hot-heads
remote-controlled from one knows not where was
obviously intended to dis~J;edit the Organizatiolh to
the extent that it nearly' sllpok its institutions. Those
unfamiliar with international politics might find it at .
least incomprehensible, if not inadmissible, that
right under the very nose of the United Nations force,
whose mission was to watch over peace between the
two communities and to protect constitutional legality,
a coup. d'etat should have taken place without that
force being able to come to the assistance of the con
stitutionally elected head of governnient, Archbishop
Makarios. But if one bears in mind 'the limits of the
Organization and the more-or-less openly avowed
determination of the' super-Powers to demonstrate
their hegemonic strength, one will easily understand
the political and strategic motives that impelled the
instigators of the coup to jeopardize the very existence
of that sovereign State and Member of the Organ
ization.
124. In acting so lightly, those remote-controlled
foreign forces which have underlain the Cypriot
tragedy since' ·l5 July demonstrated a very short
sighted view, in that their acts hive fostered the divi
sion of the island into two distinct communities and
have seriously jeopardized constitutional law and the
self-determination c~ the Cypriot people.
125. For the super-Powers this has been a fine
opportunity for mutual outbidding. If they had at
least taken the trouble to think first and foremost
of the sufferings of~he displaced populations before
waging war, that would have been easier to under
stand. If they had left it to the competent authorities
of the Organization-in this particular case, the Se
curity Council-to settle the problem. in' fairness and
justice, we, would not be where we are today. But all
that matters to. them is their interests and their rival
ries. My delegation feels, however, that despite the
reservations raised by the interference of the great
Powers in this matter, the proposal, supported by
my Government, that there be an international confer
ence attended by members of the Security Council,
the parties concerned and the non-aligned States
should be. given close attention. This solution is not
ideal but is nevertheless one way of seeking' to restore
peace and constitutionality to that tormented island.

126. In the Indo-China peninsula the situation re
mains tense; international peace and security continue
to be sorely tried. Thus in Viet Nam, after the inter
national community Ieamed with relief of. the conclu
sion of the Paris Agreement, which' Was supposed
to lead that country towards' peace by making pos
sible '. the establishment of a democratic regime, war
continues because a. cliq~e in. foreisnpay has' been
unwilling to respect the terms of that Agreement.
127.·;'In .Korea, the fact that the Truce Commission,
scuttled itself following contacts between South and
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'North made it easier. for the twenty-eighth session tion continues, whether all the members constituting
of the General Assembly to adopt a consensus text." the Assembly will continue to allow the Organiza-
By that consensus the Assembly invited the two tion to be weakened atthe behest of the super-Powers.
parties to continue their dialogue with a view to findinga solution enabling them to reach their objective of 131. My delegation thinks that times have changed
peaceful and democratic unification. Unfortunately, since the San Francisco Conference, which was
since the last session no progress has been made in essentially concerned with dividing up the world into
the direction desired by the General Assembly. The hegemonic zones. The best proof is that from the
main cause of this situation lies in the presence of some SO Members which then constituted the United
foreign forces based on the territory of one of the Nations, the Assembly today is composed of 138equal
parties. When we realize that that so-called. United Members. This is a realitywhkh cannot-long remain
Nations force; which was once composed-of troops ignore". The balance of forces has changed and the
from. a number of countries, now consists solely of text that governs the Organization must be adapted
troops from one country, it can easily be understood to this new situation. Accordingly, my delegation
that the decision of the Organization in setting,up·that unreservedly will support any initiative to that effect
force is no longer in effect and that the last bastion of which would seek to restore justice and equity in the
the so-called United Nations force. should also leave Organization. A thorough-going revision ofthe Charter
Korea. In any event, if a force is to take refuge under is necessary. Some interests will certainly be en-
the United Nations flag, it can only be with the consent croached upon. But the overwhelming majority of
of the parties concerned. In other words, if one of the Assembly will agree because it is in the interests of
the parties calls into question the existence of that the United Nations and of its credibility.
force, the Assembly must take measures enabling the 132. While a double standard may have been un-
withdrawal of the so-called United Nations forces derstandable in 1946, it no longer reflects the reality
from Korea in order to ease contacts between. the two of 1974, and it would be a grave mistake to go on
parties. And we must do everything possible to avoid perpetuating it.
jeopardizing the reunification desired by the two
parties. 133.. Before concluding I cannot forbear to speak of

a problem which is of the utmost concern to my coun-
128. In Cambodia, an intolerable situation continues, try and to the international community: the economic
enabling a clique which actually represents nothing to crisis through which the world is now passing.
continue to claim to speak on behalf of the Khmer
people and to occupy Cambodia's seat in the General 134. The international economic situation in recent
Assembly. It is now time for the Assembly to clarify years has been marked by a series of crises: a crisis
its position, which, in any event, must be one ofseeking . of the international monetary system, with galloping
the restoration of the-rights of the Royal Government inflation and rising prices, the food crisis, and the
of National Union, which is still headed by Prince threatoffamine in some parts of the world where food
Norodom Sihanouk, whose forces still control almost shortages are creating a critical situation. The picture
all ofCambodian territory. The Assembly must render would not be complete if we did not add to all the fore-
unto Caesar what is Caesar's and exclude the repre- going the ravages caused by the consequences of
sentatives of the. Lon Nol clique. natural disasters such asdrought, floods and cyclones.

129. One corollary of the persistence of zones of 135. The case of Honduras, where thousands of
tension is the proliferation of weapons and .the need people 'have just die~~ their homes destroyed and their
of the industrialized countries to find outlets for their . fields laid waste, is an illustration of the scourges
arms industries. My delegation thinks tha:t we should which are visited periodically on the world. I should
denounce that competition; in the sale of weapons like to take this opportunity of asking the delega-
which is taking place allover' the world now following tion of Honduras to accept the expression of the
the energy crisis. If my country. unreservedly sup- deepest sympathy of the delegation of Dahomey.
poztedthe Treaty on the Non-Prohteration ofNuclear 136. Our community has addressed. itself with
Weapons, it nevertheless feels that if those weapons peculiar felicity to the problems raised by these var-
were not such as to endanger the very existence ()fthe ious crises. The Committee of 20,'ao despite the com-
countries possessing them, the Organization would plexityof the question, is seeking solutions with a
never have taken up the problem and sought to limit view to improving our international monetary system.
their scope .. It ~s thus hypocritical frantically to seek Other specialized agencies, like FAO and WHO,
for a limitation of weapons which can upset the tran- are' doing their best to .counter the c!epredations of
quillity and the development of the great Powers while malnutrition, famine and disease. '
doing nothing to reduce the manufacture ofconven-
tional weapons.or the sale of those weapons to others, 137. Panic provoked by the ditnculties of the world
encouraging them to seek confrontation among'~hem- economy has led certain countries to. seek ways and
selves, meansofstemmingthe crisis, if necessary through

protectionist and restrictive means, the consequence
130. If th~~ Assembly followed my train lof'tbought ofwhich would be .to block the expansion of inter-
it 'will have noticed that everywhere .internatio"al national, trade. For our part, in the developing coun-
peace and security are sorely tried arid that wherever tries, impoverished by the shameless exploitation of
this is the case one can see the hand of one or both our national wealth by the colonial Powers and the
super-Powers 'and 't1,taftheY· stop at .nothing wheJ.l it .great international trusts, our situation is, unspeakably
comes to exercising their power'~d.~sabotagingthe . tragic. The economic .crisis which is raging all over
efforts of the Organ~zation for intemationalpeate and the world strikes us doubly hard since it adds to the
security. The question therefore arises, ifthe···situa- injustice we have always and everywhere denounced.
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138. It is not really right that we should continue,
without reacting, to be refused free access to the
markets of the wealthy countries. It is not right that
we should always be the only ones to pay the cost of
the implacable law of supply and demand. It. is not
right that we should always have suffered and go on
suffering from the perpetual worsening in the terms of
trade. It is not right that our already fragile economies
should always suffer the limitations of chronic under
equipment. It is not right that we should continue to
support without any assistance the burden of external
debt and debt-servicing which considerably reduces
our capacity to finance development projects, whereas
our creditors continue to extract the maximumexploi
tation from our resources. It is not right that we should
continue to suffer so much injustice and so much
discrimination in regard to freight, insurance and other
matters at the hands of the big companies that govern
the world markets.
139. The legitimate actions of the petroleum-pro
ducing countries in imposing fair prices for their
product provoked the fiercest opposition from the
industrialized countries, which were all too quick to
speak of crisis while actually throwing on to the de
veloping countries the weight of the effects of the
rise in the price of energy and the cost of capital
goods of which we had urgent need. Indeed, some of
these industrialized Powers do not hesitate to make
threats rather than seeking a solution in more realistic
terms, namely, that of the economic interdependence
of great and small and of the need for a just and equi
table remuneration for the products and the labour of
each and all.
140. Our international community, aware of the
necessary interaction between politics and "econom
ics, and its role in the maintenance or non-main
tenance ofworld peace, has convened various meetings
attended by all countries with a view to finding ways
of remedying so many injustices from which the poor
countries suffer, and to harmonizing, for the greater
good of mankind, economic relations between the
various States in order to bridge or reduce the gap
between rich and poor countries. But the failure

. of the first three sessions of UNCTAD and the near
failure of the First United Nations Development
Decade have shown the Third World countries clearly
that it is the selfish interests which alone prevail in
the wealthy countries.
_... _- -- -_.._.... - -_~. .
141. As we approach the end of the first half of the
Second United Nations Development Decade, the
successive crises-monetary crisis, food crisis and so
forth-and the imperialist measures of a protectionist
and restrictive nature undertaken by the rich coun
tries have deeply disturbed the pattern of international
economic relations.

142. There can be no doubt that the position is
very disturbing indeed for the 25 least developed
countries, including Dahomey. Hence, it has seemed
to us that if no measures are taken for their effective
application, the recommendations of international
conferences designed to improve our countries'
prospects for development-recommendations that
often have had little effect-will be no more than mere
palliatives thatwill be quickly offsetby the deleterious
consequences of crises which' upset international
trading relations and ofwhich we are tile main victims.

143. That dramatic situation with which we are
faced has further strengthened our bonds of co-opera
tion and ourfaith in the policy ofagreeingon a thorough
study of the political, economic and social problems
confronting us, having regard to the structure of inter
national economic relations dominated by the indus
trialized countries. We are deeply convinced. that no
lasting solution to our difficulties can be found unless
this structure of international economic relations based

. on a balance of force unfavourable to the develop
ment of the poor countries is called into question.
144. That situation, which certain industrialized
countries had already]described as intolerable, was
bound to give rise to teflsion and confrontation if the
international community did not seriously tackle it in
time. That was clearly understood, Mr.' President,
by your Head of State, President Houari Boume
diene, when on behalf of the non-aligned countries
he proposed the convening of the sixth special ses
sion of the Assembly, on raw, materials and devel
opment. That special session, held here in April and
May this year, drawing lessons from the various
crises, particularly the petroleum crisis, that had
strikingly demonstrated .the interdependence of our
economies, had the merit of clearly and precisely
defining the rules that should henceforth govern eco
nomic relations between rich and poor' countries,
through the establishment of a Programme of Action
on the Establishment ofaNew International Economic
Order.
145. For the first time in the history of international
economic relations, the rich countries recognized the
existence of a basic problem requiring immediate solu
tion. No matter what reservations may be expressed,
they detract in no way from the problem of sub
stance, which requires an urgent response from our
community in the clearly understood interests of all.
146. For our part, we in Dahomey believe that
the main problem is henceforward as clear as day.
What we must do is replace the old international
economic order, which has been based on the balance
of force and domination, by a new international eco
nomic order taking into account, among other things,
the interdependence of our respective economies,
respect for the sovereignty of every State, the nec
essary solidarity between the various nations of our
international community, and assistance'.by the richer
to the poorer, without any discrimination between
the socio-economic systems freely chosen by the
latter. For the" development .. of the developing coun
tries' resources to satisfy the needs of their masses
and of the peoples of other countries adds to the wealth
of the world and to the progress of mankind.
147.· The Third United Nations Conference on
the Law of the Sea, whose second session has just
finished at Caracas. has brought home the need to
establish a- new international legal order governing
the ocean spaces. The new law of the sea now being
drafted must take into account first and foremost
the interests of the developing countries. It must

.therefore be a fundamental element in the creation
of new forms of international co-operation.
148. Dahomey. aware ofits interests in that sphere,

'agrees with; Ra~Y other countries that the require
ments of economic growth and national security make
it necessary that the coastal States have a national
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oceanic zone that is as broad as possible. That is
why it firmly supports the logical and very coherent
notion that a State's territorial waters' should be
extended to a maximum of 200 nautical-mlles, thus

, assimilating the exclusive economic zone to the terri
torial sea. It goes without saying that Jnits national
oceanic space the coastal State would exercise full
jurisdiction and full sovereignty. However, in addi
tion to accepting the traditional obligations, it would
agree to guarantee to its landlocked neighbors the
right of access to the sea and the right of free transit
under bilateral or regional agreements.

149. That idea, which offers the best protection
for' the interests of the underdeveloped countries
with regard to the law of the sea, is based on the phys
ical and legal unity of the zone in question, from the
standpoint of its size, of the intermediate column of
water, of the seabed and the subsoil, and of the cor
responding resources..
150. With regard to the regime for the seabed beyond
the limits of national jurisdiction, the delegation of
Dahomey believes that the international authority
to be established should be endowed with extensive
powers in connexion with not only the exploitation
and exploration but also the sale of the resources, in
order to prevent a decline in the prices ofth~ minerals
from the' deposits on dry land, and in particular of
those produced by the developing countries. In any
event, exploitation of the international zone must not
be entrusted to multinational corporations .on the
unconvincing pretext that the international authority
does not have the required technical and. financial
means-a formula that would betray the concept of
the common heritage of mankind. The industrialized
countries that already have the means necessary to
undertake the exploration and exploitation of the re- .
sources of the international zone can demonstrate
their willingness to co-operate by placing themselves
at the disposal' of the authority until it is financially
capable of acquiring those means itself.
151. Those were the various agenda items on which
my delegation wished to .share its thoughts as the
twenty-ninth session of the General Assembly begins
its work. While the Organization can take some pride
in the fortunate outcome of some of the burning prob
lems that had been before it recently, 'we must note
with some bitterness that most of those problems
have been solved virtually outside the United Nations.
The changes in Portugal and the progress achieved in
colonial matters seem to have been less the result
of positions we have taken or recommendations we
have adopted than the normal outcome of the strug'" .
gles and sacrifices by the peoples concerned.
152. At the very most, our support-oftenvery timid
support-for the liberation movements may have
helped to galvanize the energies ()fCthe freedom- .
fighters. Today more than ever before it has become
essential that we should pause for thought, should
seek the causes of the paralysis and impotence of the
Organization in respect of the tragedies confronting
mankind. We can no longer w~it to see ~'the dead
bury.their dead' '.

, 153. The same problems arise in connexion with
economic relations among nations at different levels
of development. Our- endless' recommendations for a
more just balance in the distribution of the planet's

goods and resources all too often remain dead letters.
The wealthy nations will move only when their inter
ests are threatened or when we confront them with
the only weapon available to us: the price of our
raw materials. In other words, the rule of might con
tinues to be the supreme rule. But we must take care
that poetic justice does not lead to a state of affairs
in which those who are the strongest today become
the weakest tomorrow and the law of the jungle turns
out to be the only law suited to our ways and our
thinking.

154. No, it seems to me that the raison d'etre of
the Organization is precisely' to avoid such a state of
affairs. Let us therefore so act that this precious
instrumentality of the United Nations may truly
serve the cause of justice and peace in the world;

155. Mr. LARAKI (Morocco) (interpretation from
French): It gives the Moroccan delegation real satis
faction to see the representative of a sister country
presiding over this important .session of the General
Assembly of the Organization. Through you, Mr. Pres
ident, all Africa is honoured today. Consequently it
is with true pleasure that I express to you, on my own
behalf and on behalf of all the members of my delega
tion, warmest and most fraternal congratulations.
I now pledge to you the total co-operation of the
Moroccan delegation in the accomplishment of the
tasks which the members of this august Assembly
have unanimously entrusted to you. Th£:i~~ is no doubt
that, thanks to your competence and your great expe
rience of international problems, the work of the
present session will be crowned with success.

156. I must not fail in another equally pleasant
duty l that of addressing to Mr. Benites.my beartiest
congratulations on the manner in which he guided the
work of the twenty-eighth session, in the course
of which he demonstrated his great talent and his
attachment to the ideas of peace, freedom and co
operation betweenall the peoples.

157. The present session opened under the. best
auspices. It started its work by welcoming three
new Members to -the Organization. We offer the
representatives of. Bangladesh, Grenadaand Guinea
Bissau our cordial congratulationsand our warmest
wishes for. the greatness and prosperity of their coun
tries and their peoples. W~rejoice that they have'
come here to reinforce our ranks in the struggle-of
a different nature this time-e-which we are waging
here for a .mQre just and. fraternal world and society.

158. We realize that in the yearwhich hasjust elapsed
progress has been. made in' the efforts to establish
peace in troubled areas, to accelerate the process
ofdecolonization in Africa and elsewhere and to search
for eeenomicce..operationfor the ·goodofalI. These
efforts led us to hope. that the process of detente
and co-operation would .continue. Unfortunately, the
world finds itself confronted 'once more by dangerous
events with grave consequences which threaten to
jeopardize all the achievements of recent years.

159v : The international situation as it appears today
is, to say the least, confused and uncertain. It does
not encourage optimism. There are still.inumerous
problems which-threaten,. at the. same fime, eo-opera
tion, peace and international security. It behoves us

·r·



170. As was recently brought to mind by His Majesty
Hassan II,~ the' military disengagement agreements
shculd be 'looked upon as-a step towards the with
drawal' of the Israeli forces from all occupied Arab
territories, including the city of Jerusalem, and the
recognition and restoration of the national and' in
alienable rights of the p'alestinian people.

171. It behoves the United Nations to adopt all
the necessary measures to implement its decisions
andto lay the foundation for an over-all solution which
would guarantee. the establishment of a just and lasting
peace'in the area.

"': .;.

172;~ At a time when inteniationalopinion was
anxious over the development of the situation in the
Middle .East and was'following with a great deal of
interest the efforts undertaken to attempt to find a
'solution to that 'Situation, the Mediterranean,~ which
was already seriously affected by that problem, found
itself once more the scene ofa conflict which, by the
passions it prov9ked and the interests involved, could
have led toa .:situatlonserieusly threatening world
peac:e andintemational'security. .

173. .Asa Mediterranean '~Y:Jntl'y~and therefore
one which could not be indifferent'to the future of
Cyprus-Morocco, as' early as th~~proclamatioriofthe
Cypriot State,' felt that lasting" peace and stability
could not be ensured without full respect for the '
constitutional,. and international edifice on which was
based ',th~, 'i"de,pendence, .of a country compQ$~dof
two.coml1lul)ities Which histQry an4,'interests. should
have uni~ed. .: ,
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to devote our efforts to seeking solutions cOIDID~n., every record, B,y its strategy of provocation and
surate with the problems with which we are confronted. terror, Israel idemonstrates its contempt for inter-
160. In the Middle East, war broke out for the fourth national law and>mo~nty by strengthening its chal-
time ina single generation. It succeeded in destroying lengetc the cCQlDlllunity of nations and mainly to the
certain myths. It destroyed the myth of the invinci- Organizatio~.
bility of the aggressor. It destroyed the myt.h of the 167. To give but one example, here is the state-
division of the ·Arab countries. It proved that the Arab ment made' by the representative of Israel before this
countries were fully .capable of mobilizing all ,their Assembly on 21 September. If the question of Pales-
potentialities in defence of their just cause. In doing tine is included in ,the agenda of the General Assem-
so it threw into relief the farnreaching repercussions bly, he said:
and nefarious consequences for all of allowing the
situation to fester. HWould a single tenet of the Charter remain

intact after such a ,develqpment? Would any sen-
161. Above all, this latest war made possible the sible human being 'find it:pessibleto take the United
consecration on the intemationallevel of the existence. . . r'f . .. 'bl
of the Palestinian people as a people. That is a funda.. Nationssenous y I 'It were to act ID so irresponsi e
mental element which,from our point of view, .hap- a manner?" [2236th meeting, para. 30.) ,
pened rather late, but which is at the heart of the 168. I will simply add that the question of Pales-
problem. There is not and there cannot be ~riy true, tine has been included 'i" the agenda without any
just and lasting peace in the re,km without recogni- opposition, exceptfor that ofthe Israeli representative.
tion of the national rights of the people of Palestine.
We welcome the decision taken by the Assembly to 169. The result is that tension continues to prevail
place the question of Palestine on its agenda with a in the area and that Israel is deliberately fomenting
view to permitting the Palestine Liberation Organiza- it. The situation. is 'clearly worsening and is a source
tion [PLO), representing the Palestinian people, to of increasing anxiety. Israel seems to have drawn no
make the voice of the, Palestinian people' heard 'at lessenfrom the war of last October. It is preparing
last in this body. a new aggression. The dise,ngagement of forces is not

peace and cannot beused as a soporific to put the Arab
162. Today it is no longer a question of doling out people' to 'sleep. We had thought that it would be the
subsidies to refugees who are denied their own home- startof the thaw on. the road. to peace. Yet, by its
land. It is no longer a question of keeping alive from behaviour Israel persists in vithiting .all the industrious
dayto day hundreds and hundreds of thousands of and, indefatigable efforts undertaken by Secretary
human beings herded into temporary camps. The inter- ofState Kissinger and by the Secretary-General ofthe
national community is aware today that those refugees United Nations, Mr. KUl1 Waldheim, as well as by
have a land, their homeland, that that land has a name, various other statesmen.
Palestine, and that they will never give it up.
163.' Moreover, some of the territories of certain
of our sister countries, Members of the United Na
tions, are still occupied by Israel as a result of suc
cessive aggressions. Egypt, Syria and Jordan canoot
tolerate ,this situation.Wereaftirm Our active soli
darity and assure them of our participation' at their
side for the liberation and recovery of their territories
-of all their territories-occupied by Israel.

164. I need hardly recall briefly the behaviour of
Israel. Israel continues to occupy by armed force
the territories of States Members of the ,Organiza
tion. It is systematically establishing settlements
and it does not hide its intention of definitive occupa
tion. It declares that it has made Jerusalem the 'new
capital of the Zionist State, cynically 'disregarding
the fact that the Holy City is the spiritual centre of
hundreds of millions of men belonging'to the Christian
and Moslem world, and not hesitating to mock their
religious convictions. .

165; '.'It does not hesitate 'to violate the sovereignty
and territorial integdtyof another State of the region.
Thus itconstantIyresorts to bombardments by its
aircratt and artillery against agglomerations in' Leb
anon, causing destruction.and heavy losses among the
populations.

166. It defies all the principles of the Char;ter, that
sameCharter.it needed to get itself recognized as an
entity t' and ,all ,the resolutions adopted' by, various
organs of the United, Netionsand, the ;specj~ized
agencies. 'As fat as violations of the Charter are con
cemed,we can s~y that the.Zionist State ha_ beaten
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174. Consequently, Morocco examined develop
ments on the island very carefully and somewhat
anxiously. It had to admit that, in violation of existing
agreements, the Turkish community was system
atically .deprived of' its constitutional .rights. From
being a two-nation State, Cyprus was being trans
formed into a single-nation State, which some respon
sible authorities wished openly to restore to Greece
some day. That is what nearly happened this summer.

'175•. The old agreements are now out of date and
should bereplaced by a new constitutional charter
negotiated with the participation and agreement of
the representatives. of the -two communities of the
island. Morocco believes that the new status ofCyprus
should ensure its' independence,its territorial integ
Ijty and its neutrality. ~orccco feels, moreover,
that the Organization has an important part to play,
first by helping to solve the island's; grave humani
tarian problems and also by guaranteeing the agree
ments reached by the parties concerned. Only thus
can peace and concord be achieved and harmony
and understanding among the States in the. area con
cerned by this drama.

176. Unfortunately, these are not the only problems
which require vigilance and careful attention on the
part of the international community, in order to find
adequate solutions. Colonialism has for many years
been receding throughout the world. We are now
witnessing the 'end of the Portuguese' colonial empire.
My delegation wants to hail here this.,great, victory
ofthe national liberation movements ofGtiinea-Bissau,
Which we have already welcomed here among us,
and of Angola and Mozambique. This .victory has
been acquired thanks to their political maturity,' their
courage and the great sacrifices which for years the
leaders and the people have made for the success of
their just cause.

17,7. My delegation would.also like to express its
sincere and cordial congratulations to the Portuguese .
Government, whose realism and perception of the
sense of' history and of its true and lasting interests
havefacilitated and allowed.such a change. We pro
foundly .rejoice in this new attitu4e of Portugal.be
cause of the ties of friendship and good neighbour
'liness which bothofus have always soughtto maintain.

'178. This development, boweverpositiVe it-·may
be, must not allow us to forget the tragic state of the
people of Zimbabwe and our brothers in Namibia and
in South Africa.' The Organization must adoptpre
cise and concrete measures which will be more clear
ly understood by tbeilleiallan Smith regime.

179.' The segregation'in which the people of Zim
babwe live has no eqq_lin the woddsave.that which
isinfticted upon our brothers in South Africa. Des
pite the many resolutions adopted .. by the United
Nations condemning .apartheid .In that part ..of the
world, not a single gesture, has been made by. the
leaders of Pretoria which ,would lead us to believe
that action has been. initiated to put an end t9a policy
rejected: .and',condemned unaniJ1:lou.sly· ~y the,Ointer-
national commu.rtity,. . . ., .

180. Moreover. the racist Government of South
Africa maintains .and accentuates its poUcy'ofdomina
lion and discrimination in Namibia in total disregard
of the .relevant resolutions of' the ,Genetal"'Assl:mbly.

It is fitting to denounce here thestrange understanding,
even the complicity and the military'support received
by South Africa from certain Powers, allow'ng it
to continue unrestrainedly an action unrescr- et:.)

, condemned by the Assembly. '

181. The Pretoria Government, deliberately disre
garding the resolutions of the. Organization and of the
specialize~. agencies, remains obdurately adamant.
We cannot remain inactive in.the-face of such a chal
lenge.Energetic measures must lie taken to put an end
as quickly as PQssibl~ to the intolerable situation
whichprevails in Rhodesia, South Africaand Namibia.. .

182. Decolonization has always held a high place
in .the debates of the Assembly, and the Moroccan
delegation has always considered it· to be' a question
of high priority. It could not have been otherwise
fora country which not only hasknowncoloniza
tion under its usual form, of occupation by a single
foreign 'Power, but which has also 'been the victim
not only ora division but a real carvingupby colo
nialism: one part was under the protectorate of France;
one so-called international zone, Tangier, was under
the administration oft3 Pewersjanother part was
under the protectorate of Spain, including a northern
zone and a southern zone-Tarfaya, Sakiet El Hamra
and Rio de Oro--as well as the enclaves, the zones
of Ifni and the cities of Ceuta and Melilla«, Although .
important parts,of our. national territory have been
liberated, it is nevertheless true that vast areas of our
country are still occupied by a European colonial
Power, namely Spain.

183. On 27 April 19569 the Moreccan-Spanish agree
ment proclaimed the end of the regime of protector
ate and the independence of Morocco, On the basis
of the unity .and integrity of its territory. It was the
end of colonialism, at least on the official level, "

184. The northern zone of Morocco was restored.
The southern zone, Tarfaya, was restored in 1958
only after lengthy negotiations with Spain and various
local confrontations witbtheoccupatien troops. The
two. Saharan provinces of Rio de Oroand Sakiet El
Hamra werestill to be liberated, in' addition' to the
Ifni enclave. As far as these parts of our .territory
were concerned, which. Spain .was f committed to
restore' to us in 1956 sttnilady to the northernand
southern zones, the GovemmentofMadrid sometimes
met our request withanobduraterefusaland some
times with successive and interminable dilatory
manoeuvres. This attitude meant tliat it, intended to
maintain its domination over these parts of our na
tionaltenitory•
185." In various areas' of these Zones .theMorocean
people have resumed the struggleaghanst· colonial
occupation. The armed struggle of Ait Ba Amrane,
to cite only oneexample,a8ains~ the Spanish troops
established at Ifni or at Sakie\ EI·'Hamra was proof
~f the determination. of our people to bring about the
liberation'of their territory. However,' the successive
governments ofHis Majesty the King never despaired
of seeing, Spain display reason and wisdom.' It is
because of our moderation and.also our will tofurther
develop tiesoffriensdhipandco-operation with Spain

. that this . question-that 'of~hecontinued'Spanish
domination over the western part pf MoroccQ-.con

, tinued to be a problem for 18 years. It is still, today ,
on theagenda of the Assembly. .
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t ,1'93. But let us come back to the other resolutions
adopted by the United Nations. From year to year,
ever since 1964, ,the same recommendations have
been 'taken up, with the addition, according to the
f0110S 'Of the debates, 'of some pal~raphs. But all
come back to 'some basic ideas. First of all, Spain is
~lleduport to hasten ;the process of decolenization.
Secondly., it IS 'Constantly invited and ~ed upon
,tottdopt :an measures which would allow the free. and
demoeratic 'ex,pression of the ,localpopulations, which
implies ;puttingan end to the police measures and the
'evacuation of occupation troops. Thirdly~ it is called
upon .nd invited toallowtbe refugees who have been
'e~~lIed by fbe Spanish administration to go back
:to lbeir homes and ,participate in an eventual local
'(:(msnlalion. Follrthly, it is invited and 'Called upon,
first ·(;)1 ~I:, to ~gotiate, and then to proceed to the
Ret;'C$saty iOOnsultations with Morocco, Mauritania
a'Ail ;all >the other irtterested parties., which implies
/that ;the United Natitms does not admit ,that Spain
:should ~Ot :alone and unilaterally, which also im,plies
~ was :sa1d b«ore-that the decolonization 'Of ithe
two i8allaran pFoviltCe's jp05eS ;a problem lof :sover
i~lPty., 'WibnOll't which ithe 1Jlegotia:tion 'Md r.ecom
metlied ~llsUlta'tion would have no v.a1id justifica
tion.Rft'h'ly~.Spa)nis invited ,andlcalled upon toa11ow
ia lIRlsSion ,of ':the Un,iled Nations to ensure that the
rconsulUition ~of 1the l)oca:l population will take place
ijn:afdfmulte df(freedom ,am:! rc1emocracy.,and 'So forth.

186. Such are thefuntlamentalfacts of this ,prob. ,.'-A Non..S~lf..Governing Territory can be said to
tern, 'Meanwhile, Alaerla and Mauritania, neiahbourina have reached a fuU measure ofself-government by:
countries of the Sahar~, recovered their..natio!'al(a)Emeraente as a sovereign independent
independence. Our territory alone was stUt being State;
mutilated because of the. Spanish occupation, That (b) Free association with an independent State;
1'$ when the. MorocCl\\\ Government, always optina or'
fur ptacefullneans, decided i1\l964 !o. request tlte (c) Integration with an independent State".
hteluslon 'of the question in the. provIsional qenda
afthe General Assembly. Since then) and throughout 191. Thus the correct and loyal implementation of
th~ viei~~itudes of our 'debates, one .constant and the principles ofdecolonizatlon and self-determination
im~ftl\nt tact t\ppel\t'td~furMot"Otco tbe decolonita- does not necessarily and automatically lead to the
don {)t the two Sah'''n provinte~ implied tbeir-rein.. status of an independent State. It all depends on the
lelratlon hlto the Moroeean Stltt.AIl our interven- panicular .situations for .,ch Territory, and panic-
lions ~l\d de,elamtions are there to htar wit~ess to the ularly on the origins of c6fonial conquest, and impe-
faels~ the 'titst decitlon was ado'Pted on 16 OCtober riallst deals to which some countries fell victim. Such
,~\\ h:y the SpecialCommittet on the Situation is the case of Morocco, which witnessed its national
with Rq~lfd to th~ .tm~ltment~tion of' the~tla':8- territory, .ttlwards the end of the nineteenth century
tiol\on the Grantt1\l ()f .Independence to Colonial and the beginning of the twentieth, become a victim
C\)Ul\tri~,and Pto})les, 'this d~ision refers ~~plic!tly to tbe ~arving up into several Zones of influence, as
l() fes~"tlon 151~ (XV) of .4 ~embtr U)f,O, which I haveju~t mentioned.
~\\slit"t~ tht cl\~\l'ttr for de~lonillation, In De- '
~~\l\btt l~3~ it w~s the l"m t)f tbeGenemlA:ssem- 19'2. Yestel'dayand today, we ask only for the just
bt~ t() ~m\tt ~lmost., ~na,!ltOOu$1y., with anly lwoand correct implementation of the'principle of decol-
~~\ftst-th~ of Spllnand Po!tulal-resolu- onization, which should lead to the integration of the
\~ ~,~ (XX)., ~l".a'Ph a'ofwbitb. reads~ provinces of Rio de Ora and Sakiet ,El Hamra into the

national temtory.

t~.".. Th\ls., \bt~~lA~mblyvoted th'at it was
\l~\ to ~~M()"b:t tbe Sllb"....au 'Territories. But
n ~ls\') ~lle'd ~ll Sp'alft ~l tbt .·rs&lht ti_ to start
~~ll~'S ~()1I~~lrttg t1ht p-robleln 'Of ~()ve~llntY
~~'S~!by 1t~ Tetri~ the Rm ,de Oro.,
~ 'B H~'A tawltfti.. ()o.ll~\le'ttlly., ft~re was
:a If)110ll1elll i()t~~~~~~llWd !by iftego'im1ti~n.,
wb~ \11~~ ~1l :a "elY' dtM' ....1\-.... t~ ~ific
~'0t~ ~N)~~ :a_ltb~ ~if.m ;P1"~eS"s
~~~W~ lJ'l* ~1l'~ ~ ~l~l'l~l db.ln~ti()l1.

na \VJh0~ 1tl'bt~ wiit\ wlt()'rA S,pain was
~~~~lIm.'m -ro,.tiom?1Ale Y01"~an
~~'hldh~~t~a~~ih'Ol'~~ ;olaim
_;~~ ~t~~~ ~ ~1f;l ijltltgr~ !part 'Of
m~fMY'; • N~~1l G0~'I'Imlbllt., Wb1i~ 1tO<lk
~~~ ~ .....JL""" '. !L. -r..:s
ltJHe JfI'tf4._I~@l I'~ ";nc; ~l1JeSU'"0l1 \O'R ttJlilt .oull
10f~~~"'lY i(;)t 1tJlre Uil!~. 1N~~o1is. Of
~~ • ~b1slt !Go~lll ~~a :anaf00n
.~~ lN4f'.ust~ ttmt~r ijltl~ :s.~\ eg0liiati0ns !Con
~.JPr.(!)~ ~f$0~~ ~OT \the jJJar.Doular
~.

1J.~.. lIqr,~~iMlI1$U~'~,,~Oll\tl'011ri.'tts
~Oonit~~f1tllJetulh~~lNa'ii011S f011ltlll~ JP11b~m i(rJf
~~1iim" . .:A b ~tl(jl~iml'S ~m iIl'C'C
~ imt0l1iet lt~ "Util8l'~ ~ _ $l)'tt'0f~_0tl
ttlblit rniiittt~~ w.elurta. 4&T iin~ltmalil1Y ..

!JlY0. ~1Utif01111$i}4J((XW) 'W4lS~lele4 <alii Jma(le
~itiit~ti~~fB_~_ 11119~uiWIl n~n \(n7~

<bi' 11$~ 11*. ill titJt·~~amPr.~~d lb.Y
ti~ ~Wn,~ iiJl ~iPlt Wl, ~he Gen
ttn"4il~lY .~:

ll'~. ~lll!has been toe 1bebaviour 'of fhe Madrid
fGo'v,emment ttl'hTo"Qiho»t 'tbesem;O'years~ The Spanish
jG~menttt:br0'qgboutdleyearsJbasshown lbowwell
ijt 'Canpro'fit irom::a tcertain <confusion, fed hy :repeated
<ifisousSi01ls ;anil dle muli.Pliclty rof motions voted
~.P0ft'. 1!he rnaliin iiaea Jot .dlis ibebavlour is m make
!JhUcn !play with dre prlncij11es \of decDlon17..ation ,and
:se~lenniinll't:i01l_th!tbe~eryjpur.p0Se.ofmurlntainitlg
-tz0hmiBl ,d0l1iinaliion, ~01'er ;and -e~i1ati0n \ofmese
ltWD JPI'.eVjnoes. Initially, Ue· ·~S.panisb .tGo¥emment
simPlY 1iIisJ!CJl8.1"&i Gthe ·substance fof tile c-esolutions



197. Such mystification seems to be really going too
far. The Government of His Ml\iesty the King of
.Morocco' is convinced that the· international' commu
nity cannot endorse the unilateral policy of the Spanish
Government. It amounts to creating out ot-nothing
a fictitious entity, with an active population of 22,000
persons in a Territory of 280,000 square kilometres,
and an Atlantic coastline stretching for 1,500kms.
This fictitious entity is destined to perpetuate the
reality of the colonial presence, and the robbing ofour
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adopted. It intended, and still intends today, to act country of two provinces which have' always been an
alone and according to its own wish. This is a. constant integralpart of our Territory. That is why His Majesty
factor in Spain's policy. Thus, it has refused all nego- the King was forced to proclaim publicly on5 July
tiations or consultations concerning the problem of 1974 that the patience and moderation of the Moroccan
sovereignty posed by these Territories; it has refused people have their limits; that our people, .who have
to allow the refugees who have been expelled from struggled, weapons -in harid, for their independence
their homes (numbering 20,000 persons, according and the integrity of their territory.can in no way
to the Spanish press itself) to go back home in order accept a fait accompli in the two provil\ces which fall
to participate in a possible local, popular consulta- under our sovereignty. .,,:,' '
tion; it has refused to allow a mission from the United 198 Th' h '1 I r f h S . h G
Nations to go to the area to check the Qrganization . '.. us~ t e un.I atera po ~cy.o."1.t.e pan.l~ . o:v-ernment bemg·thus revealed In Itscrudereality, and
of this consultation and to make sure that it takes the position of Morocco being what i~,h~s.alway.sbeen
place in an atmosphere of free expression of views. since 1956, since we' were' adl:riitte~'io the Organiza-
195. An array of military, police and administrative tion,the situation seems to be the same as at the outset.
arrangements have been set up there: thus the occu- ,We are forced, if we want to safeguard peace in this
pation troops today number 70,000 to 80,000, for a area, to study this problem once more without ques-
population of approximately 4,5,000 to 50,000. If we tioning the principles of decolonizationjmd self-
assume that in a population of that size only 20,000 determination. We must rather give these principles
to 22,000 are adults-in other words, those who can real content, and apply them honestly, with regard
effectively and theoretically participate in a consulta- for the particular and specific character represented
tion-then we note that there are more than three .by the liberation of the western Sahara.
Spanish soldiers for each potential voter. That is how 199. In. seeking to find some justification. for its
the Spanish Government intends to implement the unilateral policy, the Spanish Government claims that
United Nations resolutions and allow the local popu- the provinces of RIo de Oro and SakietBlHamra were
lation free expression of its wishes. originally Territories which did not fall under any

sovereignty or. administration. According to' the
196. Moreover;once the military and police machin- Spanish Government, at the moment. of colonial con-
ery was strongly entrenched, an assembly, entitled quest they were res nullius, or Territories without a
Jema'a, has been purely and simply nominated by the master, and that, implies that the .·Spanish Govern-
Spanish authorities. It is directly under the authority ment 40es not have to negotiate with Morocco for
of the military governor. The so-called Assembly the process ofdecolonization.
has been authorized by the Spanish Government to
speak for the population of the two provinces. It alone 200. As against that attitude, there is the attitude of
has been authorized to express its vision of the future. Morocco, which, based on its historic, legal, ethnic
This has been very 'clearly stated: 'it does. not accept . and cultural rights, has always considered' those two
the principle of decolonization. It wants the Spanish Territories as being an integral part of the ,national
administration to continue for years. Meanwhile a Territory. That is why the Moroccan Government
"statute" is being worked out fot the Sahara, and will is determined not to accept the artificial creation on
be granted by the Spanish Government without, of its own territory 'of any entity whatsoever, particu-
course, any negotiation or consultation with the United larlya fictitious entity intended to maintain the colonial
Nations or the States concerned. But as the approval 'system, ' .
of the United Nations is absolutely necessary for the 201. The formulation of these two .attitudesallows
consecration of this pseudo-decolonization, the Span- us to discern clearly the basis (Yf the disPllte between
ish Government deems the time ripe to inform the Morocco and Spalnsince 1956. First of all, we must
Secretary-General of its intentions. These consist of answer the following questiont: originally:. were the
defending the people of the Sahara against designs of two Territories of the Sahara inqpe~tion, as the Span-
annexation or expansionism on the part of certain ish Government. claims,res nullius, or. Territories
neighbours and to "guarantee ... the free and au- without a. master, and open to occupation? Or were
thentic expression of their wishes". That is the signif- they at the moment of occupation under the sover-
lcanceof the information notes tn documents A/9655 eignty and administra!ionof the .Moroccan 'State?
and A/9736, transmitted on 11 July 1974and on 13Sep- Only the answer to thatquestion willrilake itpossible
tember 1974respectively. Spain goes so far as to prom- to givereal meaning, based on law and reality, to the
ise to give all facilities to the United Nations so that principles' of decolonization and self-determination.
it may participate in the projected process of self- This is a prior question which we are all called on to
determination. But even at this stage, it is only a prom- settle, and it is ofan exclusively legal character.
ise: it is up to the Spanish Government alone to fix the
date for this "in due course"; 202. Usi~g this analysis asia starting point,. and

anxious. to safeguard peace, His Ml\iesty the King has
once more chosen the peaceful method of settling the
dispute between Morocco . and Spain. ,In .his press '
conference,of 17 September 1974 His" Majesty ~as

san n'proposed to submit the case to the International
Court ofJustice, one of the most important bodies of
the United Nations. The Court isco~petenttoproceed
to an arbitration between the parties concerned' on
a purtly legal matter. As Members of the United Na
tions, Morocco and Spain are' necessarily .parties to
the Statute ofthe·Court. Further, ,it must be added that. .



212. The Spanish Government is in a better posi
tion than anyone else- to recognize that the proper
and loyal interpretation of General Assembly resolu
tion 1S14, (XV) rests in the judipious application of
the principles of decolonization and respect for the
unity and territorial integrity of sovereign States.
Our .national territory as a whole was the subject of
deeds behind its' back at the end of the nineteenth
century and the beginningof t;~ds century, deeds which
led to the carving up of these provinces into various
spheres ,of influence. Those deeds and other ententes
cordiales between colonial Powers cannot be accepted
by us, as is underlined by international law and inter-
national morality. . ,

213. Our people havestruggledfor centuries against
foreign penetration. whatever it might be, in order to
safeguard their independence and the integrity of our
national territory. .To give but an historic example,
let us recall that the fighting Ma El Ainine, who came

..'"
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the Charter of the United Nations lays down, in Ar- rights, with the settlement of the disputes between
ticle 36, paragraph 3, a general principle making Morocco and Mauritania and Spain. It is in that spirit
referral to the International Court of Justice mandatory that· I call upon the Government of Mauritania ·to
in all cases. That Article states that .. associate itself with us before the International Court

-~ "... the' Security Council should also take into of Justice to obtain the advisory opinion which the
. consideration that legal disputes should as a general Moroccan Government is seeking.
I rule be referred by the parties to the International 209. My Government hopes to have contributed, as
Court of Justi~~" . a Member respectful of the Charter of the United

203\ The Govemment of Morocco sent Spain a note Nations, to the clarification of the problem of the
dated 23 September 1974 inviting it to join Morocco liberation of the two provinces of the Sahara and their
in submitting a request in accordance with the rules political future. However, I also owe it to myself to
of procedure of the International ,C~)Urt.If that step, say, in the most courteous yet firm manner possible,
taken by the parties concerned-Spain and Morocco-« . that ~oroccocannot a~Pt being faced with a fait
had been adopted, the prospects of a peaceful solu- accompli imposed by the~Spani$h Government. That
tion of the problem of the Western Sahara would have Government has been acting in such a way as to make
become clearer because they would have been based final the dismemberment of our national territory and
upon law and equity. of the two provinces where the Moroccan Govern-
204. If for one reason or another that direct method ment has exercised sovereignty for centuries.
had not been adopted, we.would still have requested 210. By persisting obdurately in a manner which
the Court, not, for an arbitrary decision, but simply seems to- ·)s irresponsible the Spanish Government is
for an advisory opinion on a simple matter of law. It endangering the unity and territorial integrity of our
is for the General Assembly or for the Security Coun- country and threatening and jeopardizing the cause

.cil to request such an opinion, in accordance with of peace and international co-operation, Resolution
Article 96, paragraph I, of the Charter, and Article 65 1514 (XV) contains the following significant passage:
of the Statute of the International Court of Justice. " Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disrup-
The opiniongiven by the International Court ofJustice tion of the national unity and the territorial integ-
.()Pl.~Roint of.la~ c~n have a considerable effect as a rity of a country is incompatible with the purposes
decision ofarbitration. In any case the General As- and principlesofthe Charterof the United Nations."
sembly would be in a position, on the basis of· such
opinion, definitively to find a solution to the polit- 211. .May I say to the Government of Spain that
ieal question of the future of the two provinces, I quote that passage because it has been quoted rete-
Sakiet El Hamra and Rio de Oro. vantly by the representative of Spain in the United

Nations on the question of the restoration of Gibraltar
205.' That is why my Government has decided, in to Spain. The question of Gibraltar has been deqned
case the first procedure ,might notbe adopted by the by the General Assembly as a question of the resto-
Spanish Government,' that it should ask the General ration of the national unity .and territorial integrity
Assembly, which is in a position to do so, to seek such of Spain and not as a que-don of self-determination.
an opinion of the International Court of Justice. That is the case so far as we are concerned in the

~- .. .
206. : The dispute which opposes us to Spain has matter of the provinces of Sakiet El Hamra and Rio
lasted for the past 18 years and it has been on the de Oro, because they have always been an integral
agenda of the General Assembly for the past 10 years. part of our national territory, as history; geography,
All the resolutions and recommendations which have culture and language bear witness and of which proof
been voted concern the main question: that of knowing. is given by numerous international treaties. Spain is
whether the two provinces of Sakiet El Hamra and in a POSiticul to understand that what it considered
Rio de Oro belong toacertain sovereignty and aUthor- to be unacceptable for Gibraltar cannot be accept-
ityor whetherthey have been free territories, open able for the two provinces of the Sahara, and for the
to any occupation. My Government is firmly con- same. reason.
vinced that the members of the Assembly, particu
larly the peace- and justice-loving peoples, cannot
remain indifferent to this last appeal launched by
Morocco that international law and morality and the
principles of the United Nations should prevail,

207" ·In the same context. may 1 now make the same
appeal more directly to Mauritania, since we know
that country is,as, anxious as we are to safeguard peace
in. the area and to undertake all measures in confor
mity with the Chartet of the United Nations, so that
law and justice may prevail. Morocco and Mauritania
are bound by historic, ethnic, economic arid cultural
ties and their peoples and leaders are fully conscious
of the fact' that the' fraternal links which tie the 'two
-eountries and peoples are harbingers '. of· a future of
development for both countries.

208. ,Basing itself on these facts, Morocco declares
that .Mauritan'ais,concemed in the future of the
Sahara and can surely be associated, because of its
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from the provinces of Rio de Oro and Sakiet El Hamra,
undertook an armed struggle against the colonial con
querors in those provinces in order to pen~"trate as
far north asMarrakesh in 1908. Is there a more striking
historical.example of the determination of the Moroc
can people to preserve their .national unity and ter-
.ritorial integrity?
214. There is a lesson which we have learned from
this long struggle, similar. to that drawn by,other peo
ples under the colonial yoke: the liberation ofpeoples
is above all accomplished by the peoples themselves.
215. Mr. PLAJA (ltaly)(int~rpret(ltionfromFrench):
Mr. President, I should like first of all, on behalf of
the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Italy, Mr. Moro,
and of the Italian delegation, to congratulate you upon
your unanimous election. There are many reasons
for my sincere congratulations: the ties which friend
ship and a COmmon Mediterranean civilization have
forged between our two countries; my Government's
appreciation of the foreign policy .of the Algerian.
Government; and admiration for your personal qual-
itiesas a statesmanand a diplomat. '
216. On behalf of the Italian delegation, Lshould like
to pay a tribute to Mr. Leopoldo Benitesand to thank
him for -having presided so ably and successfully
over the proceedings of our twenty-eighth session as
well as those of the sixth special session. In his person,
the Italian delegation wish~.s to pay ho~age to the
qualities of all the peoples of the Latin American coun
tries, with which~y country also"has profound ties of
friendship. And it is with feelings of solidarity that
today I single out among them Honduras, which has
just been struck by a tragedy which has deeply moved
the Italian Government and people. " .
217. The Italian delegation also takes great pleasure
in paying a tribute to the outstanding. personality
of. the. Secretary-General, Mr... Waldheim, and in
expressing its appreciation of his wise and pe.a:severing
efforts, particularly in the search for just solutions to
the crises which recently have.again obscured the inter
national political horizon.

;218. As many other representatives whovspoke
befor~ me pointed out, we' are confronted with an
international situation..which. gives cause for serious
concern. The Middle East question isstillfuU ofgrave
unknowns; the Cyp~s crisis has exacerbated the
problems between the two communities on the island
and has.made.relations difficult betweentwo'countries
which are nevertheless bound by. politicaLties; and
the agreements on Viet Nam have not yet.:yiel<iedthe
peace which was expected.

219. Furthermore," the disarmament t.negotiations
have. not so far fulfilled the hop~es of mankind, which
aspires to live in a world free from fear. '

220. Finally , the economic situation-the seriousness
of which was drawn to our attention by the President
of the United States of America.....has led 'the Secre-'
tary-General, in the introduction to his report on the
work of the Organization, to speak of problems
"which now confront the world community' with a
global crisis of extraorcmarydimensions",of "up
heavals". and ominous "portents" which, far from
being isolated. events, are' ."the symptoms of a, pro
found malfunctioning of the global economy" [A/96tJlI
Add. 1]. .' .

221. .Fortunately, we can also me~tion some encour
aging events. These. include, ijrstof all, the admjs
sionofthreenew Members to the Ornnization, which
gives. us cause .for great satisfaction. because. the
United Nations is 'thereby drawing closer to one of
its chief goals, namely, the universal representation
of mankind.

222. The admission of Bangladesh, .Grenada .and
Guinea-Bissau has a special signifi<;anee, because it is
a sign both of improvement in the; political situation
on the subcontinent of South Asia-which gives
good reason to hope for the future-and also of the
acceleration of the process of .decotontaation, espe
cially on the African continent.

223.. In this connexion I should like to refer in ,par
ticular to the Algiers Agreement betw~e}l Portugal and'
Guinea-Bissau and to the Lusaka Agreement con
cerning the independence of Mozambique. These
Agreements are important not simply' because they
will avert further bloodshed. The chain of events that'
brought to an end the authoritarian regime in Portugal '
and the joint COMmunique concerning the implemen
tation of United Nations resolutions issued at the end
of the Secretary-General's visit to Lisbon, as well as .
the Algiers and Lusaka Agreements, show that free
dom is an indivisible benefit which cannot be denied
to others if it is sought for oneself. It shows, further
more, the role played in the process of decoloniza-:
tion by the United Nations as a whole, by certain
groups of States and by certain individual.Member
States. .

224. In this respect I should like to mention three
recent Italian statements.

225. On 10 June, the Italian Government indicated
that it viewed as a positive dev~lopmetAt the opening
of negotiations between Portugal and the,.liberation·
movements '" in. its overseas Territories and pledged

'Italy's contribution "aimed at ensuring the speedy
realization of the right of the African' peoples to self
determination .. and .independence, .in conformity
with the principles of t~e United Nations".

226. On 12' August, inanriouncing its recognition
.of. Gumea-Bissau, the. Italian Government issued a
statement, stressing that it .had "always expressed its
support for thedecolonization .of the .Non-Self
Gov~rningTerritorie$ and for thegra.ntjng of the .right
to .. self-determinadon .. and. independence' of peoples
still under colonial rule" . . . .

: '. . ." . . ..

227.. On ISSeptember,the Italian GovernmeJ.1tissued
a statement Which concluded with' the following
words: .. ..

'it!

HItaly is glad to havetontributed to the process
of negotiations between Portugal 8IldFRELIMQ,
thus facilitatil~8 contacts desisned tobelp· ~9Wards
a better understanding of tb~, objectives and the
viewpoints of .. t~e interestedpartie$~ .This .clearly
reflects, the ful1andconstantadherenc~ofItaly to
theobje~tives".ofself-deternlina,ion and inde~n-'
dence of peoples".stillsubje~ttocolonial'l11le,' and
also Italy·,s,r~toinition ofther.ole that. can bel'lay~d
in bringing !about 'peacefUl decoloni%,tion bypdlit..
ical forces which expresstheaspiratjons, of the
peoples." .
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228.' All these statements were prompted by events
connected with the decolonization of the Territories
under Portuguese, administration; ,but they have a
broader' significance because they reflect Italy's'
conviction that the gradual process of decolonization
must be completed. as soon as possible.
229. Similarly, Italy rejects all ideologies or policies
based on racial 'discrimination, particularly apart- '
held. At the 2248tb. meeting, held this morning, again
theItalian delegation demonstrated this rejection by
voting in favour of the draft resolution in document
AIL.731/Rev.l, although certain parts of its text give
rise, in our opinion, to doubts of a legal character.
My country reaffirms its commitment firmly to support
the efforts of the Organization aimed at ensuring, as,

. required of us by the Charter, "respect forhuman
rights and for fundamental freedomsfor all without
distinction-as to race, sex, language, or religion".

230.' Many changes, have taken place in the almost
30 years of the life of.the Organization. The Assem
bly will.have to take account of these changes when
it considers the proposals concerning the revision
of 'certain provisions of the Charter, .submitted by
many Member countries, including Italy, with a view
to enabling the United Nations better to face an inter
national situation 'that is very different from the post
war situation; 'and which is evolving at .an ever-.
increasing pace.

231. Meanwhile another useful, although more
modest, objective could be attained, namely, the
achievement of the maximum degree of rationality
and efficiency in the use of the human,and financial
resources that' the Organization already has at its
disposal, paying special attention to the proper selec
tion of staff and the prudent use of the Organization's
funds.

232. Tshould now like ,to refer to the international
economic situation. It is beset, as I have said, by,
disturbance of alarming proportions. On the one hand,
per capita and national income are being eroded by a
rate of inflation which the world has not known' for
more than a generation; on the other hand, we are
facing the threat of a world-wide recession.

233. These developments are upsetting the polit
ical and social equilibrium of all countries and dam
aging their prospects of development. Furthermore,
this could mean that, if everyone triesi,ndividllaUy
to limit the consequences of this situation'or to escape
them, we would all find ourselves exposed to a danger
that might perhaps be even more serious: the danger
that, as in the. 1930s, international.eo-operation may
give way to narrow self-interest and bring about a
reduction in' world trade which would be harmful to
all countries without distinction.

234. To counter such aserious threat wemustrely
on the "awareness" we have today,of the ties of inter
dependence which ,link, the different economic sys
tems. That interdependence, we must not forget,
implies also ajoirii'responsibility in the' decisions we
must take, either collectivelyor within the frame
workpfourrespe~ti'Ve national policies, in order to I

build a world-wide ,commercial:and monetary order
which,will enable ,us, ,Qna more,'stable and.above all
a more justbasis, 'to go forward together along the
path of development.

235. The initiative taken by the President of Mexico
for the elaboration of a charter of the' economic rights
and duties of States'? is based on these fundamental
principles ,of justice and stability. Italy welcomed
this initiative with great interest, and the Italian delega
tion hopes that the contacts that will take place during
this session willenable substantial progress to be made.
236. The need for a more stable and just basis for
international economic relations was, moreover, rec
ognized by the General Assembly when it held its sixth
special session last April. ,
237. In the absence of a qew commercial and mone
tary order, the present ,'situation severely affects
mainly those peoples who have not accumulated fi
nancial wealth and natural resources of their own,
or have far too few, and so can offer, in terms of
exports, nothing but their work. This is true of many
developing countries, and especially the poorest among
them, It is these that are most in danger of suffering
from the irreparable consequences of the energy
crisis, the monetary crisis and, perhaps, tomorrow,
even from a serious economic depression. Italy has a
feeling of solidarity with these countries because,
while being.at 'a different lever of development, it is
also lacking .in natural resources and the world crisis
is causing it problems out of all proportion to its own
financial resources. '

. .

238. The future will depend on the extent to which
genuine international co-operation and solidarity
can be achieved in confronting the.structural problems
of the world economy with a view to ensuring a better
and, fairer distribution of the world's wealth, a more'
effective and betterbalanced utilization of resources
and a better relationshipbetween man and his envi
ronment. I am thinking' in particular of such prob
lems as energy, population, food, development fi
nancing, technological progress and the transfer of
technology.

239. It, was this conviction that prompted Italy to
contribute, within the European, Economic .Com
munity, to a positive response to the appeal by the
Secretary-General for an emergency programme for the
benefit of the countries most affected by the ,present
economic crisis. Italy views in the same light the rela
tions 'between the European Economic Community
and the countries of the Third World, whether they
are 'associated withoreligible for association with the
European'Economic Community, or whether they' ate'
other countries with which my country maintains' ties
of traditionalfriendship~ , ,

240. Only recently [22J8th meeting] the, represen
tative of France,speaking as arepresentative of the
country holding the, current presidency of the 'Euro
pean Economic Community, requested. the inclusion
in theagenda of the present session of, the General
Assembly ofan item on the granting to the European
Economic Community ofobserver status atthe United'
Nations.; This is an initiative which, among other
things, will facilitate the task of associating; the Buro
pean BconomicCommunity with the Organization
in the quest for solutions,acceptable to all.

241: As for.the energy problem, theItalianGove.n
ment has always telt that any controntation between
the oil-producing and the oil-consuming countries must
be avoided by guaranteeing, on the one hand, the
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right- of each country to' dispose freely of'the. resources
of its own territory, and by avoiding, on .the other
hand, a crisis in prices and supplies whose conse
quences would ultimately disrupt the economies of all
countries. . . ,

242. This was the spirit in which Italy participated
in intemational meetings on. tile energy problem, such
as those of the Co-ordinating Group ofTwelve, whose
objective remains the rapid initiation of a constructive
dialogue with the producing countries. It was also
in the same spirit that Italy supported the Algerian
initiative for the convening of the sixth special session
of the General Assembly.
243. Italy, which depends Cor its energy resources
almost entirely on foreign countries, and whose
economic progress is closely linked to the develop
ment of international trade, is particularly sensitive
to the needs of ·the developing countries, without
whose co-operation and agreement no permanent solu
tion to the economic problems of the world wiUever
be found.
244. To sum up: the right of the producingcoun
tries to utilize their own resources ina more rational
manner; the need to stabilize prices at just and prof
itable levels for all; the channelling of earnings from
oil exports into productive uses; stable economic
co-operation between producers, industrial consumers
and non-producing developing countries-these, in the
Italian Government's view, are the principles that must
guide us. .

245. The need to adopt a global approach to these
problems has, in any case, been recognized by the
United Nations, as is shown by the three major initia-

.tives which it decided with foresigbt to take this year.
I am referring to the World Population Conference,
the World Food Conference, and the Second General
Conference of UNIDO to be held next spring.

246. The Third United Nations Conference on the
Law of the Sea, whose second session was recently
held at- Caracas, is part of the same pattern of inter
national co-operation. It is to be hoped that in this
field, which is so important to mankind, equitable
solutions can soon be-worked out which willreconcile
the legitimate interests of different States with those
of the international community.

247. It. is quite' clear that an'appeal for international
economic co-operation wilt be possible only if the
maintenance of peace in the various parts of the globe
is assured. In this respect, we are well aware that the
question of the Middle East and .the CYPi\US crisis
are a source of particularly grave concern to thycoun
try in view of the geographical position it occupies
in the Mediterranean.

248. In the Middle East the tensions persist, and
even seem to be growing more acute, despite some
progress made,thanks to the efforts of the United
States Secretary of State; this progress has led to the
establishment 'of a .. negotit,dng framework' situated,
appropriately, within the United Nations system and
to the conclusion of agreements .on military disen
gagement, the observance of which is guaranteed
mainly by the United Nations. I beli~vethat a new
and decisive effort will have to be made to overcome

. the differences which' divide the parties ',~tirectly
concerned: this calls, first of all, for a courageous

~ i contribution from these same parties, in the' convic
tion. that their real interests require that a just and
lasting peace, advantageous to all the peoples of the
region, may be established through negotiations.

, .'

249. The purpose of such .negotiations must. be to
ensure the implementation of.Security Council reso
lution 242 (1967) .in its entirety. In this decision the
Security Council laid down the principles for a settle
ment of' the conflicts that would ensure the sover
eignty and the' peaceful coexistence of all 'countries
in the area, within secure and recognized boundaries.
The withdrawal' from all the territories occupied ·.after
4 June 1967, in accordance with the principles of the
inadmissibility of the acqtiisition of territory by force,
is a. basic requirement for the restoration 'of peace.
The security ofall States in the area-s-even more
than inmilitary equilibrium, whichcan rever beade
quate-s-mustbe sought in a political agreement. based
on the conviction that coexistence between those
States is not only necessary but also possible.

250. ~ The ~ther'mainaspect of the crisis in the Middle
East concerns the Palestinian people, wbo cannot
and must not be further deprived of the opportunity
to-.decide their own future. The Minister for Foreign
Affairs of Italy, Mr. Moro, already had occasion to
state in 1970 that this is aproblem of a political nature,
since the Palestinian people cannot be denied the right
to a land of their own..Hence the importance ot the
debate on the Palestinian question, which the Arab
countries have placed' before this session of the Gen
eral Assembly. Let us hope that the debate will be
constructive, that is, inspired by a sense offairness
and reahsm, and that really useful suggestions' for
the peace negotiations may emerge from it.

251. In ~ny case, it is essential, as of now, that the
progress of these long-awaited. negotiations should not
be je9pardized by military moves. In this context, we
feel it is i~perative to extend the mandates .of the
United Nations forces stationed in the Middle East,
whose functions have been defined in the disengage
'ment agreements. Italyhopes, moreover, that there
will be no recurrence of terrorist .acts-s-which the
international community cannot,; allow, whatever
the motives 'behind them-c-or ofreprisals or preventive
action, which we also strongly condemn, not only
because these. acts also cause innocent victims-but
furthermore because they mostly take place in the terri
tory of Lebanon, whose integrity;isan essential factor
in the stability of the situation in theregion, ,.

252. 'As for Cyprus,. the tensions.whieh havepunc
tuatedthe crisis With. outbursts 'O:f Violence-while
this crisis, waastiltlatent-cwere aggravated by•.the

,tragic conseqeencescr the coup d'etat on IS· July.
It is more hnportant than ever to work out a solution
that will take account of· the legitimate aspirations of
the two communities, affording each of themetTective
protection that will enable them to live together in
peace 'and thus .securely guarantee the. maintenance
of the island's sovereignty, tenitorlal. integrity. and
'ind~pendence.This is the wish of my country, Which
has 'always lent its unc9nditiona[support to the efforts
of t~e United Nations in . Cyprus, . and which".has
given its backing to the action ofthe Security Council
-most opportunely seized of the '1Jlatter by the Secre-'
tary-Genem-as reflected in:resolution 353 (1974),

--·-T
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which forms the basis of subsequent recommen- be naive, to underestimate .the obstacles to be sur-
dations. . 'mounted before reaching it, although a major step has
253. In spite of the intervention of the United, Na- already been taken.in that direction with the establish-
tions, and the parallel intervention of various coun- ~entofaclimate()fd~t.ente in East-Westrelationships.
tries, the Conference held at Geneva did not produce 260. World detente presupposes detente between
the hoped-for results and we witnessed the recurrence the great Powers, but detente cannot achieve its
in Cyprus of a tragedy which compelled tens of thou- full significance unless the understandings between
sands of people to abandon their homes. them are accompanied by persevering and constructive
254. The talks recently started by the representa- contacts with all other countries. Conceived, as it
tives of the two Cypriot communities, following was, as the only possible alternative to the appalling
inter alia the intervention of the Seerc ,~ary-General, danger of a nuclear conflict, the detente is slowly but
in order te remedy this tragic situation, deserve our surely acquiring a fuller political content. As a result

here i h h I' of that development, it .s lie longer simply a policy
encouragement, as t ere IS reason to. ope t at po It- aimed at stabilizing.international eoexistence. The time
Ical developments will emerge from them.

has come to progress.to an active phase of eo-opera-
255. As to the substance of the problem, the nine tion between States to seek a new model and new
countries of the European Community have made rules for the conduct of all international relations.
numerous efforts, both collectively and individually.
These nine countries attach special importance to the 261. Those are the motives underlying the two major
speedy solution of a crisis affecting a region so close multilateral Conferences being held in Geneva and

I I · iderati f h . be h C Vienna-the Conference on Security and Co-opera-
to ta yID consi eranon 0 t e ties tween t e .om- tion in Europe' and the Conference for a Reciprocal
munity and the countries involved, which the nine
members would like to see further strengthened. and Balanced Reduction of Forces in Central Europe.
It is thus to be hoped that the parties will do their ·"At those two Conferences, the countries of Europe
utmost to ensure the resumption of negotiations, with -given a common destiny by history, but so often
due respect for national dignity, on both sides,beari'ng made antagonists by the same history-are playing
in mind the changes that have occurred on the island a leading role in the conviction that a way must be
since the Zurich and London Agreements-on the found to overcome the artificial barriers of mistrust
understanding that the independence, territorial integ- and hostility.
rity and sovereignty of the island are beyond question. 262. The Conference on Security and Co-operation
256. The problem of peace is not confined to its in Europe aims at an in-depth discussion of the com-
restoration in the areas in which there are conflicts mon problems of a group of countries whose under-
or latent crises. It is, in fact, far broader in scope, standings cannot be based on solid foundations unless
being linked to the problem of security; which would they are accompanied by an improvement in rela-
be precarious if it continued to be based on the tenuous tions between peoples and individuals. That European
balance of mutual fear. . meeting, which is taking place as the first contacts

.are being made between the European Economic
257. On the subject' of disarmament, I have already Community and the Council for Mutual Economic
spoken of the none-too-satisfactory results achieved Assistance; is the outcome of an awareness of cer-
thus far. It is to be hoped that the Conference of the tain realities that are now established and whose
Committee on Disarmament will be more successful recognition constitutes the basis for a lasting peace.
than it has been so far in'de\rising further disarm- In that spirit, which implies the intention to end the
ament measures, especiatly as ,it' can count on the con- state of political uncertainty that has prevailed since
tribution of five new members. 1945, there, can be no doubt that the provisions of
258. With regard to the problem of nuclear weapons, Articles S3 and 107 of the United Nations Charter
the Italian Government reaffirms its support for the must be considered obsolete.
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of NuclearWeap- 263. Security and co-operation in Europe cannot be
ons. It is still preoccupied by the obstacles which dissociated from security and co-operation in the Medi-
seem to impede the attainment of the goal pursued terranean, which is a natural political and economic
by the Treaty, that is, the non-dissemination of atomic extension ·of Europe. Italy has consistently, main-
weapons. It considers' it both possible and necessary tained that there is a link between the security ofthose
to safeguard the prospects of a fuller utilization of two zones. It.reiterated that view in June 1972, and
atomic energy -for peaceful purposes; to this end it particularly in November of the same, ye'ar-that is,
hopes that, at the Review Conference of the Parties at the beginning of the preparations for the European
to. the Treaty,' the most careful 'consideration will 'be Conference. That action resulted in the introduction
given to the possibilities of adapting the Treaty. to the into C'~ resolutions adopted at Helsinki of several
new international realities so that it t:t"': '~"')ir) theuni- paragraphs which, in referring to that link, enabled
versal support which is an essential prerequisite for some non-Buropean Mediterranean countries to state
its success. ' - ; 'their views at the Geneva Conference.

. .' .

259. While on the subject of the non-proliferation 264.· In this statement, whichis already quite lengthy,
Treaty, I should like to ,<:a1tattention to its article VI, I shall not touch on other topics, such as the Atlantic
which places in an overall.perspective the 'problem Alliance, in which ItalY 'loyally participates,con-
involved in arriving, through measures in the; nuclear vinced that it still plays an indispensable role in the
and conventional fields, at ge~eral 'and complete.dis-. malntenance of international stability and in.the. pro
armament under rigorous' and effectiveintemational gressive opening-up of broader and more frUitful
control, which the entire international cOrnmunityprospects for co-operation between peoples, including
wishes to attain: That is still a distantgoal, and it would peoples with differentpolitical systems.
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265. Special mentionshould be made of the opening
of a Euro-Arab dialogue, an initiative which resulted
from the Arab .Summit Conference 'of Algiers and
the Copenhagen meetings in which you, Mr.' Pres
ident, and the country yonrepresentplayedan 'impor
tant role. In encouraging that initiative, the Euro
pean Community adopted an approach which is in
keeping with its open' character and Which represents
a logical development of the Mediterranean policy.
The purpose of the dialogue is to concentrate efforts
to bring about ever fuller understanding and more
active co-operation within a framework both organic
and complete. The new relationship resulting from it
can thus be viewed in a long-term development per
spective, taking account of historical, cultural, and
social ties and economic complementarity-c-or, ,in a.
word, of the interests shared by, the' two' groups of
countries.
266. I should like to conclude this statement by
pointing out that the fact that I have referred to these
many intemational problems proves that the Euro
pean Community is a concrete and active reality' in
both the economic and the political spheres, The
results achieved should encourage 'further achieve
ments. In fact, Italy is convinced that continued efforts
should be made to bring the process 'of European
unification, begun 25 years ago, to completion so that
a new political order can effectively emerge, in Europe
and so that the union of Europe may become-an even
more decisive factor in the stability and harmonious
economic development of the Internationalcommunity
as a whole. '

267. Mr. AL-SABAH (Kuwait)' (interpretation
from Arabic): Mr. President, it gives me great pleasure
to express to you, on behalf of the Govemmentand
people of the State of Kuwait, heartfelt congratula
tions on your election as President of the twenty
ninth session of the General Assembly. Your unani
mous election is a tribute to the high status you enjoy
in intemational circles as a statesman, with wide .expe
rience, I had the privilege of working with you during
Arab meetings and sessions of the non-aligned group
of States and other conferences. May I say that my
impression of you is one of a man of experience,
acumen and ability appreciated by all. I have also had
the opportunity to work with you as a colleague,and
a good friend during the past 10 years, and this has
confirmed my earlier impression. I offer my congra
tulations, and wish you great successduring the pres
ent session.

268. I should also like to pay a tribute to your' pre
decessor, Mr. Leopoldo Benites, for' the 'manner in
which- he conducted the work of both the twenty
eighth session of the. General Assembly and the, sixth
special session; which were marked by great efficiency
and impartiality.

269. I should also like to commend the efforts of the
Secretary-General, Mr. Kurt Waldheim, who has

. worked hard to strengthen the role of the United.Na-.
tions in maintaining international peace" andsecu
ri~y, and to express appreciation for~__.s concern with
the problems of the developing countries.
270. Kuwaitwelcomes the admission' of the People's
Republic of Bangladesh to membership in the United
Nations. I had the honour oftaking part in the efforts
which led to the'conclusion of the agreement between

305

Bangladesh and Pakistan, as I led the mission which
was sent to Dacca by the Islamic Conference in Lahore.
I am very pleased to see Bangladesh among the Mem
bers of-the United Nations.
271.' I also welcome 'the admission of Grenada to
membership in the United Nations. May I express the
hope that the' membership of those two countries will
enhance the effectiveness of tne United Nations and
its capacity to implement the principles enshrined in
tbe-Charterand to achieve universality. ---_.
272:1· should also like to welcome the admission
of the Republic of Guinea-Bissau to membership in
the United Nations after the struggle of its people
culminated in full independence. Kuwait was among
the couatries which first recognized' Guinea-Bissau,
because it had faith in the abilityofits people to triumph
in their stroggle against the forces of colonialism and
in the lofty' principles which require, the liquidation'
of the remnants ofcolonialism, wherever .hey may be.

273. The world- has ·made great 'strides in various
fields of activity since the establishment of the United
Nations. However, the only sphere in which little
progress has been made is that of international peace
and security. The world is still threatened by war and
the small countries are' a prey toanxiety because they
do not find in the Organization or in the pattern of
international relations anything to reassure the. \ about
their existence" .their destiny, and their right to main
tain their independence and territorial integrity.

274. Two years ago I welcomed the symptoms of
detente 9 which marked the relations between the big
Powers, and I should still like to welcome' this de
velopment, which minimizes the chances of the out
break of a global war and saves the worldfrom a great
deal of fear and suffering. I should-however, pause to
state that co-operation among the big Powers" was
limited in scope and did not include strengthening
intemational peace and security, improving' the em
cacy of'the United Nations and enhancing its prestige.

• .' , ' '~.- '::.t ".

275. The bestproofone can give of the failure of the.
big Powers to discharge theitintemational obliga
tions is the. impotence of the Security Council, its
constant inability to act in times of'crisis 'and to provide
peace and security to the' small countries, The big
Powers, especially the permanent members of the'
Security Council, are primarily responsible for under
mining the Council, damaging it~ prestige and im
pugning its capacity to apply the principles of the
Charter.'Themembers of the' Security Council should
act in' 'a' conscientious' manner as representatives of
theinternational community, Theyme.ast also realize
thatthe prominent 'position ,they e!\loyand the addi
tionatpriyjleges assigned to them.:musFhave astheir
counterpart a' sense of responsibility, honouring inter
national' c,bligatiolls and adherence.' 'to the: letter and
spirit of the Charter. ".'

276. Kuwait has consistently advocated complete
and general disarmament in intemational forums be
cause it believes that the arms race must lead to dis
aster.' The quality 'of arms in this age.and the progress
of scJenbe and technology have rendered' war a daD
geroustoolfor settlingdisputesamong the big Powers
and an'aix>rtiVe method ofgaining ascendancy. Com
plete and' general disarmament is still a distant ideal
arid" a far-fetched dream. The bilateral disarmament

I . ,



28~. The' idnation wbich aftlicts' the world tod~Y is
endemic in the 'industrially advanced countries', which
are trying to evade their. responsibilities, by putting
the blame-on the developing countries. -The·'·last pre
text they have ,thouaht up has been to ascribe their
economic ills (0 'the rise in th~ price of oil.lntlation
has 'bedevilledtheindustriallyad'\'anced countries
since theelldof the' Second,WorldWar. It,is'aprbb
lem created ,by the ;economic·policies of those-coun
tries and theirina1;JilLy to, manage their domestic
aff'aits" propCrly,~, The"industrially.~a.dvane.edco.untrie~
have,ev.e.n .e~ported '.,intlation. ,tq ,ith~developirig.coun
triesthroup the constantrise.in the 'price of their

agreements .recently concluded between the. United essary measures for pro!iiding;,aid to the developing
States 'of America and the Union of Sovlet Socialist, countries and improving the terms of trade. So.Iong
Republics have .turned the arms race from a. race .of as the Strategy Is not applied one must come to the
quantity ·to that of quality, Althot.igh 11 years have cQnclusiollthalthe main obstacleis thelack of political
elapeedsince the signing of the Treaty Banning Nu- will'on the .patt' of the developed 'countries. Kuwait
clear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere,' in Outer is a .developing c(uantry,'and"yet, it has' been devoting
Space and under Water,13 . the' nuclear Powers have a large percentage" of its.gross national product during
not yet agreed to banning nuclear underground tests; the past years to help less fortunate developirig coun-
and some Powers stillconduct their tests in theatmos- tries support. their efforts to achieveself-su.stained
phere. The most significant step in t~e field of dis- growth and' extricate themselves from poverty and
armament was the Convention on the Prohibition privation. .
of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of ," , ...
Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons 281. One mu~~..commend t¥Umted N~tlOm'j for !ts
and on their Destruction [resolution 2826 (XXVI), efforts to acce!eaatethe pac~.pf econom~c a~d sO~lal
anne~l. We still hope ~hat the ~owersc~n~~rned will deyel~pment m the~ deve,lo\,mg countries no~wlth~
reach an agreement on banningchemicalweapons standtng t~e ,meagr.. finan~lal reso~rces avada~le.
as well, so that this may yield earnest results in the Ish~uld bk.e to m~ke special mention of. the sixth
field of disarmament by eliminating destructive weap- special session, wh~ch adopted a Programme or. Ae-
ons and not merely restricting their production and non on.the Estabbs~ment of a New International
use' . , , Economic Order, deSigned to strengthen the role of

. the United Nations in the field of international eco-
277. My Government welcomed from the outset nomic co-operation and further the objectives of the
the ,roposal to 'convene a world disarmament con- Strategy.ishould also like to thank theOrganiza-
fen ;e,as we believe that this is a vital matter that tion for, its promptness in extending aid to countries
concerns all countries. At the same time we commend afflicted with-drought and natural disasters. The con-
the preparationsbeing made, for that conference; their cern of the international ~ommunity with the plight
thoroughness and comprehensive character, are the of countries aftlicted with such disasters is a .new
best assurance- for its success-and for fulfilling the rnanifest~tion oftrlle international co-operation and
majort-;..,k-it is entrusted with, . evidence of the prevalence ofbrotherhood and amity
278. Wewelcome the proposalto establish a nuclear- among all nations~· .
free zone in the region of the Middle East. We hope 282. ,Some industrially advanced countries have
that this proposal will receive the attention it deserves once' more broached the question of the rise in the
and lead to the conclusion of an intemationalagree- price of oil and its effect on the inflation which afflicts
ment akin to the Treaty far the Prohibition of Nuclear 'the international economy. Those countries may have
Weapons in Latin America.. which has proved its either forgotten or deliberately ignored the incontro-
merit as ameans of rescuing that continent from the vertible fact that theoil companies, thefnterests they
dangers of nuclear war and an effective.method for serve and the' countries to which they belong had
convincing thebig,Powers of the need to respect the deliberatelyfrozen the price ofoil at a very low level
aspirations of' countries whic.h do not wish to get for more than a quarter ofa century, keeping it thus
invoiv.ed i~ the contlictamong I:)ig Powers.: ' '.;\ static in comparison withalternative SOurces of energy
279. Kuwait also supported ,ftomthe' outset the while the pricesofall basiccommodities, manufactures
Declaration of the Indian Oceaneas a zone. of peace. and services exported by the industrially advanced
.We hope that the report whicht~~ Secretary-General countries had. been rising, constantly throughout
will make on the military and, naval.presence of the that period. Raising the price of oil was in essence
great Powers in the Indian Ocean will Serve .asan the .correction of an inequiiablesituation which per-
inc~ntive to constructive debate that will lead to the sisted for along time and Which was dictated by 'the
conclusion Qf an international agreement. aimed," at responsibiiity of the oil-producing countries towards
dismantling foreign,. military basesIn this" ocean and their peoples. The insistence of the' industrially ad-
preventing naval deployments near its shores.,l1Us vancedcountnes on keeping the price of oil low is
naturalIypresrpposes agreement, understandmg designed to' perpetuate the practice of depleting the
and~Qnstructjvec~operation ~onj all the.count.';es· natural and economic resources of the developing
of the In,cJian~ean~ \fllicb mustuse 'solidarity 'and countrips,for the benefit of the industfially advanced
unit}' amC)ng J~em ,.' as a meap,s, .tQ compel tbe "great coun.tries ,wi~ho~t giving the d.eveloping'countrie~, a,
military. J?ow~~s to respect their will ~nflJheir cravmg fairreturn.. '
for peace. We;must.be. mindful of theec~n9nticas
pects qfdisarmament which dissipat~ valgab!~"ulUan
and materialresour.ces that should.be ::~edJ()r-,pe,QPe,T,
ful purposes to produce houses, .fo()d, clo.tbing'~n~

medicine 'for peoples aftlicted with poverty arid Pr!-
vation, ' .. . , l~.

. .' ...,)..

280.. ' The organs:of th~ United ,Nationswerepre,
occupied last. year with. the, apprais~ ,'of't~e, Inter'!'
national Development St~tegy-for; the Secon4.ppited
Nations "Development Decade. The stvdies;aDd., de
liberatioJl$collductedin ~is .respect.clearlytevealed
that the advanced countries ,did not ,fulfil:the~ '. CC1rn
mitments but were- rather. reluctant to .·take tbe, nee-
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exports of industrial equipment" foodstuffs andthe
various commoditiesand services on which the de..
v~loping countries .are entlrelydependent,

28~_1 " The. deY~lopil'.&,c<>"tniries have beenir)cess~nUY
striYing,. toiegain soverejgnty, '. overtlleit; natural, re
sources,ail(fthei'r right to'decide how,to' exploit these
resources. and .use the. revenues therefromto build
their economies..and raise the .standard of· living of

. their peoples. The developing., countries are still
striving to establish an' equitable relationship be
tween the prices of their-exports of raw materials,
primary commodities, manufactures and semi-manu
facturesand the prices of their imports of food..stut'fs,
manufactures, semi-manufactures, industrial equip-
ment and services. .

285. The claim that energy is being used for polit
lcalpurposes 'is a cause of wonder. The countries
which are heaping blame on the oil-produeingcoun
tries now are the ones which started the practice of
classifying goods, :treating some of them as strategic
materials subject to special-trade rules which.prohibit
their export to certain countries. In that manner they
have subjected trade exchange to political 'and ide
ological considerations, and used it as .an instrument
of pressure and intervention in the domestic affairs
of other States. When tlieArabs embargoed the export
of oil to countries which support Israel and encourage
it to.persist in its wanton and aggressive policy, ~h~ir

real aim was to rectify a situation contrary .to the
basic principle~ of justice, to restore usurped rights
and to remind those countries of their responsibilities
towards the people of Palestine,who have been. de
prived of sovereignty in their homeland and divested
of their national and human rights. Hence there is no
room for comparison between thepressure exerted
by the big Powers to achieve selfish ends and the
efforts .of the Arab countries aimed at ending occupa
tion, resisting aggression and restoring usurped rights
to their rightful owners.

, ",11

286. Moreover, some industriatly advancedcountries
are now striyi"g to create a link between the so-called
energy and food crises. Let us, then, examine the
farm policy of these countries and their plans tore
duce the area of CUltivated land and, restrict. agricul
turalproduction, On~;c.anhardlybelievethat' some
of the~e,c~~n~9~s,payaSl;lbsidy·~t()farmers i~ return
for their commitment to leave-vast areas .oftheir farms
uncul~ivated .in order to. ensure thai prod~ction'is
restricted and prices are raised.'fhis policy has been
applied in lands .noted for tbeirhugeagricultural
potential and equipped with the mQstadvancedfarming
and irrigation techniques. Ol1e is therefore led to
conclude that if the farmers in those' countrieS.were
free from constraint and. encouraged .to increase
rather than restrict production.there would be a !~e
agricultural outp",twhich wopld excee,dthe.,.ne,e4~

of the domestic' market and make food available at
low prices. ' .

. . . . ,,~. .- :'

287. How unusualisthepolicy of those countries that
w()uld rather leave f~rtile land uncultivated rand,dump
thesurplusfarmprodqce in rivers or leave ,it to decay
in ,storesand·warehqUses than. otter it, to the devel..
oping countries which care in desperate need of it and
whose only fault is that ,they cannot purchase agri..
cultural products, :with .hard 'currency. ,Removing
existing ·restrictions ·on agricultural production in cer-

tain in«ustrially advanced countries not only, will
contribute to alleviating inflation in those countries,
through a reduction in the prices. of agricultural prod
ucts: but also: will· bave far~reaching 'benefits~Io~'~l

the developing countries whosedevelopmentplans
are frequently. disrupted and which strain'their meagie
resources to i,mport food products on har~h te,rms,
288. One cannot .place food and energy on an equal
footing because the source of food is renewable and
non..exhaustible while oil \))1 . its very nature 'is non..
renewable and depletable.-Oil. is also the only source
of income for "many develQping countri~s,. and. yet
we are. constantly subiected to pressure. to-expand its
production thollgh tile consumption of one additional
drop of' it~ear's depqvillgour futuTegeneration(ot
a life of freedom and dignity.
289. Kuwait is keenly alive to the difficUlties which
international economic problems, including the energy
problem, have'created for the developing countries.
Kuwait has always striven to promote development
in the developing countries and help them-to attain
self-sustained growth. There is no need fOr me to
enumerate thed,etails of the aid extended by my coun
try in' the past. Suffice it tos.y that the aid provided
by Kuwait, which is itself a develol'ing ,. country, h~s
constituted about 7 to 8 per cent of its gross national
product, which exceeds by far the. voluf!.le of aid .
provided by the industrially advancedcountr:ies at
any time' and the obligations imposed by the United
Nations' Second Development Decade ''03 the de-
veloped countries. ' "

290. During the sixth special session 1 had the honour
of announcing that the capital of the KuwaibFund
for Arab Bconomic Development would be increa'Sed
from $600 million to more -than $3,000 million.I "

Under its new constituent instrument··.the FUild',will
extend' economic and technical' aid to.all..developing
countries, whereas in its old formits activities 'were'
confined to Arab countries. Kuwaithas.shown·pref..
erence for extendi.. its ·,·aid bilatemlly,' 'rather, than
multilaterally because..its long.experience has shown
that theml\iority .. of, the dev,elop~ngcoulltriesprefer

bilateral aid 'Pfovi4ed.• that' it Js '. not taint~d, ,,?y .poUt
ical considerations andnostringsar~, a~tached tQ jt,
That call be fully .~pp~eciated .. if one .· re~zes. t(). wbat
extent.inte.rnationalorsanizations are burdelled by"a
bureaucracy, which. hamper~ .their .delivery .capacity
and exhausts the bulk of their resources. '
291. 'Though the 'assistance of Kuwait 'has always
beenofa long-term character , therecen.t ditJiculties
of some of ,the de'velopiq countries -have induced
Kuwait. to grant short-te.rmassistance ,as>part· of the
emergency. measures designed to ,alleviate the lot •.of
the adverselyatfected ·developiq'countries. '. '
292•. The salientfeature of':our ageis.;thescar~ity
or natural. resources and tbeir,. inadeqit.acy' to. me~_J
t~e needs of the 'Popu1a.tionexplosiqnJn~ome·cqjln
tries..'TJteWorld Population Confetence"re~eritly
held inBucharest~verted to thisprobleDlandrec
ommended dealing with ilas part of theecDnomic
and. social plans; of .the countriesconcerned,'whieh
shouldstek' to achieve a ,fair·disiribution 'Ofresourt'es
to provide prosperity to' all sections of the 'p()pulatioll.
The United Nations ·shouldbecommen.4ed, fQrtreatins
thefoodproblemas,$purgent;(luestion Wllose splu
tion reQuires. a ·i:oncerted· etTort.·,and 'collaboration

·r·



amonl all'countries. Kuwait welcomes the recommen- than aquarter of a century a stage upon which those
dations of the World Food Conference and will pro- " interrelated evils have played their sinister role.
vide the necessary,aid in,~onfonnity with its previous 297., Last year at this time the attention of the world
stand in support of the World Food Programme. wa~drawn with renewed earnestness to the events of
293.. We att~ch, special importance to the work our region. These .events convinced those who ,were
of the Third United Nations Conference on the Law stiUunconvincedthat security cannot be established
of the Sea, which also seeks to ,explore new natural in the Middle East-nor, indeed" in the world at
resources in the sea-bed and to establish a legal reaime larae-as tona as the evils of dispersion and depriva-

'Rlulating the exploitation of these resources, which tion, occupation of the territories of others, disregard
have.already been proclaimed by the Declaration for intemation~ l~w and for. the principles o~ the
of Principles Govenung the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Charter, and Violation of the nghts of man, the nghts
Floor,' and the Subsoil Thereof, beyond the Limits of of peopleS and, the rights of States continue to exist
National Jurisdiction [resollltion, 2749 (XXV)], in which in that region. ~.:
the General Assembly-solemnly. declare~ that the 298." Although the battlefield is quiet today ~ it would
sea-bed and ~~an floor'"and ~h~ s~b~otl thereof, be a mistake to conclude that the sources of turmoil
beyond the bmlts of natlonal Junsdlctlon, 'as .well and the causes for anxiety over the fate of the region
as the,re~ourcesof the area, are th.e c~mmon hentage and of the intemational order as a whole have disap-
of mankln~. We, hope .that exploitation of, these re- peared. For as long as people continue to be displaced
sourc~s Will help to bndge the '~P between the de- and deprive,d; the original ~ct of usurpation which led
yelopl", and developed countnes. The ~onference to their disposse~sion and deprivation continues to be
IS seeking al~o t~ settle the p~~cted ~Isputes be- perpetrated; and as long as the territories of others
t~een, ~o~nt~e.s In, the area wlthan the bmlts of na- continue, to be occupied the 0r!ginal aggression which
uo.nal, Junsdlctl,?~ and draft new legal I!0rms more produced such occupation contmues. The current state
SUited t~ the spln~ of our. age and .the Wishes ~f t~e of relative quiet is no more than an extemal fa~ade.
developlDI countnes, which constitute the maQonty Behind it lies an inadmissible situation, a situation
of mankind. We sincerely hope that the Conference which rests on an evil that has not been remedied-and
will succeed, during its next session and in spite of which is certain to generate further turmoil.
the numerous difficulties it is facing, in reconciling . .
diveraent viewpoints and drafting a single conven- 29;9. Ever smce the General Assemblr. cam~ to.be
tion on the law of the sea which will rectify historical ~elzed of.what has ~~n referred to as the situation
inequities and establish a new legal order. I~ .the Middle East an the aftermat~ of the aggres-

sion of June 1967, we have emphaSized, year after
2M.. The developments that took place in Cyprus year, that a distinction must be drawn between ,the
this summer bring to.our minds the importance of the two principal facets of that situation, namely, the
principles enshrined in the Charter of the United question of Palestine and its destiny, as a country
Nations,.which proclaim the right of States to inde- and a people; and the conflict between Israel and the
pendence, territorial integrity and respect for their Arab States, of which the latest manifestation has
constitutional structure.. Kuwait would like to voice been the occupation by Israelof territories of some
its sincere hope •that peace and amity may be re- Arab States.
stored to ~at. island in a man!,~r that ,!ould sa!e- 300. In the statements I have made during the gen-
pard the ngh~ of the. co~munwes therean t~ a .tafe eral debate at the successive regular sessions of the
based on equabty and Justice.·, .. '. General Assembly since 1967, I have always empha-
29S. One must always be mindful of colonialism sized that in dealing with the Middle East problem
and aparth~;d, outmoded remnants of the past th,at that distinction must be the point of departure; that
should be discarded in this age. It is a source of great the tragedy which befell Palestine and its people
satisfaction to observe the policy of the new regime was the original sin and the underlying problem; and
ill Portugal and its efforts to recognize the liberation that no solution of any of the resultant, successive,
movements in Territories that were previously under grave problems which have arisell in the region since
its rule. We also hope that Portugal will, without then can constitute a complete or a lasting solution
further delay, recognize the independence of Angola, to the Middle East problem, unless it is accompanied
so as . to complete the programme of work which .it by a corrective and radical solution ·to the tragedy
initiated .when it recognized the indbpendence of of the. Palestinian people-a solution that restores
Guinea-Bissau and Mozambique. It is a cause of great rights, elimi.nates deprivation, puts an end to usurpa-
regret . that the racist minority regime in Southem tion and dispersion, establishes justice where iqjustice
Rbodesia still adheres to its inhuman policy and that and oppression now reign, and, through all this, creates
th~ Government of. South Africa tenaciously. perse- the conditions for real peace, the peace that is just
cUte~ the. indiaenous patriots. in .South .Africa and and·lastitll, and conducive to·security and prosperity.
N~bia...'!Ie are confident thatth~ cause of justice 301. As Ihave analysed the manifoldand interrelated
~prevan .~d ·tbat these o~presslve Govemments aspects of the tragedy of Palestille in the past before
will Sl!O!'real1ze that oppression. and tyranny do not the General Assembly,· I shall content. myself this
pay_divlCle~ any longe~ and that they mu~t ~c- year with recalling that that .tragedy consi~tsof. the
OIJUZC theri&ht of peoples.. to. self-d':termma~Qn occupation of Palestine in. its entirety and theusurpa-
andR:!iOUJlCe apartheid, which IS. acnme aplnst lion of· all its· resources, the dispossession and· dis-
humamty- placement of the majority of· the Palestinian Arab
296. Discussion of colonialism, racial segregation people od theteplacetnentt1lereof byalien·settlen
aDd subjUptioll leads uS'onc~ ~n'to discussion of who ~8:ve been. permitted toe~ploitthe usu!JM'd
out region, the Middle Ea~t;'Whlch has been for more Palestiman resources and toestabbsh on tbe temtory
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cussionsand decisions which subsequently,exercised
a decisive impact upon its being and destiny; under
those, circumstances, the absence; imposed upon the
people of Palestine was both a.symptomand a cause
of its tragedy. Tile pursuit ofa corrective solution for
that tragedy cannot be truly corrective, nor can it
produce useful results, unless it begins by restoring
the people of Palestine to its proper place, by ensuring
its presence at and participation in the deliberations
of the General Assembly as the party. whichalone
possesses .the right:to express its own will, its aspira
tionsandobiectives, .

307. It is accordingly imperative that the PLO
-which my Government, along with the Governments
of the majority of the Member States; . recognizes
as the sole legitimate representative of the people of
Palestine-eshould be invited to participate in the de
liberations of, the General Assembly on the question
of Palestine. Extending this invitation must be the
first action to be taken by the General Assembly when
it takes up this item on its agenda. ,

308. It is our hope that the United Nations will begin,
in 1974, to correct the mistakes which it began to
commit in 1947. '

309. Mr. SARDON (Malaysia); Mr.. President,
permit me at the outset to add my'voice to the many
that have preceded me, in most heartily congratulating
you on your election to the high office of President
of the twenty-ninth session of the General Assembly.
My delegation rejoices to see you in the Chair. We
know you wen for your accomplishments as 1. 'oreign
Minister, of Algeria, a great' nation' with which my
country has close and friendly ties. We have come
to respect you as well for the prominent role and
positive contributions' you have made to the non
aligned movement and the' conferences of Islamic
nations, movements whose aspirations and objectives
my Government fully shares and firmly supports.
We have every confidence that you will deploy all
the wit and wisdom that we have so often witnessed
from you, and exercise the infinite patience and per
severance that we know you to possess, to ensure the

, success of this session'. For our part let me say,
, Mr. President, that my' delegation. stands .ready to

extend to you'our fullest co-operation.

310. In welcoming you, Mr., President, .may I also
take the opportunity to pay tribute to, Mr. Leopoldo
Benites of Ecuador, who as Presldent, not only of
.the twenty-eighth;.session but.also, qf ,thehist()ric
sixth special session of the General Assembly~.con
tributed immensely to the fruitful deliberations, of' the
sessions. MI1Y I, therefore,express my (ielegation's
gratitude and admiration to Mr. Benites forth~sldlful
guidance he bad ,given us, the leadersllip, he had pro
videdandthe wisdom he bad shown which enabled
us to b.ringthetwenty-eighthses~ionana thCf sixth
special session to their succ~ssful conclusions .

31L My. delegation too,botb on itsjbehalf and on
behalf of the Malaysian Oovernntent, would 'like· to
extend at the outset its warm welcome' to the delega
tions,and Governments ofthe Republic of Bangladesh,
the Re.public ·of Guinea-Bissau; .andGrenada. to this
great as~emblyofnations.Their'mel1ll;lersbip will
bring us. nearer to the attainment of the universality
of the 'United Nations.' ..,

of Palestine- and at the expense of its deprived, dis
placed people an imported society and an alien regime
which has subjugated those Palestinians who have
remained in their homeland. In short; the tragedy of
Palestine is the tragedy of an occupied' and usurped
land and of a people which has been deprived; through
displacement or subjugation, of the opportunity ,to
enjoy tbe most sacred and elemental of its human and
national rights, and prevented from living a normal
life. The tragedy of Palestine is the product of a pro
cess of colonial settlement which has been consum
matedin the age of decolonization. It is the conse
quence of the establishment ofa racist regime precisely
during that era in which the awareness of the evil of
racism has spread throughout the world, and the
conscience of mankind has rejected and condemned
all racist regimes.
302. My description of the tragedy ofPalestine would
be neither complete nor fully candid, however, if
I did not refer to one of the most painful aspects of
that tragedy, namely, that the United Nations-and
the Assembly in particular-bears a considerable por
tion of the. blame for the fate of the Palestinian people
and the tragedy of its existence. For, in the final anal
ysis, the situation in which. that people has found itself
for over a quarter of a century and which constitutes

.a desecration of sacred principles enshrined in the
Charter of the United Nations, is a situation in the
creation, aggravation, and perpetuation of whidh the
United Nations itself has played. a decisive part
-whether through actions incompatible with the'spirit
and letter of the Charter, or tbrough inaction at times
when' international action was" an obligation pre
scribed by the provisions of the Charter.
303. Thus, the tragedy of Palestine, which has
persisted throughout this period-a very long period in
the life of the present Palestinian generation-has
been since the beginningone,ofthe facets ofthe tragedy
of the United Nations itself. And the corrective solu
tion ofthis tragedy has been an obligation of the United
Nations, and will continue to be so for as long as the
agony and deprivation of the Palestinians last. Time,
by itself, neither mitigates the impact of the. tragedy
upon its victim nor absolves the United, Nations of
its duty to effect a bold and corrective solution.
304. It is our conviction that the consideration of
the question of Palestine as a separate item on the
agenda of the General, Assembly, independently. of
other items dealing either with ramifications of that
question or with other questions related to it, is more
than a procedural matter. It is an act of substantive
import that goes to the very essence of the question,
for it corrects the previous approach by virtue of which
the original question was ignored while some attention
was paid to some of its ramifications. , '
305. It is also our conviction that, in order for the
consideration of .thequestion to be responsible and

. to reflect an' earnestness of purpose and cl~rity of
vision, it must beaccol11paniedby inviting the Pales
tinian people to participate in the discussions through
its legitimate representative, which alone,can author
itatively explainIts viewpoints, voice its aspirations
and define its objectives.
306., It will be recalled that the tragedy of Palestine
was born .in circumstances in whichtbe people of
Palestine was prevented from participating in,the dis-
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312. Partly because of ourgeographical proximity
but primarily because of our common interest and
pursuits, my country was one of the earliest to stretch
out its' hand of friendship to the' people and Govern
mentof Bangladesh upon its emergence. We are there
fore happy at the admission of Bangladesh to the
United Nations. Indeed asa country that bears nothing
but good will and friendship to all the countries on the
Indian subcontinent, we are even happier at the unani
mous support that has been given to her admission.
313. It is in the same spirit and with a similar sense
of familiarity that we welcome the Republic of Guinea
Bissau to membership in the United Nations. My
Government had no hesitation in recognizing the
declaration of independence that the people ofGuinea
Bissau proudly proclaimed last year. The tenacity,
the courage and the conviction demonstrated by' the
people of Guinea-Bissau in their long and just 'struggle
for independence will surely stand as an example
for the colonized peoples of the world to follow and as
a reminder to the world that the self-determination
of peoples cannot forever be denied, much less
delayed.
314. My delegation looks forward to working together
with. the delegation of the Republic of Guinea-Bissau
within this forum, as indeed we have been doing
outside it, in various movements to which both our
countries subscribe.

Mr. Potolot (Central African Republic), Vice
President. took the Chair.

315. If I left Grenada to the last, let me hasten to
. assure the members of the delegation of Grenada that

we welcome them no less warmly to the United Na
tions, that we no less look forward to working with
them. The admission, of Grenada to full membership
in the United Nations is surely another important
step in the continuing process of decolonization.

316. We meet today in a climate less clouded by the
threat of a global conflagration. This climate, although
only slightly improved, is none the less comforting.

.As one of the many countries that had no part in
creating the monstruous threat of a global conflagra
tion and had no choice.. but to live in constant fear
alongside it, we not unnaturally welcome the new
relationship at the major-Power level that has. con
tributed, as those Powers alone can, towards its
reduction. Detente, if it is to remain welcomed, how
ever, cannot merely mean an increased remoteness
of a direct and total conflict at the major-Power level.
Nor, ifditente is to contribute to the making ofcosmic
changes, should it merely herald the beginning of co
operation between themajof Powers on all issues in
'3lIar~as of the world, to the exclusion and at the
expeli~~ of others less powerful. All nations, be they
big or small, fortunately endowed -or unfortunately
deprived, have the right to contribute to, indeed the
responsitiility to participate in, the creation ofa more

.secure world order. Respect and restraint should form
the relations between all nations regardless of their
size or situation. ,.

3t7. It is therefore encouraging for my'delegation
to see that what the major Powers have set in motion
had 'led to major and important initiatives taken by
'smaller and medium-sized Powers to accept this new
challenge a.nd seize this opportunity to work towards

the solution of their own problems. And it is indeed
heartening that, as a result, events that had taken
place in the past year, and asrecelltly as early this
year, had on balance greatly contributed to the relaxa
tion of' international tension and increased the scope
for peaceful coexistence and constructive relations.
It remains our hope, and indeed our determination,
to ensure that this will develop into a durable pattern
of relations that would diminish the need to confront
and increase the will. to co-operate among all.
318. It is in this light that my delegation would like
to welcome the salutary initiatives taken by all con
cerned to devote their best effdits and energies towards
finding ajust.solution to the ~iddle East problem. We
are even more encouraged to hear that the process
of finding a just solution is continuing and will con
tinue until the whole Middle East problem is resolved.
We welcome the disengagement agreements and the
separation of forces in the Middle East but, as is uni
versally acknowledged, and rightly so, disengagement
is only a point of departure. A just and durable peace
in the Middle East will emerge only with the return of
the illegally occupied territories, territories acquired
by force, to the countries to which they legally belong,
the return of the Palestinian people to their homeland,
and, equally important, the end of Israeli occupation
of the holy city of Jerusalem.

319. My delegation has always maintained that the
crux of the Middle East problem is the question of
Palestine. Today the Palestinians still continue to
endure the existence ofcamp-living and enforced exile .
Today the Palestinians are still denied their inalienable
rights to self-determination. It is in an effort to redress
this situation, to see that justice is done, that' my
delegation whole-heartedly supports the inclusion of
the item' entitled "Question of Palestine" on the
agenda. It is also my delegation's hope that the item
will be deliberated in the plenary meeting of the Gen
eral' Assembly, and that it win be brought up at the
earliest possible opportunity, in order that the problem
may begiven the greater hearing and greater attention
which it deserves. But above all it is my delegation's
hope that it will remind us of the urgent task facing
the international community and lead us to take speedy
action to hasten the process of finding a just solution
to the problem.

320. In many areas of the world the process of de
colonization has yet to run its full course. In this regard
we welcome the new and positive attitude adopted
by the new Portuguese Government. Its willingness
to recognize the independence of Guinea-Bissau and
to concede the right of self-determination and' inde
pendence of the .peoples of Mozambique and Angola
is an important .contribution to the cause of decoloni
zation in Africa and the world.

321. While my delegation welcomes the constructive
and. positive attitude of the new PortugueseGovern
ment, the actionalreadytaken by it in regard to the
mdependence of Guinea-Bissau and the action which
if promised to take in the future in regard to the self
determination and independence of Mozambique ana
Angota':""all salutary action which, we are confident,
will contribute greatly to global peace and security
my delegation is, however, constantly reminded that
inSouth.Africa and 'in Southern Rhodesia white
minority regimes representing nothing but their own
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selfish interests and pursuingpoliciesthat are inhuman Khmer Republic is the speedy return of peace to their
and abhorrent continue to remain in power. ,The country. The"problem of the Khmer RepUblic" as my
brutality and injustice, that are being committed in country sees it from'close proximity-both Malaysia
South Africa and in Southern Rhodesia, the system- and the Khmer Republic being, in the South-East,
atic denial of human rights to the vast majority of Asian region-is basically a problem of contending'
Africans, permit no ambiguity of attitude towards leaderships and is, in my delegation's view, a prob- '
apartheid. There can beno shade of grey in regard to lem that only the people of the Khmer Republic may
a policy designed solely for the purpose of perpet- determine. Herein lies a fundamental principle which
uating domination of and discrimination against peo- throughout the length and breadth of our delibera-
ples whose skins happen to be black by those whose tions on this issue must never be lost sight of. The
skins happen to be white. To refuse to condemn the United Nations, whose principal mandate is the
regimes in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia is fostering and .preservation of peace, should never
to condone their evil policies. To allow them to per- allow itself to take positionsthat would.be incompat-
sist in maintaining their evil policies and to continue iblewiththis highideal. This augustbody, inits anxious
with their repressive actions is to allow them to erode pursuit of peace, should not allow itself to disregard
t.he foundation of peace and security in that continent. the very fine lines that are drawn between positions
And so long as South Africa remains in Namibia, that are permissible and positions that are not.
so long as these racist regimes are allowed to exist,
so long will peace remain but a promise. We would 327. It is my delegation's view that the Assembly
like to urge, therefore, that those who have it in their should remind itself that, should it not tread with
power to assist in removing these institutions of injus- the utmost caution in the matter of the Khmer Re-
tice should not claim powerlessness to do anything. public's representation in this body, it stands in grave

danger of compromising a sacrosanct principle of
322. Events that have recently, taken place on the non-interference in the internal affairs of a sovereign,
Indian subcontinent gave us reason to rejoice. Within independent State. The United Nations can best
the improved climate and in the spirit of detente contribute to the well-being of the Khmer peopJe and
we see the fruition of continuing dialogue and con- nation by expressing-its genuineanxietyfor the return
structive relations. And we earnestly hope that what of peace to that country and by affording every assist-
has 'already been set in motion will continue and p'ave ance within its power to the Khmer people to resolve
the way for greater co-operation among all the coun- their problem themselves.
tries in that region Lad in the process will lead to the
resolution of all the remaining problems. 328. Although tension and insecurity in old areas of

conflict have been reduced, new ones have arisen.
323. It is in the same spirit that my delegation views Recently, death and destruction have descended
the Korean question. Y/e continue to urge that the upon the island,of Cyprus, This conflict is no less
constructive dialogue already begun, but regrettably ,tragicand no less a threat to world peace. It is clear
interrupted, will be resumedatthe earliest opportunity. that a satisfactory solution in this' instancemustbe
We acknowledge again themallydifficultiesthatlefttothe.dec.ision ' of' the parties immediately in
have to be faced by both sides, but we who enjoy
friendly relations with both the Republic of Korea volved. We, are therefore encouraged by the fact
and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea : that, the leaders of the twocommunities 'in Cyprus

have met and, as a. result, the humanitarian, aspects
strongly believe that while there is dialogue there. is of the problem have,..to a certain extent, been nego-
hope for the reconciliation of their differences that tiated and agreed UPOIl, much to the relief of those
may finally lead to the reunification of the two Koreas. .directly involved. Mydel~gation in this regard would
Any progress in this, area wili contribute further to like to pay a tribute to the'Secretary-General for the
the already improved climate in the international timely initiatives he .has taken, initiatives which, in
political scene. a sense. represent the continuing role that the United
324. . But, while we recognize the improvement Nations plays and must play~Buttheprospect for
so far achieved, we also realize this is no time to be peace in Cyprus remains dim. My delegation there-
complacent, to be lulled by the new sense of reduced fore urges, that allparties concerneddirect their efforts
insecurity. If the dangerous antagonism'of the major most urgently 'towards the early resolution-oCtliii'
Powers has been reduced, the pursuit of aggression problem in. ajustmanner.. '
and confrontation and conflict is. still very much a
painful part of the presentin many'areas of the'world. 329.!f I now turn to the subject of disarmament;

it is because my delegation attaches great importance
325. In Viet Nam, despite the agreement to end to it. 1 wouldonce again like to'reiteratemyGovern-
the war, a war is still in progress.Alth~ugh it is" now ment's support fora world disarmament conferenee'
less devastating, it is no less tragic. We continue to under, the a,us,pic,es, of t,he Unite,dNations" and would
consider the agreement to bea realistic basis for 1 ·f m 'd th • f
the settlement of the problem and, more importantly, we come posmve 'e, arts towar s t ecollvenmgo"
a basis for the buildingof peace in our partoftbe such a ,worldeonference.l~ may-be fanciful now to'

. ' speak affear ofanuelearwat. BUllet usnot lose siaht
world. We continue; therefore, to urge its .strictim- f h' f:" h' I . , ., ,', "'·n . h '
plementation and the adherence to it ofall concerned. 0,' t e ,actt arnuc ear weapons ,ate ,StlWlt ,us,

- that their capabilities are being constantly improved
And we stress again that,th~·peopl~of Viet Nam upon, that their~possession is within the .reach of
themselves must be, allowed, to determine their own an ever~increasing 'number of'nations. Tbeexistence
future without any .interference fromoutside~, , ofnuclearweap()ns, ensures that their use remains a
326. It is in this same spirit.thatwe view the prob- ,pO~sibmty,however remote. The continuing develop-
lems confronting the people of the Khmer Republic. mentof such weapons' of mass destruction and their
My delegation's dearest wish for the people of the acquisition by morecountries i~creasesthe ~ossibil-
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ity of their utilization. Even if,the threat of a nuclear
fall-out that would destroy us all has lessened, the
threat to the environment as a result ofa fall-out
from the "limited" nuclear tests has not.' We must
urgently seek an end to. the suicidal course that we
seem to have embarked upon; to fail to work towards
disarmament now is to agree to face destruction in
the future.
330. We welcome, in particular, the initiatives de
signed to create nuclear-free zones and zones of peace
in various regions of the world, similar to our own
aspirations to make South-East Asia a zone of peace,
freedom and neutrality, for they reflect the real de
sire and represent one of the many efforts by nations
to contribute towards a more stable international
order.
331. .We believe that the primary responsibility for
contributing towards peace and stability in one region
of the world should rest with those countries that
belong to the region. Moved by such considerations,
Malaysia, together with its immediate neighbours
which are also members of the Association of South
East Asian Nations, has embarked upon a programme.
of study and consultation to establish a zone of peace,
freedom and neutrality in South-East Asia.

332. Our own proposal; which is embodied in the
Declaration of Kuala .Lumpur, as she Assembly has
been informed on previous occasions, seeks within
the context of the prevailing improved international
political climate to prevent South-East Asia from
being an arena for major-Power conflict. It seeks also
to enhance co-operation among States in. the region,
and further seeks to develop a sense of regionalism,
so that all who belong to the region need not feel nor
find themselves in a hostile environment. We hope
to evolve from' this a solidarity that will prevent our
differences assuming proportions which, in the past,
have resulted in their exploitation by others outside
the region; to our terrible cost.

333. While we continue to support proposals for
the establishment of nuclear-free zones and zones of
peace, and while we continue to be sympathetic to
such proposals, it is: also my delegation's view that
such proposals and initiatives should first have the
support of countries-in the proposed zone. Convinced
of our belief that the creation of nuclear-free zones
andzones of peace will contribute greatly to global
peace and security, Malaysia stands ready to give
support and encouragement to similar initiatives and
proposals by others.

334.. We would expect also that the major Powers,
which are equally convinced and equally concerned
with global peace and security. would likewise sup
port and encourage any such proposals and contribute
positively towards their implementation. My Govern
ment, therefore, views with.grave concern and deeply
deplores the increasing military and naval activities
of the major Powers in the Indian Ocean. Adherence
to and respect for the United Nations declaration
of a zone of peace in the Indian .Ocean [resolution
2832 ·(XXVI)lby the Illajor Powers is imperative,

335. While efforts have been made to reduce the
risks of war in the pursuit of peace, no comparable
effort has been made to solve the economic and social
problems facing the world. On" the one hand, there

is the problem of spiralling inflation which continues
to pose a serious threat to world economic and fi
nancial stability as each nation tries its own method
of coping with it. On the other, there are the problems
posed by the realignment and floating of exchange
rates, the .rise in the price of fuel, shortages of food
grains and fertilisers, and a slow-down in the growth
rates of the industrial countries. For the developing
countries, these problems have been compounded
by a drop in prices of many of their primary commod
ities. When the prices of these commodities had been
high, they had helped to cushion the effects of infla
tion. But now, as the prices Ij~ve come down, and the
prices of capital goods imported from developed coun
tries remain high, the burden imposed upon the de
veloping countries has become intolerable.
336. . The problem of how to cope with inflation is
indeed a complex one, especially as there is no single
agreed method of arresting it. Wage and price costs
and their effects on employment make it an acute
political problem for all nations. Furthermore, the
problem cannot be treated in isolation, for whatever
measures are taken by the industrialized countries
in particular, developing countries will be invariably
affected. Never before has the world community been
faced with a problem of such magnitude during peace- .
time.
337. We in the developing countries are most con
cerned that while the developed countries grapple
with the immediate problems posed by inflation, they
will relegate to the background the more basic issues
that have concerned us for well over two decades.
Issues such as the attainment of the level of official
development assistance of 0.7 per cent of gross na
tional product by 1975 by the developed countries;
the reform of the international monetary system with
greater participation by the developing countries;
trade liberalization measures; remunerative prices;
access for our primary commodities, semi-manu
factures and manufactures to the markets of the de
veloped countries, and a greater share in world trade
are in need of urgent attention, in addition to the ever
present problems of hunger, disease, illiteracy and
mass unemployment.

338. All these problems were given an airing once
again at the sixth special session held here in April
this year, on the initiative of the President of Algeria.
This session was a landmark in the efforts of the de
veloping countries to redress the imbalance in the
economic relations between the developed and the .
developing world. At the meeting, the' General .As
sembly unanimously agreed, by resolution 3201 (S-VI),
to establish a new international economic order based
on equity, sovereign equality, interdependence, com
mon interests and co-operation among all States. In
doing so, the Assembly clearly recognized that the
old system, which had been established long before
developing countries had become independent, was
not adequate to meet the new challenges facing the
world, especially the developing countries. The As
sembly, therefore, proclaimed its united determination
to' work urgently for the establishment of a new eco
nomic order. This implied greater co-operation be
tweendeveloped and developing countries.

339. Increased co-operation is, in fact, imperative
because the problems that we face are interrelated
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and their effects are world-wide. Any solution to them 3202 (S-VI) to meet the immediate and urgent needs
must be found in the global context. If there is to be of the countries most seriously affected by the current
genuine co-operation, then there is no doubt that it crisis. To say the least, the response has been poor.
must be based on partnership and mutual advantage. It has been estimated that economicassistance to these
It cannot be otherwise. However, it must be rec- countries would amount to US $3,000 to $4,000 mil-
ognized that, according to the rules of the game, the lion for the first 12 months. Yet bilateral and multilat-
developing countries are the handicapped' ones and eral assistance already announced by Governments
therefore deserving of preferential treatment and only amounts to $1,000 million.
special consideration. If this is not recognized, then 344. On the question of external assistance for
terms such as "interdependence" and "mutuality of agriculture in developing countries to help alleviate
interests" are merely euphemisms for the exploita- the food crisis, it has been estimated that assistance
tionofthe poorand t.e weak by the rich and the strong. in the years ahead would have to be increased to
340. We have also very often heard that political $5,000 million from the.$1,500 million that is currently
will is necessary if developed countries are to fulfil available. It has' been mentioned that more than
their obligations and commitments under the Inter- 460 million people are "permanently hungry'; and
national Development Strategy for the Second United their capacity for livinga normal lifecannot be realised.
Nations Development Decade and help create a truly At least 40 per cent of them are children. The ques-
new economic order. Indeed, the problem, in essence, tion we ask is, what sort of a world are we building
is a political one, and the time has come for the de- for these children?
veloped countries to show greater statesmanship so 345,. The World Bank carries an even more ominous
as to translate the various resolutions, strategies, warning in its report for 1974, in which it forecasts
declarations and programmes into actions. The prob- that many developing countries will experience a
lem is also a moral one, for the developed countries decline in their gross national product growth rates
owe it to the developing countries, as their former below the 6 per cent target set for the International
colonial masters who exploited their human and Development Strategy and that for the poorest coun-
natural resources, and thus built the foundations of tries the growth 'rates will be so low that per capita
their own prosperity, to bring about economic and incomes will either be stagnant or rise very little
social stability. As you, Mr. President, so eloquently between now and 1980. For these countries, especially
put it in your address to us? "However decisive the those with high population growth rates, the pros-
distribution of power may be, moral considerations pects look terrifying indeed. The report also talks
also have their weight, and this weight can be de- about the bleak prospects of mobilising additional
cisive" [2233rd meeting, para. 3/]. capital and says:

341. One issue on which it is necessary to bring the "It appears almost inevitable that at least in the
political will to bear is the level of official develop- short run, the flow of concessionary aid will de-
ment assistance. It has been known, for instance, eline even further in real terms. This will happen
that instead of reaching the prescribed target of at a time when the needs of countries which depend
0,7 per cent, official development assistance has heavily upon such aid will be greater than ever."
fallen to about 0.35 per cent of the gross national
product of developed countries. In asking that that What prospects do these countries have for social and
level be maintained or even increased, we are not economic development?
asking the developed countries to give up their pros- 346. President Ford of the United States of America
perity. What is asked of them, as Mr. McNamara, said in his address before the Assembly that "we need
President of the World Bank, pointed out, is that they new approaches to international co-operation to
just dedicate a tiny fraction of their incremental respond effectively to the problems we. face"
income, that is, income over and above that which [2234th meeting, para. 22].
they enjoy that will accrue to them in the 1970s. The 347. Yet the Secretary-General in his press con-
present problems that developed countries face should ference given on the eve of this session said, "there
not be used as an argument. against foreign aid, as was not a trend towards better international eo-opera-
these countries are in a stronger position to weather tion, but rather a trend back again to nationalism . . .".
the storms they experience.

348. It is clear therefore that What we really need
342. Developing countries, on the other hand, with a is a firm commitment from the developed countries
weak resistance, will only sink deeper and deeper that-they will negotiate in earnest and genuinely have
into the quagmire of difficulties. Then even a salvage the interests and the welfare of the developing ,coun-
operation on a global scale will be too little, too late. tries at heart. Nowhere is this more applicable than
Developed countries should consider that r!l'lstead of in the multilateral trade negotiations, where the whole
givingmillions for disaster assistance it woulc be more question of an improvement in the trade position of
beneficial if the developing countries were instead the developing'countries is, being discussed. Progress
granted fair and remunerative prices for their exports. on these negotiations has been Slow. We in Malaysia
This would have a greater salutary effect on the econ- b h . . . b
omies of developing countries. On the other hand, set great store y tese negotiations ecause our
the rise in price of an essential import item or a decline export trade constitutes more than 40 per cent of our
in the price of their primary export can erase all the gross national product. Yet the. multilateral trade
benefits they would get from foreign aid. negotiations, for example, have barely got off the

ground, though they are to be concludedby 1975.
343. Another example of the "aid fatigue" is the Further delays in the negotiations are expected while
response to the emergency operation launched by developed countries preoccupy themselves with.the~r
the Secretary-General in response to resolution own problems. Such delays, as our Prime Minister
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pointed out when he addressed the special session of
"LO in Geneva in June this 'yearvare "morally un
teJl~ble". He, called-on. the developed" countries.. IQ
negbtiate in earnestwith the developing countries. "

349. Progress in bringing about reforms of the inter
national monetary system has, also been$low. In
calling for an early refotm of the monetary system
we, together. with the other developing countries,
have called for greater participation I?Y the developing
countries in the decision-making process, the estab
lishment of a link between special drawing rights and .
additional development finance and thetransfer of real
resources from the developed to. the. developing
countries. These issues, important as they are, seem
to be overshadowed by ,the current developments on
the financial' scene. Yet the need for these reforms
couldnot have been greater.

350. The negotiations on the charter of economic
rights' and duties of states have also been stalled
because of, the lack of agreement on such key ques
tions 'as the permanent sovereignty over naturalre
sources, foreign investments, transnational corpora
tions, nationalizarions and compensation. The charter

.willbean importantdocument governing,the economic
relations, between States. Success in. settling the
outstanding issues depends on whether a political
decision bas been reached by some of the countries
concerned to proceed with finalizing the charter.
Otherwise the discussion of this item at this session
could. turn out, to be another long drawn-out affair
with little progress to report at the end.

, .

351. We seem to have reached a stalemate in our ef
forts to establish a more just and equitable socio-eco
nomic order. We all know how this is to be achieved.
It-only remains for the developed countries to change
their attitudes so that we can break this stalemate.
We are encouraged by the fact thatafew ofthese coun
tries have come out in support' of the aspirations and
hopes of the developing counttfes :and have taken
concrete steps to fulfil their commitments and obliga
tions. The efforts of such countries are worthy of our
praise, This leads us to believe, thatallis not yet lost.

352. If we are to build a durable structure of peace,
it is imperative not only to improve' thepolitical cli
mate, but, along with it, to. "make'a genuine attempt to
achieve economic and social justice for the 'developing
countries. Otherwise, as the Secretary-Generalpointed
out in his introduction to the report on the work of
the Organization, 'we will risk destroying even the
very gains. made ,'. on the political' front and usher' in a
newperiod of desperation, chaos and confrontation.
We believe that there is too much at stake to allow this
to happen. Malaysia pledges to, do alli( can. within
its means, and asks that others do the same, .

353: Mr.AGUSTSSON (iceland):Permit me to
congratulate thePre~identonhis election to the pres
idency .,of. the', twenty-ninth 'session of' .the General
A.ssembly. I wish him all success, in that high office,
and he can feel certain of the full confidence and

.support of my delegation. ' : ..
. . . ~

354. ,Allow mealso.to pay a .tribute to the Secretary:'
(Jeneral and; bis·staff fortbeir tireless efforts' in' pro~
moting the cause of theUn.itea .Nations and thus the
cause of peace in the world. . ,

355. -I would also take .this opportunity to join my
colleagues who have' welcomed the new Members of
~heUnited.Nations:Bangladesh, Grenada and Guinea
Bissau, We" look forward' to":the'ir llco+operation' 'and
contributions to the work orthe Organization. .

356. A ,new Government was recently formed in
Iceland. Participation in the United Nations is 'a basic
element of the foreign policy of that' new .Govern
ment, as has been 'the case of all Icelandic Govern
ments since we joined the United Nations in 1946.
The Icelandic people fully realizes, the necessity of
global co-operation in all ~ds of human endeavour.
We,feel that the United Natlons is the proper instru
ment to, make that co-operation' successful. We also
realize. that that co-operation is possible only with
the full and effective political backing of the United
Nations by the international community.

357. Recent events have again shown the necessity
to make the' United Nations more effective in times
of cii~is..lt is.indeedttagicthat the problem of Cyprus
is with us again. The solution of 15years ago was found
only after', much bloodshed, and the recent fightiQg
has added a new chapter to 'a story already sad enough.
We hope that all parties concerned will scrupulously
respect the cease-fire now established and will make
it possible for the peace-keeping forces of the United
Nations to carry .out their important and difficult
task. ' "', .

358. Allow me at this point to offer my sincere
condolences to those Governments whose soldiers
have been killed or wounded in 'carrying out their
peace-keeping duties for the Organization.

359. It is our firm belief that a lasting solution of the
Cyprus problem can be found only through peaceful
means ,and inconformity with the Charter of the
United Nations, and it is of utmost importance that in
all further negotiations the resolutions of the Security
Council be fully carried out. And, ofcourse, any sohi
tion must be based on respect for the sovereignty,
independence and territorial integrity of Cyprus itself.

360. The situation in the Middle East remains enor
mously complex and precarious. The. wisdom and
patience shown in the recent disengagement agree
ments indicate a welcome trend w~ich'we hope will
lead towards a 'solution of a more permanentnature,
Anysolution,$hould ,'take into account all relevant
considerations, inCluding theIegitimate rights of the
Palestinians. Here again, in this area, the most useful
role ofthe United Nations peace-keeping forces cannot
be over-estimated. ' '

36I. The question of decolonizatlon has been on the
agenda of the United Nations for many years, At this
twenty-ninth session of the 'GeneraIAss~mblywe are
in the happy position of being able to welcome Guinea
Bissau asa Member and to' welcome the establish
ment of apro~'i~ionalQovernmentin Mo~anibique.
We have.in the Past in this,forum·heardsever~ criticism
o(the PortugueSE; Governntentfor its, coloniaLpolicy.
TO,day it is most gratifyingJQ,~able' to'praise .thenew
Portuguese leade.-ship f()r, the irnpprtant ,step~" that
a~e bei~gtakeri'inconformity \Vitb ·t~e basic .prin
Ciples of the Charter of the Uhited Nations'logrant
independence to' the populations of the colonized
Terntories,
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370.. The Special Programme to provide emergency
relief and .development assistance tothe',4.evelQping
countries most .'. seriously '. a"e~tea[seb" resol,iiio.h
3202 (S- VI). sect: Xl has got off to' a slow start. A
serious economic dislocation is now affecting most

.countries of the world, some toa disastrousdegree,
stifling their economic development 8Qd'addinl to
the hunger and misery of millions of people. The
'Icelandic people are most, sensitive to this human
suffering' and the Icelandic Government •therefore
in June this year-contributed to the Special Programme
of emergency assistance, . , .

371. My country has been severely hit;by-~hes~ re
'cent economic 'developments. We' are to a' 'greater
extent than most.countries dependent on international
trade,baving to import all the oil products We use,
'much of the foodrand practically all our requirements
ofraw materials. Our principal.export item-fish and
fish products-e-has generally suffered .aconsiderable
reduction in price. This turn of events has led to se
rious economic difficulties in .my country with tre
mendous 'inflationary pressures.

372. : n.isevidenttbaian important aspect of these
problemsi~ the question of a rational and just utiliza
tion of. the world resources, which bas~neverbeen
more urgent than now,given, on one hand, the tech
nical means we possess and, on.the other, the rapidly
increasing.world population. , . . . . '

373.. Theproble~ of energy .resources has been
highlighted .lat~ly by the greatly increased prices of
petroleum products. The limitations in the potential
supply of. these products" seem to make it imperative
that other sources of energy: ~ be. developed.. May
I suggest that theUnited Nations has a role to 'play
in this field -by acting as a co-ordinator of research
to this end. In this connexion, I wish.to point to the
tremendous latent geothermalpotential, the -utiliza
tion <;tf which has O\lJy just commenced.

3;74. MycQuntrY',Whicb' depends.almost entirely On
the resourceserthe sea for its economic survival, is,
as .many, representatives know, especially interested
in,th~ work of the Tbi-:d U~ite.dNations Conference
on the ~woflhe Sea. In the view of my Government
the recently .concluded session in:Cara.ca$·achi~ved

its purpose in clarifyingba~icalternatives:andreducing
their number.We.are allindebted to .the 'Government
of'Ve~ezuela for ,prQvid,ngexcellen~faQilities.fer lbe
r.;:onfcrence and-also.for providing.. thee ',ser.y,i~es·, .,of
Mr.;Andreas.t\guilar, 'wbo '. perforrned.his·Junctions
'as;,Chairman of the Second Committee. ·ofthe·Co.nfer-
en~e;,wi~bgreat di~t'nc.tio~. . , .

, .-

375. .. SixtySUlteswbicb had ilo{.,eeli members ofthe
preparatorycoDuiiittee .for the Conference had the
opportunity.of.expla.ini~gtheir\l;iewsaild·beingbrousbt
i~to.tbe"neggtiatingp10cesS .and.,tbat'objective .. was

.' adl1drablyaccoDJPlish,ed. It _was cleat",tba.tno· ·tinil1
solutions would emerge from the Caracas session,
~ince: the Work PrQceeded on the basi~ofthe:coJi
sensus principles, and that further. timewould<Oe
required for.',the negotiating process. However, In..all
fields the basic Issues. are now reasonably wellestab
lishedandit is to be hoped that the .forthcomingses
sion in Geneva next spring will proceed to adopt a
reasonable package solution.

362. Unfortunately,. in other 'parts 'of southern
Africa the Africen' populat!<?n is still being severely
suppressed. All reasonablesteps mustbe taken,to.bring
to an' early,end the flagrant violation of' human-rights
which is' being committed inthe area. '
3~3. The Korean question was discussedat the last
session of th~.,genera.l Assem~ly .more lIS~fldly ,per
haps, ihan could have been expected. The conclusion,
acceptable to both parties to the dispute..expressed
the hope that further bilateral discussions aimed. at
peaceful reunification could take place. Regrettably,
that has not been so. Whether 'discussions during this
session will carry the question any' further towards
a solutionremains to be, seen. But, in any:case, itis.to
be hoped that some further progress on this long
standing problem can be made in the. nearest future,
leading to a peaceful reunitication of Korea.
364. The world situation demands that all efforts be
made to enhance detente, 'to increase co-operation
and to bring about effective disarmament. The. Con
ference on Security and Co-operation in Europe has
not yet-s-despite long discussions-produced' satis
factory results. There is some uncertainty as .to the
outcome, but we feel it is of great importance that
solutions be found to' the weighty questions the Con
ference is now 'dealing. with.

, , ,

~§5. ~ The situation is similar as regards the evc;n more
complex talks in Vienna on mutual force reductions
in Central Europe. Progress has been slow. But we
hope that those discussions will at an early date have
positive results as we consider the outcome of both
those series of'discussions as a significant test for
future developments. "
366. Little headway has been made in the Strategic
Arms Limitations Talks between the United States
and the Soviet Union since the last session of the Gen
eral Assembly, but the resumption of the negotiations
renews ourhopes for an. agreement,
367. Nuclear tests have . been continued and
expanded. This sounds a new warning and shows the
urgency of reaching an international agreement en a
comprehensive ban on the production andtesting of
nuclear armaments. it is of course essential that dis
armament agreements also contain provisions for a
ban on 'the production and possessionof chemical
weapons.
368. While attempts are being madeto solve all these
armament problems, overwhelmingas they sometimes
seem, it is' also important to look 'ahead andJry,to
envisage. what kinds of new problems i~ this field we
might possibly be faced. with in futu(~ year~nd then
try, if possible, to avert them 'before: th~y become
acute. For this reason we look with favourupon ~be

initiatives taken for. the discussion of po~enti~l,new

threats in this tiela~uriilgthissessiqnofth~.t\s~embly.

369. Never before io',the;:history of. the United Na
tions have economicmatters: been discussed' 'at such
a high level' as they were in the sixth~sp~ci,l:session
of the General Assembly. That special session has
helped deepen, the awareness .of the: ,jnc,reasingeco
nomic .interdependence 'of the whole world. It is 'our
hope that we canspeed upsigniticantly the efforts
aimed at reducing the economic gap ..which exists
between the industrialized .and the developing coun
tries. This is one of the most urgent questions that
the international community faces.
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1 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 402, No. S778, p. 72.
2 See Basic: Documents ofAsian Regional Organizations, edited

by MichaelHaas, Oceana Publications, Inc., Dobbs Ferry, New
York, 1974, vol. IV, p, 1269.
.:f-Uriit~d Nations, Treaty Series. vol. 634, No. 9068, p.326.
""SeeOhidal Rec.·ords of the General Assembly, twenty~ninth

Session, .Supplement No. 24. para.' 84.
!I Ibid.• para. 73.
" see .A/9330 and Corr.I, p. 8S. - '
7 See Rhodesia: Report ofth« tommission on Rhodesian Opinion

under the.Chairmal1shipo!the RighiHonourable the Lord Pearce,
CI1ld,.4964 (f.,;ondon; Her MlUcsty's Stationery Office. 1972). .

. 11 L~gal Conseque.nc.'es for States 0/ the Continued Presence of
South Aj'ric'ain Namibia'(South West A/rica) notwithstanding Se.c.·,,
rit)'Cound/re$ol"tion 276(/970), Advisory Opinion I.C.J. Reports
1971, p. 16. .'

., See OJ)ic.'iill R~cprds a/the General Assembly, Twenty-eighth
Ses~i~n, SupjJlemelllNo. 30.p; 24. 2senda item 41. ,

•in Committee on 'Reform'of the International Monetary System
and Related Issues, of the International Monetary Fund.

. ,HSee OjJic:ial Rec.'ords of the General Assembly, Nineteenth
Ses~iqn;"'n"'e~es. annex N.o. 8 .(pan. I)" document' A/SSOO/Rev.l,
chap.. IX,. para., 112.. " ". . '., ',' . , .,

12 Subsequ~ntly adopted as resolution 3281 (XXIX).
'I" Uriited.Natio'ljs, TretJty Series', vol. 480, No. 6964,p. 43~

(4 OjJicial Rtt:ords.ofthe General Asse.mbly, Sixth Spe.cial ,Yes
sio~!P/~lJary Meetings, 2217th meetin,8, para. 164.
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376. On the basis of the discussions at Caracas it 380. It is the most valuable recognition of the impor
isnow~ready possibleto visualize the outlinesor . ta.nce.of the United Nations that none of us would

.such a package solution. In our view it will.con$ist " ,like, to, see the world today without the. Organization.
of a territorial Sea of 12,miles, an exclusive econoiliic,~:~;\~~;;tbngas 'we all have this firm-belief in the necessity
zone of up to 200 miles, a reasonable solution witb"~'~ of,'the United Nations, we are indeed on the right path
regard to the continental shelf area beyond 200 roUes, . 'leading us to a better and more just world in spite of
freedom of navigation in theeconomiczcne, unim- the fact that we have not been able to progress as fast
peded passage through straits used for international as the more optimistic had hoped and therefore we
"avigation, a balanced solution for .coa£tal 'S'ta~e have sometimes. had considerable disappointments
jurisdiction in connexion with pollution and scien- through the years.
tific. research, the recognition of equitabl~ rig~ts for 381.. in this connexion I think it is encouraging for
!and-Ioc~ed .States and a str0!1g authority .for the all of us.if we recall the world,~\tuation 29 years ago.
mte-:natlOnal sea-bed 8!ea whlc~ w~uld safeguard Then, almost two thirds of tll.e. 138 Members now
the.jnterests of developing countries ID: the. proceeds represented in this Hall. were colonies and their peo-
from that area. ', . ." •',,' ~ ,',' , pies were without 'the freedom, sovereignty and inde-
377. To my Government the most important issue pendence they now fortunately enjoy. Then there
is the formal adoption of an exclusive economic zone was very ~;ale international co-operation for the
of up to 200 miles, which is now a firmly established furth~ring of. human rights and very few efforts to
concept that enjoys 'the support of the overwhelming avert hunger and poverty ln the world. And then there
majority of the Members' of the' international' corn- was no Internatione! institution to mediate in .armed
munity. I want to use this' opportunity to express the conflicts between nations and act as a peace-keeping
satisfaction of my Government with regard to the force.' .
policy of many Governments that-previously we~e 382. Because of the existence,of the United Nations
opposed to.. this _,concept but have now ,Iven. their we are now living in a much better world than existed
support to It. ·We look forward to the~ontmuatlo!l,of 29 years ago. Therefore we all must continue to
the Confe,rence on the Law of the,Sea and..we-are-con- strengthen the Organization, in the firm belief that we
fi~e~t that a sol':ltlon of these. rnatters. ,IS now. \\,~1l are contributing to a better world of tomorrow.
within reach. It'lS 0';lr hope that agreement. will 'be That belief can and will, if we let it guide us in our
reac~ed next year With reflard to an exclu:slve.eco- work here, bring us each day closer to our goals. That
nomic zone ofup to, 200 miles and' other related' ~ ,)t- belief is of the utmost importance for us all, since it is
ters at. t~eConfer.ence on the Law oftht: Sea, r ., i~at equally acceptable to the developing and the .devel-
~o,,:ef!1ments whlc~ plan to extend. their coastal ,J~- oped States, to the poor nations and the rich, and there-
flsdlct.lOn to. !hat distance .can proceed on the baSIS fore we can unite under its banner for the creation of
of an international c~nventlOn., ' '... a more peaceful and a more just world.
378. J am not.saying that the alternative would be - .'
utter chaos, because there already exisls .sufficient The meeting rose at ./0.25 p.m,
support for, unilateral action in this field, if the eo-
operative .effor:ts should fail,an eventuality that we
all should strive to prevent. A solution in the .near
future along the lines now indicated through the work
ofthe Conference on the Lawofshe Sea would be the
logical and reasonable 'result-of the tremendous work
which has been devoted to the problems inVolved.'

.In view' of this fact I want to use this opportunity, to
express my Government's admiration ,for the .leader
ship provided .by Mr. Amerasinghe, President of the
Third United Nations Conference on the, Law of the
Sea.'Theintemational community is greatly ,indebted
to him rorhis endeavours which, lam sure, will cul
minatein.thesuccessfulcompletionof the taskiof the
Conference. Our. thanks 'also go to the, ~hairmenof
the committees, IOC the Conference and other officials
of the Conference who. have. showtfgreatde.votion,·to
duty. I wish them luck in the further exercise.of their.
great responsibilities.

" ~; - . - .. ,

,379.' rhis,i~the twe~ty-ninths~ssionofthe.. General
Assembly. Twenty-nine years is indeed a, ~ery. sbort
period of time in,the history'ofcivU~zation~ Aqmi,ttipg

•. that, we. ail" realize how. important a f9undatiori ,tije
(iriited Nations' has "cre~ied illthis:relatively .shQrt
perio~ of time to incre~s.e,alld. ~tren$~hen~.~o:o.p~~-'
tion between the nations of the world for, the" benefitofmankind. . ",",' "




